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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Worlds beyond our own

One of the most exciting aspects of exoplanetary science is that it strives to answer some of
the most fundamental questions posed by humanity. Are there worlds beyond our own? If
so, what are they like? Are they too inhabited by life? While these questions have long been
contemplated, today we are in the best position yet to formalise detailed answers to them
and perhaps even, through a newfound understanding of other worlds, shed light on the
nature of our own origin.

We have known of the existence of the five planets in our own Solar System that appear
brightest in the night sky (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn) since antiquity, but
our understanding of their nature was largely confined to philosophical thought until the
first studies with optical telescopes in the 17th century. Early observations demonstrated that
these objects were not mere points of light; spots and bands could be seen on Jupiter, there
were giant rings around Saturn, and the planets possessed moons of their own (e.g. Galilei
1610; Huygens 1659; Cassini 1673, 1686). The mountains and craters of our own Moon
were also seen clearly for the first time, painting a vivid picture of a world not entirely unlike
Earth. In the centuries that followed, countless new Solar System objects were discovered
through telescopic observations, including the icy planets Uranus and Neptune (Herschel
& Watson 1781; Adams 1846; Le Verrier 1846a,b; Galle 1846).1 The worlds of our Solar
System would become ever more familiar to us as time went on, especially as they were
visited by the first space probes in the latter half of the 20th century, which returned detailed
photographs of the planets and their moons from up close.

While the planets of the Solar System have now been studied for hundreds of years, it
was only relatively recently that the first exoplanets – planets beyond our solar system –
were discovered. Unexpectedly, the first two exoplanets were discovered in orbit not around

1 Both Uranus and Neptune were actually observed on multiple occasions prior to their discovery as planets, but were
mistaken for stars. William Herschel identified Uranus as a Solar System object in 1781 and was credited with its
discovery, but he originally believed it to be a comet; follow-up observations by others in the astronomy community
later confirmed its status as a planet.
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1
a typical star, but around a pulsar: a rapidly rotating remnant left behind when after a
supergiant star undergoes a supernova explosion (Wolszczan & Frail 1992). A third exoplanet
was discovered in this system soon after (Wolszczan 1994).1 The first exoplanet orbiting
a typical sun-like star on its main sequence, 51 Pegasi b, was discovered just a few years
after the first pulsar exoplanets (Mayor & Queloz 1995). However, this system too was very
different from our own. 51 Pegasi b lies far closer to its host star than any of the planets in
our Solar System do to the Sun, completing an orbit every ∼4.2 Earth days (compared to
Mercury’s ∼87.97 days). Its surface temperature is superheated to ∼1300 K due to its close
proximity to its star, almost double that of Venus.2 As of 1st January 2023, there are 5235
confirmed exoplanets (see Figure 1.1), with a further ∼7000 candidate exoplanets awaiting
confirmation.3 We now know that not only are there countless worlds beyond our own, but
that these worlds possess a remarkable diversity of properties and exist in a wide range of
environments.

In this introduction, I aim to provide a short overview of the field of exoplanets, with a par-
ticular focus on the areas most relevant to the work presented in this thesis. In Section 1.2, I
discuss how we define an ‘exoplanet’ and describe some of the other objects that sometimes
fall under the umbrella of this term. I then summarise the techniques used to detect exoplan-
ets in Section 1.3, including the methodology and instrumentation used for high-contrast
imaging, the approach underlying this thesis work. In Section 1.4, I discuss what we can
learn about exoplanets through direct high-contrast imaging of exoplanets. Lastly, in Sec-
tion 1.5 I describe the focus of the work presented here and outline each of the remaining
chapters in this thesis.

1.2 A spectrum of substellar objects

How do we define an ‘exoplanet’? In our own solar system, the question of how we define
a planet is still a contentious topic, and famously led to the reclassification of Pluto from
‘planet’ to ‘dwarf planet’ in 2006 (Basri & Brown 2006). It is therefore perhaps unsurprising
that it is also difficult to assign a clear definition for exoplanets, especially given the diversity
of substellar objects now known to exist.

One widely used metric for differentiating between exoplanets and other substellar objects
is mass. This issue of what would constitute a lower limit for exoplanet mass has been largely
avoided thus far, mainly due to the challenge of detecting smaller and lower mass exoplanets
(see Section 1.3). The least massive exoplanet discovered to date by far is the innermost of the
aforementioned pulsar planets, PSR B1257+12 b, which has a mass of 0.020 M⊕, ten times
that of Pluto (Konacki & Wolszczan 2003). However, a number of indirect detections have
been made of small non-planetary objects, such as exocomets or planetesimal fragments

1 This pulsar and its exoplanets are commonly referred to by their numerical designations PSR B1257+12 A, b, c,
and d. However, they also have the official names Lich, Draugr, Poltergeist, and Phobetor, after supernatural or undead
creatures from mythology, reflecting the system’s ‘undead’ post-supernova nature.

2 Mercury is closer to the Sun, but Venus is significantly hotter because its dense, cloudy atmosphere causes a runaway
greenhouse effect.

3 These values were obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive, at https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/.

https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 1.1: Cumulative histogram showing the number of exoplanets discovered over the thirty years from the first
discovery in 1992 up to 1st January 2023, based on data from the NASA Exoplanet Archive. The colours reflect the
method by which the exoplanets were discovered. While most exoplanets were discovered using indirect approaches
such as the radial velocity and transit methods, the work in this thesis is focused on the technique of direct imaging.

(e.g. Ferlet et al. 1987; Boyajian et al. 2016; Rappaport et al. 2018; Ansdell et al. 2019;
Zieba et al. 2019). Natural satellites are also expected to exist in orbit around exoplanets
themselves. Such objects may exist in a range of sizes and masses, from smaller ‘exomoons’
to larger objects that form a binary with the host exoplanet (e.g. Limbach & Turner 2013;
Heller et al. 2014; Lazzoni et al. 2022). While exomoon and binary planet candidates have
been observed, there have not yet been any definite detections (e.g. Teachey & Kipping 2018;
Rodenbeck et al. 2018; Lazzoni et al. 2020).

On the upper end of the mass scale, the picture is made more complicated by brown dwarfs.
Main-sequence stars produce energy by converting hydrogen into helium in their cores
through nuclear fusion (e.g. Eddington 1920; Bethe 1939). Brown dwarfs – first predicted
to exist in the 1960s and sometimes referred to as ‘failed stars’ – are substellar objects that
are not massive enough to sustain this process (Kumar 1962; Hayashi & Nakano 1963). The
first brown dwarfs were later discovered in 1995 by Nakajima et al. (1995) and Rebolo et al.
(1995), the same year that the first exoplanet orbiting a main-sequence star was discovered;
but they are distinct from giant exoplanets as they are still massive enough to fuse deuterium
(and in some cases lithium). Based on the criterion that define the transitions from exoplanet
to brown dwarf and from brown dwarf to star (i.e. the deuterium burning and hydrogen
burning limits, respectively), it is generally accepted that brown dwarf masses span a mass
range of roughly ∼13-80MJup (e.g. Spiegel et al. 2011; Dieterich et al. 2014; Chabrier et al.
2022). This would suggest an approximate exoplanet upper mass limit of ∼13MJup. However,
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in practice exoplanets and brown dwarfs lie on a spectrum and cannot be differentiated by
mass alone. The boundaries of this range are not exact, and can depend on the deuterium
and helium abundances and metallicity of the object in question. Furthermore, distinguishing
objects at the exoplanet/brown dwarf boundary is challenging and uncertainties on mass
estimates sometimes substantially overlap both sides. For these reasons, the term ‘exoplanet’
is often used broadly to describe objects close to this boundary on either side. Indeed, several
of the highest mass exoplanets in the NASA Exoplanet Archive have masses well above this
∼13MJup boundary. The more inclusive phrase ‘substellar companion’ is also common when
describing any object in the exoplanet to brown dwarf regime that is gravitationally bound
to a host object. This term is used to refer to many of the companion objects studied in
this thesis, which span from high-mass exoplanets close to the brown dwarf boundary to
high-mass brown dwarfs close to the stellar boundary.

Another proposed metric for separating exoplanets and brown dwarfs companions is that of
formation mechanism. Most exoplanets are thought to have formed through core accretion,
by which a solid core grows until it is massive enough to accrete a gaseous atmosphere (e.g.
Pollack et al. 1996; Alibert et al. 2005; Mordasini et al. 2008). However, typical core accretion
models struggle to explain the population of massive companions observed at extremely wide
separations from their host stars, because the expected timescale to form such a core is longer
than the typical lifetimes of the protoplanetary disks of material in which they form (Haisch
et al. 2001; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012). An alternative formation mechanism suggested
to explain these objects is disk instability, whereby material in a protoplanetary disk collapses
to form a companion directly (e.g. Boss 1997; Boley 2009; Nero & Bjorkman 2009). There is
evidence that both mechanisms can form objects with masses on either side of the typically-
used ∼13MJup deuterium burning limit (e.g. Bodenheimer et al. 2013; Cadman et al. 2021).
However, it can be argued that objects formed through disk instability are more akin to failed
stars, and thus could be considered to be brown dwarfs (e.g. Kratter et al. 2010; Kratter &
Lodato 2016). Indeed, a large fraction of the brown dwarf population likely instead formed
directly from the fragmentation of protostellar molecular clouds, in a scaled-down form of
another star formation mechanism (e.g. Luhman 2012; Chabrier et al. 2014; Bowler et al.
2020a). Regardless of formation mechanism, low mass brown dwarfs appear to share many
of the same properties as giant exoplanets, such as temperature, surface gravity, and even
weather (e.g. Faherty et al. 2013, 2016; Dupuy & Kraus 2013; Helling & Casewell 2014; Vos
et al. 2022, 2023). Since brown dwarfs are often easier to observe, this makes them ideal
analogues to help us better understand exoplanets.

An additional point to note is that substellar objects do not necessarily orbit a star; several
systems have been identified in which exoplanets orbit brown dwarfs (e.g. Chauvin et al.
2004). There have also been numerous discoveries of field brown dwarfs and free-floating
planetary-mass objects (‘rogue planets’), which are believed to have either formed in situ like
stars or been ejected from their original exoplanetary system by gravitational interactions
(e.g. Luhman 2012; Scholz et al. 2022).
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1.3 Searching for exoplanets

Exoplanets are extremely difficult to detect directly. This is because they are generally thou-
sands or even millions of times fainter than their host stars, and the angular separations
between exoplanets and their hosts are very small. The light from an exoplanet is often
therefore almost entirely obscured by the light from its host star. In Figure 1.2, BT-Settl
evolutionary models are plotted for objects of different masses, showing how their bright-
ness changes as they get older (Allard et al. 2013). Stars (≥80 MJup, in purple) initially get
fainter as they contract after formation, but their luminosity levels off as they enter the main
sequence and begin fusing hydrogen. Substellar objects below the hydrogen burning limit
but above the deuterium burning limit (i.e. the brown dwarf mass regime, 13-80 MJup, in
pink) initially remain bright while they fuse deuterium, but begin to cool and fade once
this supply is exhausted. Planetary-mass objects (≤13 MJup, in orange) begin to rapidly cool
and fade immediately after they finish forming. This means that not only are exoplanets
and other substellar companions much fainter than their host stars from their nascence, but
that this vast difference in brightness (often referred to as contrast) becomes increasingly
immense as a system ages. For these reasons, the vast majority of known exoplanets have
not been detected directly, but instead are observed indirectly using a wide array of methods
that measure their influence on their host star (e.g. Wright & Gaudi 2013). The work in
these thesis is focused on the small number of substellar companions that have been imaged
directly, as well as the techniques and instrumentation that we use to achieve this.

However, it is important to note that the properties of the exoplanets that are accessible
to different approaches can be very different. Figure 1.3 shows the masses of all known
exoplanets as a function of their separation from their host star, plotted in different colours
that reflect the method by which they were detected. If we consider the transit method, for
example, we see that most of the exoplanets discovered with this technique lie at close orbital
separations (<1 au) to their host star. This method involves monitoring the flux of a target
star. If the orbital path of an exoplanet around this star happens to take it in front of the star
from the viewpoint of the observer, then a small fraction of the star’s light will be blocked,
causing it to appear fainter for the duration of the ‘transit’ of the exoplanet. Therefore, if
repeated, periodic drops in brightness are detected for a star, we can infer that they are due
to the presence of an orbiting companion (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000).
The time between transits, the length of the transits, and the fraction of stellar flux blocked
provide information about the orbital separation and radius of the companion. The success of
this method in detecting companions in close orbits is because it is inherently more sensitive
to them; a transit is more likely to be observed for a close-orbit companion, and the time
between consecutive orbits will be far shorter. Similarly, each detection method has its own
biases towards detecting exoplanets of certain masses and in certain orbits. Like the transit
method, the radial velocity method (e.g. Mayor & Queloz 1995; Wright 2018) intrinsically
favours massive companions in closer orbits, whereas most companions detected through
microlensing lie at orbital separations >1 au but <10 au (e.g. Einstein 1936; Bond et al.
2004; Gaudi 2012).
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Figure 1.2: BT-Settl theoretical models from Allard et al. (2013) showing how the bolometric luminosities of objects
of different masses change as a function of time. The purple, pink, and orange lines represent objects with masses
≥80MJup (the hydrogen burning limit), 13-80 MJup, and ≤13MJup (the deuterium burning limit), respectively. Directly
imaged companions that are listed in the NASA Exoplanet Archive and have both age and bolometric luminosity
measurements are shown for reference. Data obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive and the references therein.
Based on a plot from Bowler (2016).

Some regions of the mass and orbital separation parameter space remain unexplored, as
evidenced by the regions in Figure 1.3 where there are no detections of exoplanets. These
gaps do not necessarily imply that exoplanets do not exist in these regions, but instead
highlight the masses and orbital separations that current methods and technologies are
unable to reach. To date, the only exoplanets discovered with masses less than that of Earth
lie at separations <0.2 au, approximately half of the semi-major axis of Mercury in our own
Solar System.

The direct imaging method probes a unique region of parameter space currently beyond the
reach of indirect detection methods. Although the extreme contrasts between exoplanets
and their host stars prohibit us from imaging the close-separation companions favoured by
most indirect detection methods, this difference in brightness can be more easily overcome
for massive companions at wider separations (e.g. Bowler 2016). In the following subsec-
tions, I discuss the challenges this involves and provide a description of the techniques and
instrumentation that we use to successfully image substellar companions directly.
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Figure 1.3: The masses of the 5235 exoplanets discovered as of 1st January 2023 as a function of the semi-major axis
of their orbits, where these values exist in the NASA Exoplanet Archive. The colours reflect the method by which the
exoplanets were discovered. The masses shown for many of the exoplanets discovered with the radial velocity method
are their minimum possible mass (Msini) as their orbital inclinations are often unknown. Different detection methods
probe different regions of parameter space; direct imaging allows us to detect high mass, widely separated companions
that are inaccessible to indirect methods.
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1.3.1 Direct imaging

The difficulty in observing exoplanets directly arises not only from the extreme difference
in contrast between them and their host stars, but also from their close separations on the
sky. The closer the angular separation of a companion’s orbit, the more it is obscured by
the glare from the star. Companions on the widest of orbits, hundreds or even thousands
of au in separation (generally tens to hundreds of arcseconds separation on sky), can be
observed largely unimpeded by stellar light (e.g. Rebolo et al. 1998; Faherty et al. 2010,
2021; Chinchilla et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021). Stellar systems closer to Earth are also
easier targets for direct imaging searches, because a given physical separation will appear
larger on sky (e.g. Bowler 2016).

The population of companions at closer separations that are most accessible to direct imaging
are those for which the contrast ratio is the least extreme. If we again consider the models
shown in Figure 1.2, the difference in brightness between stars and lower-mass objects is
smallest for substellar objects with high masses and young ages. Furthermore, the contrast
for a given system is smaller if the host object is of lower mass and therefore fainter (e.g.
Chauvin et al. 2004, 2005a; Todorov et al. 2010; Dupuy et al. 2018; Fontanive et al. 2020).
The contrast that needs to be achieved to detect a companion can be reduced further by
observing at the optimal wavelength. If we assume that stars and companions radiate as
black bodies, then the peak emissions of stars occur at much shorter wavelengths than
those of cooler substellar companions. Substellar companions are extremely faint at optical
wavelengths, so most exoplanet imaging studies are carried out in the longer near-infrared
regime (∼1–5 µm), where the contrast difference is more favourable yet companions still
emit enough of their own light to be detected. Contrast ratios are even more favourable
at longer mid-infrared wavelengths (>5 µm), but these wavelengths have remained out of
reach for ground-based observatories thus far because of the high telluric background. JWST
can now provide wavelength coverage up to 28 µm, opening a new window to detect and
characterise directly imaged exoplanets (e.g. Hinkley et al. 2021; Currie et al. 2022a).

The exoplanets discovered through direct imaging to date are all ‘super Jupiters’, with masses
greater than 2 MJup. Images of some of these exoplanets are shown in Figure 1.4, including
the HR 8799 system in which multiple exoplanets have been detected. Imaging rocky ‘Exo-
Earth’ planets around the nearest systems to Earth will require us to reach contrasts much
deeper than 10−7 at close angular separations, compared to the 10−5–10−6 contrasts reached
by current state of the art instrumentation (e.g. Nielsen et al. 2019; Hinkley et al. 2021;
Vigan et al. 2021; Currie et al. 2022a; Galicher & Mazoyer 2023).

In the future, high-contrast imagers on the upcoming extremely large telescopes, such as
the Mid-infrared ELT Imager and Spectrograph (METIS) instrument on the Extremely Large
Telescope (ELT), will achieve the deepest sensitivity yet, potentially enabling the first obser-
vations of exoplanetary Solar System analogues around nearby stars (e.g. Kasper et al. 2010;
Brandl et al. 2008, 2021).
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Figure 1.4: An image gallery of some of the substellar companions discovered through direct high-contrast imaging to
date. Left-hand panel: the exoplanet YSES 1b, along with its host star (behind a coronagraph) and three background
sources (Figure 1, Bohn et al. 2020a). Centre panel: the multi-planet system HR 8799 bcde, which contains four
known planets and is approximately face-on as viewed from Earth (Figure 3, Biller et al. 2021). Right-hand panel:
the host star HD 1160 A and its companion HD 1160 B, taken from Chapter 3 of this thesis (Sutlieff et al. 2023).

1.3.2 A recipe for ground-based high-contrast exoplanet imaging

The theoretical limiting angular resolution that a telescope can resolve is given by the
Rayleigh criterion for the diffraction limit, θ ≈ 1.22 λ/D, where λ is the wavelength of the
observations and D is the mirror diameter of the telescope. This means that resolving stars
and companions with smaller angular separations requires ever larger telescopes. Although
space-based telescopes benefit from increased sensitivity as a result of their environment, the
sample of directly imaged companions that they can detect remains limited, as most lie at
close angular separations within their inner working angles. Conversely, the largest ground-
based telescopes have the mirror diameters necessary to detect these companions, but suffer
from the sensitivity-degrading effects of Earth’s atmosphere. As light passes through Earth’s
atmosphere, variations in pressure and refractive index induced by atmospheric turbulence
lead to distortions in the incoming wavefront. This deterioration of image quality is often
referred to as astronomical seeing. Ground-based observations therefore rarely reach the
diffraction limit and are instead ‘seeing-limited’. However, modern ground-based imaging
systems are able to partially correct for the effects of atmospheric turbulence and suppress
stellar flux, thereby obtaining diffraction-limited images at the contrasts required to detect
close-separation, high-contrast companions (e.g. Guyon 2018). Such systems consist of sev-
eral key components and techniques that work in combination to produce this effect, each
of which I review here.

1.3.2.1 Adaptive Optics

A vital part of any high-contrast imaging system is an adaptive optics (AO) system which
aims to measure the distortion of the incoming wavefront and correct it in real time (e.g.
Babcock 1953; Rousset et al. 1990; Davies & Kasper 2012; Guyon 2018). The operating
principle of a typical AO system is shown in Figure 1.5. First, a small fraction of the incoming,
distorted light is redirected into a wavefront sensor using a beamsplitter. The wavefront
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Figure 1.5: A schematic showing how a typical AO system operates. The closed feedback loop (red dotted line) is
repeated hundreds of times per second to attempt to correct for atmospheric turbulence in real time. Figure used with
permission of Annual Reviews, Inc., from Davies & Kasper (2012); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.
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sensor then measures the shape of the wavefront (and hence the distortion) in one of two
ways. A Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor consists of an array of identical lenslets with the
same size and focal length (e.g. Li et al. 2012). These lenslets focus the incoming light onto a
detector, producing an array of spots that represent the local wavefront at each lenslet. The
displacement of these spots from their expected positions for a flat wavefront corresponds
to the local tilt of the wavefront at each lenslet, allowing the shape of the wavefront to be
measured. Alternatively, a pyramid wavefront sensor splits the light into four images using a
prism in the shape of a four-sided pyramid (e.g. Ragazzoni 1996). These images are identical
for a flat wavefront, so variations in their intensity reflect the distortion of the wavefront.
The wavefront sensor sends the measurements to a real-time control system, which uses a
wavefront control algorithm to calculate the correction required to return the light to a flat
wavefront. A deformable mirror, consisting of thousands of small actuators located behind
a thin optical surface, is then used to apply the correction to the incoming wavefront (e.g.
Guyon 2018).

This entire loop is completed hundreds of times per second to correct for the aberrations
induced by rapidly changing atmospheric turbulence. The degree to which the wavefront
is corrected can be quantified using the Strehl ratio, where higher values reflect a better
correction. Extreme adaptive optics systems such as those used by the Gemini Planet Imager
(GPI, Macintosh et al. 2014) and the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch
(SPHERE, Beuzit et al. 2019) are able to achieve Strehl ratios of >90% in the infrared H-
band. However, residual aberrations can still cause difficulties for observations of companions.
Furthermore, aberrations introduced to the wavefront on the optical path leading to the
detector (i.e. after the splitting by the beamsplitter) are not seen by the wavefront sensor,
and so cannot be corrected. These are known as non-common path aberrations (NCPAs, e.g.
Sauvage et al. 2007).

1.3.2.2 Coronagraphy

Although AO is able to correct for the effects of Earth’s atmosphere to a high degree, the issue
of the extreme difference in brightness between a substellar companion and its host star still
remains. The level of stellar flux at the close angular separations at which these companions
reside completely overwhelms the flux of any companions. To mitigate this problem, we use
instruments known as coronagraphs that suppress the light from a target star, allowing faint
companions to be detected. The coronagraph was originally designed by Bernard Lyot to
enable observations of the solar corona to be carried out beyond the occasional total solar
eclipse (Lyot 1932, 1939). Prior to this, astronomers could only observe the solar corona
when the Sun was completely blocked by the Moon, and as such could only observe for the
short duration of an eclipse and were required to travel to specific locations to do so. In
Figure 1.6, I show the operating principle behind a simple Lyot coronagraph and how it
can be used to observe high-contrast companions. First, the telescope is aligned such that
the stellar flux arrives on-axis and centred in the field of view. The incoming starlight is
then focused such that most of its light is blocked by an opaque coronagraphic mask in the
focal plane. When the pupil is then reimaged by another lens, the remaining, diffracted
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Figure 1.6: A schematic of the simplest form of Lyot coronagraph. Incoming on-axis starlight (in yellow) is blocked by
the focal plane mask and the Lyot stop, reducing its flux significantly, while off-axis light from a faint companion (blue
dashed lines) reaches the detector largely unimpeded.

stellar light is concentrated at the outer edges of the pupil. Most of this residual light is
then absorbed by a device known as a Lyot stop, thereby further reducing the stellar flux
that reaches the detector. Importantly, the incoming light from any companions arrives at
a slight angle (off-axis) instead and therefore misses the coronagraphic mask and mostly
passes through the centre of the Lyot stop.

Today, more advanced focal-plane coronagraphs that build on this original design are in-
stalled on ground-based telescopes worldwide as well as space telescopes such as the Hub-
ble Space Telescope and JWST (e.g. Ruane et al. 2018; Galicher & Mazoyer 2023). Large
ground-based coronagraphic imaging surveys routinely achieve high-contrasts at close angu-
lar separations (10−5–10−6 at 0.4–0.5′′ after data processing), allowing faint companions
to be detected (e.g. Nielsen et al. 2019; Langlois et al. 2021; Vigan et al. 2021). However,
focal-plane coronagraphs do have some key disadvantages. The target star must be centred
in the field of view to a high degree of accuracy such that the coronagraphic mask is able
to effectively block its light. They are therefore inherently sensitive to tip/tilt instabilities
that result from telescope vibrations and residual seeing effects and can limit their ability to
reach deeper contrast ratios (e.g. Fusco et al. 2014; Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2021).

Conversely, pupil-plane coronagraphs are inherently immune to these instabilities. These
coronagraphs have a different working principle to focal-plane coronagraphs and, as the
name suggests, reside in the pupil-plane of the telescope (e.g. Ruane et al. 2018; Galicher &
Mazoyer 2023). Rather than blocking the light from the target star, pupil-plane coronagraphs
modify its point spread function (PSF) to produce a ‘dark hole’ of deep flux suppression in
which faint companions can be observed. As this modification is applied in the pupil plane,
it affects all sources including companions equally and is therefore not impacted by tip/tilt
instabilities. In this thesis, I present observations obtained using coronagraphs belonging to
a class of pupil-plane coronagraphs known as vector Apodizing Phase Plates (vAPPs), which
I describe in the following subsection.
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1.3.2.3 The vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraph

The Apodizing Phase Plate (APP) coronagraph is a pupil-plane coronagraph that applies
a phase modification to incoming light (Codona et al. 2006; Kenworthy et al. 2007). It
consists of a single optic, a piece of glass with a high refractive index, and as such can
be installed on a telescope simply by placing it in the filter wheel of the instrument. The
thickness of the APP varies across the pupil, such that light passing through the APP travels
different distances and therefore receives a varying degree of phase delay (Otten 2016).
The destructive interference arising from this adjustment of phase causes a dark hole to be
produced on one side of the PSF of the target star, allowing companions to be observed.
However, this means that companions at position angles on the opposite side of the star
remain obscured by the stellar flux. Furthermore, the phase delay applied by the APP is
highly chromatic and so can only achieve optimal contrasts at certain wavelengths and is
ineffective for broad-band observations.

The vector APP coronagraph, or vAPP, is the successor to the APP and overcomes many of
its drawbacks (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014a,b). The main component in the vAPP is a
patterned half-wave retarder that induces geometric phase, or Pancharatnam-Berry phase,
for incoming light (Pancharatnam 1956; Berry 1987). Unpolarised incoming light can be
considered to be composed of both left-handed and right-handed circular polarisation states,
each orthogonal to the other. When such light passes through the half-wave retarder of the
vAPP, the handedness of the light in each polarisation state is flipped and a phase delay is
applied. However, the sign of the phase delay (positive or negative) is dependent on the
handedness, so the two polarisation states receive an opposite phase delay. Whereas the
phase of the APP is encoded as physical differences in the optical path (i.e. the thickness of
the glass optic), the phase applied by the vAPP is determined by the orientation of the fast
axis of its half-wave retarder. The phase pattern of the APP is reproduced for the vAPP by
setting the orientation of this fast axis to half of the APP phase, which ensures that incoming
light is given the required phase delay to produce the same PSF shape as the APP. If the light
were allowed to proceed directly from the half-wave retarder to the detector, a single PSF
with no dark hole would be produced. It is therefore necessary to split the light according to
its circular polarisation state. First, a quarter-wave plate (QWP) is used to convert the two
circular polarisation states into two orthogonal linear polarisation states. A Wollaston prism
is then used to split the beam according to these states, resulting in two beams of opposite
phase and therefore two complementary PSFs of the target star on the detector, each with a
dark hole on the opposite side (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014a,b). This 360° coverage
(180° per PSF) means that companions can be observed regardless of their position angle. A
schematic of the operating principle of the vAPP coronagraph is shown in the top panel of
Figure 1.7.

The vAPP coronagraph is manufactured by using an ultraviolet laser to write the desired phase
pattern directly onto a liquid crystal layer positioned on a substrate. By adding additional
layers of self-aligning birefringent liquid crystals, a stack known as a multi-layered twisted
retarder (MTR) is produced. The layers in the MTR can be combined in a specific way to make
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Figure 1.7: Schematics of the vAPP and gvAPP coronagraphs and the PSFs that they produce. Both coronagraphs
produce two modified PSFs of all sources in the field of view, each with a 180° dark hole of deep flux suppression on
opposite sides. The gvAPP also produces an additional unmodified PSF, known as the leakage term, positioned between
the two coronagraphic PSFs. This is an entirely separate image of the target at a fraction of its full brightness and is
therefore ideal for photometric referencing. Figure adapted from Bos et al. (2018); Doelman et al. (2021).

the vAPP achromatic, unlike the APP, and therefore highly effective over a wide wavelength
range (e.g. Komanduri et al. 2013; Miskiewicz & Escuti 2014; Otten et al. 2014b; Doelman
et al. 2021).

The simplicity of the vAPP design makes it very straightforward to install, and as such there
are now vAPPs available on high-contrast imagers around the world. The first of the two
specific vAPPs that are the focus of this thesis is the grating vAPP (gvAPP) installed on the
Magellan Adaptive Optics (MagAO) system on the 6.5-m Magellan Clay Telescope at Las
Campanas Observatory, Chile (top panel, Figure 1.8) (Close et al. 2012; Morzinski et al.
2014; Otten et al. 2017). A gvAPP is a variant of the vAPP for which a tip-tilt phase ramp is
applied to its phase pattern, allowing the two circularly polarised beams to be split without a
QWP and Wollaston prism. The phase ramp deflects the light at a different angle depending
on the circular polarisation (Otten et al. 2014b). This can be seen in the bottom panel of
Figure 1.7. When light passes through a vAPP, slight imperfections in the optic mean that a
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Figure 1.8: The two telescopes used to obtain the observations presented in this thesis. Top panel: The 6.5-mMagellan
Clay Telescope at Las Companas Observatory, Chile, with an exoplanet observer shown for scale. This telescope hosts the
MagAO system and a 180° vAPP coronagraph. Image credit: Jayne Birkby. Bottom panel: The Large Binocular Telescope
(LBT) at Mount Graham International Observatory, Arizona, USA. The ALES IFS and a dgvAPP360 coronagraph are
installed at LBT. Image credit: Large Binocular Telescope Observatory (LBTO), University of Arizona.
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Figure 1.9: Example images of stars observed with a gvAPP (left-hand panel) and dgvAPP360 (right-hand panel). The
gvAPP produces three PSFs of the target. The dgvAPP360 instead produces a 360° dark hole around an unsaturated
PSF of the target in the centre. Credit: Leiden University; University of Arizona (left-hand panel), Sutlieff et al. (2023);
Chapter 3 (right-hand panel).

very small fraction of light, known as the polarisation leakage, does not receive the required
phase pattern. For the normal vAPP, this leakage can contaminate coronagraphic PSFs and
therefore limit the contrast that can be achieved in the dark holes. However, the leakage is
unaffected by the phase ramp of the gvAPP and so continues in a straight line, producing a
third PSF of the target that is physically separated from the others. This ‘leakage term’ PSF
does not have a dark hole, and typically consists of ∼1% of the flux of the target (Doelman
et al. 2021). Although this PSF is the result of optical defects, it provides a highly useful
photometric reference for observations of high-contrast companions. An on-sky example
image obtained with the MagAO gvAPP is shown in the left-panel of Figure 1.9. The two
coronagraphic PSFs with 180° dark holes are clearly seen, with the leakage term visible in
the centre. The MagAO gvAPP operates over a 2-5 µm wavelength range and has a dark hole
that covers 2-7 λ/D (Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2021).

The other vAPP used for the observations presented in this thesis is the 360° double-grating
vAPP (dgvAPP360) on the 2 x 8.4-m Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) at Mount Graham
International Observatory, Arizona, USA (bottom panel, Figure 1.8) (Doelman et al. 2017,
2020, 2021). The dgvAPP360 has a dark hole spanning 2.7 - 15 λ/D and operates in conjuc-
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tion with the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES) integral field spectrograph
(IFS) to provide R∼40 spectroscopy over a 2.8-4.2 µm wavelength range (Skemer et al. 2015;
Hinz et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2018). The dgvAPP360 differs from the gvAPP in two key ways.
Firstly, an additional phase ramp is used to deflect the two beams back on axis such that they
are recombined and a single PSF is produced in the image. Secondly, the phase pattern is
designed such that the resulting PSF has a dark holes covering a full 360° around the target.
This is advantageous compared to the gvAPP in that the flux of a potential companion is no
longer split between two PSFs, yet an image of the host star is maintained in the centre of
the dark hole. An on-sky image obtained with the LBT/NALES+dgvAPP360 setup is shown
in the right-hand panel of Figure 1.9.

In addition to these vAPPs, there are a number of complementary vAPPs on other telescopes.
Although LBT/ALES is the only instrument that can obtain integral field spectroscopy in
the L and M bands, there is a gvAPP available for use with the SCExAO/CHARIS IFS on
the 8.2-m Subaru Telescope, which provides spectroscopic coverage in the near-infrared
(1.13-2.39 µm, Groff et al. 2016; Doelman et al. 2017). The gvAPP on MagAO-X enables
coronagraphic observations at optical wavelengths (0.55-0.9 µm, Miller et al. 2019; Close
et al. 2020a), as did the vAPP on the Leiden EXoplanet Instrument (LEXI) at the William
Herschel Telescope (WHT) (Haffert et al. 2016, 2018). The newly-commissioned Enhanced
Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (ERIS) instrument on the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
also has a gvAPP, covering 2-5 µm (Boehle et al. 2021; Kenworthy et al. 2018b). A gvAPP
has even been flown to Earth’s stratosphere aboard a high-altitude balloon gondola as part
of the High-Contrast Imaging Balloon System (HiCIBaS, Côté et al. 2018; Allain et al. 2018;
Thibault et al. 2019), which was designed to test high-contrast imaging technology at an
altitude of ∼40 km, simulating a space-like environment. Although astrophysical targets
were not observed during this mission due to a mechanical failure, the PSFs of an internal
source observed in-flight appeared similar to those obtained on the ground, providing an
early indication that the gvAPP could be suitable for use on future space missions (Doelman
et al. 2021).

There are also vAPPs planned for the upcoming METIS and Multi-AO Imaging CamerA for
Deep Observations (MICADO) instruments on the ELT, which will obtain unprecedented
sensitivity to exoplanetary companions with its 39-m mirror (Clénet et al. 2018; Kenworthy
et al. 2018a; Perrot et al. 2018; Brandl et al. 2021, 2022).

An overview of the locations and statuses of all vAPPs produced to date and currently in
production is shown in Figure 1.10. To date, all vAPPs have been designed at Leiden Ob-
servatory in the Netherlands and manufactured by ImagineOptix and North Carolina State
University in the United States of America. Each of these vAPPs, their specific phase designs,
and the underlying technology are described in detail in the review paper of Doelman et al.
(2021).
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Figure 1.10: A map showing the location and status of vAPP coronagraphs around the world to date. The vAPPs were
designed at Leiden Observatory in the Netherlands and manufactured by ImagineOptix and North Carolina State
University in the USA, both of which are indicated by their respective logos. Credit: Doelman et al. (2021).
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1.3.2.4 Speckle suppression

No AO system is able to perfectly correct for atmospheric turbulence, and no coronagraph is
capable of eliminating all of the stellar flux at the location of a faint companion. High-contrast
imaging observations are often limited by quasistatic ‘speckles’ of residual starlight that
hamper the detection of companions at the closest angular separations, as well as a smoothly-
varying halo effect produced when atmospheric turbulence varies too quickly for the AO to
correct (e.g. Racine et al. 1999; Hinkley et al. 2007; Cantalloube et al. 2018; Madurowicz et al.
2019; Males et al. 2021). As the field of high-contrast imaging has developed, a wide variety
of observing strategies and post-processing algorithms have been devised to tackle these
effects (Cantalloube et al. 2020b). These algorithms make use of distinguishing properties,
known as diversities, that differentiate the signal of a companion from speckle noise and
hence allow deeper star-companion contrasts to be reached (e.g. Samland et al. 2021).

The simplest and most commonly used of these methods is classical Angular Differential
Imaging (cADI, Marois et al. 2006a), which relies on spatial diversity between a host star
and a companion. Many ground-based observatories have a field derotator, a device that
ensures that the field of view remains fixed relative to the telescope when following a target. If
instead the sky is allowed to rotate while images are being collected, with the pupil stabilised,
companions and other off-axis sources will appear to rotate around the image centre while
residual structure such as speckles will remain fixed. A reference PSF that models the residual
starlight is then created by taking the median (or mean) of the obtained images. The signal
of a companion will contribute minimally to this reference PSF, as long as the degree of field
rotation is sufficient. This reference PSF can then be subtracted from each of the images in
the observing sequence, removing the residual starlight and thereby improving the contrast
at the locations of any companions. The images can then be derotated to align them relative
to each other and combined to further improve the signal-to-noise of a companion.

Many more complex post-processing algorithms have since built on the concept of cADI by
constructing the reference PSF for pupil-stabilised data in different ways. For example, Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA, Amara & Quanz 2012; Soummer et al. 2012; Meshkat et al.
2014) can be used to produce a bespoke reference PSF for each frame, thereby accounting
for the quasistatic evolution of the residual starlight. Similarly, the Locally Optimized Combi-
nation of Images (LOCI, Lafrenière et al. 2007) algorithm also creates reference PSFs for each
frame, by optimising the linear combination of the images used to create the reference PSFs.
Some algorithms such as the ANgular Differential OptiMal Exoplanet Detection Algorithm
(ANDROMEDA, Mugnier et al. 2009; Cantalloube et al. 2015) use a maximum likelihood
approach to estimate the position and flux of candidate companions in pupil-stabilised data.

While most post-processing algorithms to date rely on the spatial diversity of data to remove
stellar speckles, other diversities can also be used. If a dataset was obtained with an IFS,
Spectral Differential Imaging (SDI, Racine et al. 1999; Sparks & Ford 2002) can be used.
This technique makes use of the fact that the stellar PSF scales as a function of wavelength.
As the position of a companion in the data instead remains fixed with changing wavelength,
images at different wavelengths can be used to distinguish bona fide companions from
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speckles. Other approaches, such as Temporal Reference Analysis of Planets (TRAP) and
PAtch COvariances (PACO), instead rely on temporal diversity to eliminate speckle noise
or retrieve information about a companion (e.g. Flasseur et al. 2018; Samland et al. 2021;
Gebhard et al. 2022; Lewis et al. 2023, Liu et al. submitted).

The post-processing algorithm that achieves the best result for a given companion is de-
pendent on the properties of both the specific data set and of the companion. Different
post-processing algorithms can be more effective at different angular separations from the
target star. It is therefore common to apply a range of different post-processing strategies
to a data set to compare the results. In recent years, many of these algorithms have been
integrated into generalised end-to-end data reduction pipelines for high-contrast imaging
data, such as Vortex Image Processing (VIP, Gomez Gonzalez et al. 2017), Python Karhunen-
Loève Image Processing (pyKLIP, Wang et al. 2015), and PynPoint (Amara & Quanz 2012;
Stolker et al. 2019).

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I make use of the cADI and PCA algorithms described above and
present a new post-processing algorithm specifically designed for data obtained with gvAPP
coronagraphs. In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I choose not to apply post-processing algorithms
to data obtained with the dgvAPP360 in order to maintain the stellar PSF for use as a
photometric reference.

1.4 What can we learn about directly imaged companions?

1.4.1 Atmospheric characterisation

The recipe for high-contrast imaging described in the previous section enables the direct de-
tection of faint exoplanets at close angular separations, and thus provides a unique avenue to
characterise exoplanets through direct spectroscopic observations. This means that not only
can we retrieve information about their physical properties and atmospheric compositions,
but begin to answer the questions of their formation mechanisms and occurrence rates.

The most common characterisation approach for directly imaged companions is that of low-
resolution spectroscopy, which can reveal the presence of specific molecules in a companion’s
atmosphere. For example, the J- and H-band spectrum of low-mass (∼2 MJup) exoplanet
51 Eri b shows strong methane and water vapour absorption (Macintosh et al. 2015; White-
ford et al. 2023). Both water and carbon monoxide lines can be seen in the J-band spectrum
of HR 8799 c, which together can be used to deduce the carbon-to-oxygen ratio (Konopacky
et al. 2013). Chemical abundancies such as these are invaluable for breaking the degeneracies
between formation mechanisms described in Section 1.2, which is an active area of research
(e.g. Öberg et al. 2011; Barman et al. 2015; Skemer et al. 2016b; Wilcomb et al. 2020; van
der Marel et al. 2021; Khorshid et al. 2022). Near-infrared spectral characterisations have
also found that the young exoplanet companions found through direct imaging often have far
redder colours than older field brown dwarfs of similar effective temperatures, highlighting
that low surface gravity can have an important effect on their atmospheric structure (e.g.
Macintosh et al. 2015; Chauvin et al. 2017; Biller & Bonnefoy 2018; Currie et al. 2022a).
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The comparison of atmospheric models to their spectra further allows values for their physical
properties to be inferred, such as temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, and luminosity
(e.g. Morzinski et al. 2015; De Rosa et al. 2016; Samland et al. 2017; Stone et al. 2020;
Ward-Duong et al. 2021). By fitting models based on different starting assumptions, such
as cloudy or cloud-free, we can empirically test these assumptions (e.g. Currie et al. 2011;
Skemer et al. 2012, 2014b; Ingraham et al. 2014; Rajan et al. 2017). Although the mass
of an exoplanet cannot be inferred directly through the fitting of atmospheric models, it is
possible to obtain an estimate, if its age is known, by evaluating model isochrones at the
luminosity of the exoplanet for a given age (e.g. Allard 2014; Baraffe et al. 2015). This can
also be done using the temperature or surface gravity instead of the luminosity. However,
luminosity is significantly less model dependent (Bonnefoy et al. 2016).

Comparisons to empirical observed template spectra of field objects can further be used to
estimate the spectral type of a companion, but it is important to note these generally only
cover shorter wavelengths (e.g. 0.8–2.5 µm, Burgasser 2014). Moreover, some studies have
found that no empirical template is a perfect match to their substellar companion spectra,
and that satisfactory matches can only be found to individual wavebands separately (e.g.
Konopacky et al. 2016; Mesa et al. 2018). One explanation for this can be the wavelength-
dependent time variability due to atmospheric features rotating in and out of view (see next
section).

1.4.2 Variability

The planets of our Solar System possess cloud structures and weather systems with a wide
diversity of lifetimes and sizes (e.g. Gelino & Marley 2000; Simon et al. 2016; Ge et al.
2019; Stauffer et al. 2016; Coulter et al. 2022). Here on Earth, we experience small, short-
lived storms, as well as hurricanes that can last for several days (Figure 1.11). Jupiter is
famous for its distinct latitudinal cloud bands, and its gigantic ‘Great Red Spot’ storm that
has lasted for centuries. These features induce variability in the total brightness of a planet
as they rotate in and out of view over the planet’s rotation period. The brightness of specific
features can also be highly wavelength-dependent. For example, Jupiter’s Great Red Spot
is dark at visible wavelengths, but very bright in the 889 nm methane band, and Neptune’s
storms are far more prominent in the infrared (Gibbard et al. 2002; Ge et al. 2019). By
measuring similar variations in brightness for directly imaged exoplanets and brown dwarfs,
we therefore directly probe the dynamics and structure of their atmospheres, as well as their
physical appearances (e.g. Kostov & Apai 2013; Crossfield et al. 2014; Karalidi et al. 2015,
2016; Apai et al. 2017; Manjavacas et al. 2021, 2022; Plummer & Wang 2022). Variability
in these substellar objects can arise not only from inhomogeneous cloud cover and weather
systems, but also from aurorae, magnetic spots, and the effects of radiative convection (e.g
Goulding et al. 2012; Radigan et al. 2014; Hallinan et al. 2015; Tan & Showman 2019; Vos
et al. 2023).

High cadence, time-resolved photometric monitoring with space-based telescopes has de-
tected such variability in the light curves of several substellar companions (e.g. Manjavacas
et al. 2018, 2019a; Zhou et al. 2018, 2019, 2020a, 2022; Miles-Páez et al. 2019), consistent
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Figure 1.11: The Solar System planets have a wide variety of weather systems. Top panel: A close view of Jupiter
taken by NASA’s Juno spacecraft. Large storms and atmospheric turbulence can be seen at the interfaces between
Jupiter’s latitudinal cloud bands. The dark spot is a shadow cast by Ganymede, one of Jupiter’s Galilean moons. Credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/SwRI/MSSS, image processing by Thomas Thomopoulos. Bottom-left panel: A loose chain of
four tropical cyclones in Earth’s Western Hemisphere, taken in 2019 by a geostationary satellite. Credit: NASA Earth
Observatory/Joshua Stevens; NOAA National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service. Bottom-right
panel: A full disk view of Neptune taken by the Voyager 2 spacecraft. Neptune’s Great Dark Spot is visible in the centre,
and a bright cloud band can be seen to the north. Credit: NASA/JPL
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with both ground- and space-based studies of isolated brown dwarfs and planetary mass
objects (e.g. Radigan 2014; Wilson et al. 2014; Biller et al. 2018; Vos et al. 2018, 2020,
2022; Lew et al. 2020a). This variability is seen at a wide range of amplitudes. Metchev et al.
(2015) conducted a large survey of L and T dwarfs with the Spitzer Space Telescope, and
found that ≥0.2% variability arising from photospheric spots is ubiquitous at wavelengths
of 3-5 µm. Far stronger variability at the >10% level has also been detected for a handful
of objects, with one planetary-mass companion showing peak-to-valley variations of 38% in
the J-band (Radigan et al. 2012; Biller et al. 2015; Eriksson et al. 2019; Bowler et al. 2020b;
Zhou et al. 2022). However, it is important to note that the intrinsic variability amplitude of
a companion can be modulated by its viewing angle; the highest variability amplitudes tend
to be detected for objects that are viewed equator-on (Vos et al. 2017; Biller et al. 2021).
Moreover, the surface features and atmospheric dynamics that give rise to variability signals
can evolve over time, leading to measurable changes in the observed variability. Variability
evolution has been measured in the light curves of a number of substellar objects, including
both rapid evolution between consecutive rotation periods and longer-term trends between
epochs obtained months or years apart (e.g. Artigau et al. 2009; Gillon et al. 2013; Karalidi
et al. 2016; Apai et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2022). Much like multi-wavelength observations of
the planets in our own Solar System, the light curves of substellar companions at different
wavelengths probe different pressure levels and hence different layers in their atmospheres.
This can give rise to discrete phase offsets between variability signals observed at different
wavelengths (e.g. Buenzli et al. 2012; Biller et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2016; Manjavacas et al.
2019a).

The rotation periods of substellar companions as derived from their variability are typically
short, ranging from ∼1 hour to ¦20 hours (e.g. Metchev et al. 2015; Tannock et al. 2021).
Bryan et al. (2018) and Vos et al. (2022) found that companion rotation rates and periods
are consistent with those of analagous isolated objects, indicating that these populations
share similar angular momentum histories.

Although variability has been successfully measured for numerous substellar companions
using space-based telescopes, it is highly challenging to obtain precise photometric measure-
ments for the population of close-separation, high-contrast companions only accessible to
ground-based observatories. The larger mirror diameters and high-contrast imaging systems
of ground-based telescopes allow us to detect these companions, but any intrinsic variabil-
ity signal in their light curves is overwhelmed by non-astrophysical variability introduced
by Earth’s atmosphere and instrumental systematics. This contaminant variability can be
removed by dividing the light curve of the companion by a simultaneous photometric ref-
erence; a separate source that is also contaminated by these systematics but is otherwise
non-variable, observed simultaneously to the companion. Variability studies of stars or iso-
lated substellar objects will often use known non-variable field stars for this purpose (e.g.
Gelino et al. 2002; Biller et al. 2013; Girardin et al. 2013; Vos et al. 2019; Manjavacas et al.
2021, 2022). However, the fields of view of ground-based high-contrast imaging systems
are generally narrow, so field stars are rarely available for use as photometric references.
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Furthermore, as described in Section 1.3.2.2, the focal-plane coronagraphs used by these
systems block the target star to achieve the necessary contrast to observe companions.

One option that is available for high-contrast imaging systems is to use satellite spots as the
necessary photometric references. Satellite spots are off-axis PSFs, produced either by placing
a diffractive grid in the telescope pupil, or by adding a modulation to the deformable mirror
of an adaptive optics system (e.g. Marois et al. 2006b; Sivaramakrishnan & Oppenheimer
2006; Jovanovic et al. 2015a). These methods produce multiple bright spots at certain
locations in the images, which can then be used as photometric references. Several studies
have attempted to use satellite spots to measure the variability of the multiple exoplanets
in the HR 8799 system (Apai et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022). Although
no variability was detected, these studies successfully placed variability upper limits; >5%
for HR 8799 b (Biller et al. 2021), and >10% and >30% for HR 8799 c and d, respectively
(Wang et al. 2022). However, they also showed that satellite spots can themselves vary under
certain conditions, potentially limiting their suitability as photometric references.

As described in Section 1.3.2.3, vAPP coronagraphs do not block the light from the host star,
but rather enable detections of high-contrast companions by modifying its phase. One of the
main goals of this thesis is therefore to explore whether the stellar PSFs provided by the
vAPP coronagraph could be used as photometric references for measuring the variability of
directly imaged companions.

To further improve the stability, I adapt a technique from the transiting exoplanet community
by combining the vAPP with an IFS to disperse the light into spectra (e.g. Diamond-Lowe et al.
2018, 2020a, 2022; Todorov et al. 2019; Wilson et al. 2020; Arcangeli et al. 2021; Panwar
et al. 2022b,a). This has several advantages. When an exoplanet transits in front of its host
star, a small fraction of the stellar light passes through the atmosphere of the exoplanet
(Seager & Sasselov 2000; Charbonneau et al. 2002). Certain wavelengths of this light are
absorbed by the atmosphere, depending on the molecules that are present. A ‘transmission
spectrum’ of the atmosphere of the exoplanet can then be obtained by observing its transit
at different wavelengths simultaneously and measuring how the transit depth, and hence
the apparent radius of the exoplanet, changes with wavelength. It is also then possible to
recombine the individual wavelengths into a ‘white-light’ curve, with the advantage that this
smooths out wavelength-dependent flat-fielding errors and hence improves the stability and
precision of the light curve. Moreover, problematic wavelengths that suffer from telluric or
instrumental systematics can be excluded from the combination. The transit light curve can
then be divided by the light curve of a photometric reference (i.e. a non-variable comparison
star) to remove systematics introduced by Earth’s atmosphere or the instrumentation. In
Chapter 3 of this thesis, I emulate this principle for IFS observations of directly imaged
companions, where the host star acts as the photometric reference.

1.4.2.1 Exomoons

Another possible source of variability in directly imaged companions could be satellites in
orbit around the companion, such as exomoons or binary planets. Much like exoplanets that
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transit in front of their host star, such a satellite may cause periodic drops in the brightness of a
companion if its orbit happened to be aligned with the line of sight of the observer (e.g. Heller
2016; Lazzoni et al. 2022). To date, no exomoons have been conclusively detected around
a substellar companion using any method, but several candidates have been identified (e.g.
Teachey & Kipping 2018; Rodenbeck et al. 2018; Heller et al. 2019; Kreidberg et al. 2019;
Lazzoni et al. 2020; Limbach et al. 2021). Snellen et al. (2014) found that a Ganymede-like
exomoon orbiting directly imaged exoplanet β Pic b (11±5 MJup, Snellen et al. 2014) could
produce a transit depth of 0.15%, beyond the reach of current techniques. However, larger
binary-like satellites could produce far greater transit depths >10%, and so in principle could
be detectable with observations covering a long enough baseline to confirm the periodicity
(Biller et al. 2021; Lazzoni et al. 2022). Multi-wavelength variability monitoring would be
key to distinguishing between atmospheric variability and variability due to satellite transits,
as the former is often wavelength-dependent while transits are expected to be approximately
achromatic (Limbach et al. 2021, 2023).

1.5 This thesis

In this thesis, entitled Bringing Exoplanets Into Sharper View: Storm Chasing on Distant
Worlds, I use observations obtained with vAPP coronagraphs to characterise the atmospheres
of substellar companions and search for photometric variability in their light curves. I also
use these datasets to further develop new, bespoke techniques with which to do this.

In Chapter 2, I present observations of brown dwarf HR 2562 B with the 180° gvAPP coro-
nagraph and the MagAO system on the 6.5-m Magellan Clay telescope at Las Campanas
Observatory, Chile. These are the first reported observations of a substellar companion ob-
tained with a vAPP coronagraph. I process the data using three different post-processing
techniques to test which approach recovers the companion at the highest signal-to-noise. One
of these is Flipped Differential Imaging (FDI), a new algorithm I developed to take advantage
of the symmetry of the two complementary PSFs of the vAPP. I combine my complementary
3.94 µm narrow-band photometry of HR 2562 B with literature SPHERE and GPI data, and
compare its spectrum to atmospheric models and template spectra to derive values for its
physical properties.

In Chapter 3, I present a novel, ground-based approach for constructing light curves of
high-contrast companions directly by combining the technique of differential spectropho-
tometric monitoring with the vAPP coronagraph. This allows me to search for variability
arising from clouds and other features in the atmospheres of exoplanets and brown dwarfs.
I test this approach using 2.8-4.2 µm observations of substellar companion HD 1160 B ob-
tained with the dgvAPP360 and the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES)
integral field spectrograph (IFS) on the Large Binocular Telescope in Arizona. I develop a
new data reduction pipeline to process this data and extract aperture photometry, producing
a differential white-light curve for the companion. I then use a linear regression approach to
fit and remove residual systematics from the light curve. I explore which systematics impact
the precision most, and characterise the variability of HD 1160 B by searching for periodic
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trends. Lastly, I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this new approach compared
to other techniques and make recommendations for how it can be used in future studies.

In Chapter 4, I present further observations of HD 1160 B with the LBT dgvAPP360 and ALES.
I use the differential spectrophotometry approach described in the previous chapter to aim
to confirm the variability of this companion over the course of a second night of observations.
I also confirm the repeatability of this technique by testing whether the same precision can
be achieved at multiple epochs under varying systematic trends. Additionally, I combine each
night of data to carry out a spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B in the 2.8-4.2 µm range
using BT-Settl atmospheric models. I further present high-resolution spectroscopy of host
star HD 1160 A obtained with the PEPSI instrument at LBT, with which I characterise its
properties and re-evaluate its spectral type.

Finally, in Chapter 5 I inject artificial companions with both non-varying and varying signals
to real data obtained with the LBT dgvAPP360 and ALES. I process the data and extract
photometry for each companion to explore how well their known variability signals can be
recovered in their differential light curves, and hence the level to which telluric and other
systematics contaminate such light curves. I also produce a simulated data set and introduce
a range of systematics arising from atmospheric turbulence, such as NCPAs described by
Zernike modes. Using these simulations, I investigate how different aberrations impact the
relative aperture photometry of a star and substellar companion over the course of a time
series when different size apertures are used for each object.

Combined, these chapters investigate the feasibility of using adaptive optics, state of the art
high-contrast imaging techniques, and integral field spectrographs to create light curves of
exoplanets directly. In the future, this will enable the mapping of their storms and features,
and searches for their exomoons. I show that with the new techniques that I have devel-
oped we can reach 4% precision levels, repeatable on separate nights, and I highlight that
improvements in wavefront sensing and systematics detrending could provide even greater
precision, which will ultimately bring the features of distant worlds into sharper view.





That brown dwarf that you mentioned before...
it’s, uh, pretty much a gas giant, right?

Captain Christopher Pike, Star Trek: Strange New Worlds
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Abstract

The vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) is a class of pupil plane coronagraph that enables
high-contrast imaging by modifying the Point Spread Function (PSF) to create a dark hole
of deep flux suppression adjacent to the PSF core. Here, we recover the known brown dwarf
HR 2562 B using a vAPP coronagraph, in conjunction with the Magellan Adaptive Optics
(MagAO) system, at a signal-to-noise of S/N = 3.04 in the lesser studied L-band regime.
The data contained a mix of field and pupil-stabilised observations, hence we explored three
different processing techniques to extract the companion, including Flipped Differential
Imaging (FDI), a newly devised Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-based method for vAPP
data. Despite the partial field-stabilisation, the companion is recovered sufficiently tomeasure
a 3.94 µm narrow-band contrast of (3.05 ± 1.00) × 10−4 (∆m3.94µm = 8.79±0.36 mag).
Combined with archival GPI and SPHERE observations, our atmospheric modelling indicates
a spectral type at the L/T transition with mass M = 29±15 MJup, consistent with literature
results. However, effective temperature and surface gravity vary significantly depending on
the wavebands considered (1200≤Teff(K)≤1700 and 4.0≤log(g)(dex)≤5.0), reflecting the
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challenges of modelling objects at the L/T transition. Observations between 2.4 and 3.2 µm
will be more effective in distinguishing cooler brown dwarfs due to the onset of absorption
bands in this region. We explain that instrumental scattered light and wind-driven halo can
be detrimental to FDI+PCA and thus must be sufficiently mitigated to use this processing
technique. We thus demonstrate the potential of vAPP coronagraphs in the characterisation
of high-contrast substellar companions, even in sub-optimal conditions, and provide new,
complementary photometry of HR 2562 B.

Key words: instrumentation: high angular resolution – planets and satellites: atmospheres
– planets and satellites: detection – brown dwarfs – stars: individual: HR 2562 – infrared:
planetary systems
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2.1 Introduction

The detection and characterisation of planetary-mass and brown dwarf substellar compan-
ions through high-contrast imaging is reliant on coronagraphs that suppress the diffraction
haloes of their host stars. A combination of innovative coronagraph design and optimal
post-processing strategy is required to achieve deep contrast ratios at the smallest angular
separations currently accessible to ground-based astronomy, where the companion flux can
be dominated by quasistatic speckles of residual starlight (Racine et al. 1999; Hinkley et al.
2007; Martinez et al. 2013). The ever-growing sample of imaged planetary-mass (e.g. Marois
et al. 2008; Lagrange et al. 2010; Macintosh et al. 2015; Chauvin et al. 2017; Keppler et al.
2018; Haffert et al. 2019; Janson et al. 2019; Bohn et al. 2020b) and brown dwarf (e.g.
Chauvin et al. 2005b; Hinkley et al. 2015; Mawet et al. 2015; Mesa et al. 2016; Janson et al.
2019; Wagner et al. 2020a; Currie et al. 2020) companions highlights the success of the
technique. However, many of the instruments involved in these discoveries use focal-plane
coronagraphs (Soummer 2005; Mawet et al. 2012; Ruane et al. 2018) which are inherently
susceptible to tip/tilt instabilities, primarily resulting from telescope vibrations, that limit
their ability to reach deeper contrast ratios (Fusco et al. 2014; Otten et al. 2017). Con-
versely, vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraphs reside in the pupil plane and
are therefore inherently insensitive to these tip/tilt instabilities. This intrinsic stability also
facilitates beam-switching, which is advantageous in the thermal infrared for the removal
of background flux. By adjusting the phase of the incoming wavefront, the vAPP modifies
the Point Spread Functions (PSFs) of all objects in the field of view to create a ‘dark hole’, a
region of deep flux suppression, adjacent to the PSF core (Otten et al. 2014a; Doelman et al.
2017; Por 2017; Bos et al. 2020a). The 6.5-m Magellan Clay telescope at Las Campanas
Observatory (LCO) hosts a vAPP coronagraph for use in combination with the Magellan
Adaptive Optics (MagAO) system (Close et al. 2012; Morzinski et al. 2014). This vAPP (de-
scribed by Otten et al. 2017) uses a polarization grating to split incoming light according
to its circular polarization, resulting in two complementary coronagraphic PSFs each with a
180° D-shaped dark hole on the opposing side, enabling a full view of the region around a
target star in a single image (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014b). The size of these dark
holes is wavelength dependent, with inner and outer working angles of 2 - 7 λ/D. A faint and
unmodified ‘leakage’ PSF also appears halfway between the two coronagraphic PSFs. These
three PSFs are shown in Figure 2.1, with the centres of the PSF cores indicated by black
crosses. The centres of these PSFs were found by fitting the PSF core with a 2D Gaussian
and identifying the location of the peak flux. The leakage term collates the polarization
leakage (i.e. the small fraction of light that does not receive the phase adjustment, Doelman
et al. 2020), and can be useful for photometric monitoring of companions or other objects
detected in the dark hole (Sutlieff et al., in preparation), depending on the phase design
of the vAPP in question. The deep speckle suppression is highly advantageous, but comes
at the expense of a few factors. For example, a companion will only be visible in the dark
hole of one coronagraphic PSF, hence a loss of overall companion flux of ∼50% (Doelman
et al. 2020). Further, due to the use of a polarization grating to split the coronagraphic PSFs,
their separation is wavelength-dependent and all three PSFs are laterally smeared across the
detector (Otten et al. 2017). However, narrow-band filters with a full width at half maximum
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(FWHM) of ∆λ
λ

≤ 0.06 can limit the smearing to < 1λ/D, albeit at the expense of a lower
total flux compared to when broad-band filters are used. The deep flux suppression of the
vAPP can be further augmented by bespoke data reduction and post-processing strategies
designed to remove residual speckles while handling the unique PSF shape, achieving op-
timal sensitivity to substellar companions in the dark hole. To date, the vAPP at the Large
Binocular Telescope has been used to image a protoplanetary disc (Wagner et al. 2020b), and
Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraphs (APPs; the predecessor technology to the vAPP, Codona
et al. 2006; Kenworthy et al. 2007) were successfully used to detect substellar companions
at high contrasts (Meshkat et al. 2015a,b; Quanz et al. 2010, 2015). However, observations
of substellar companions using vAPPs have yet to be reported.

HR 2562 (HD 50571; HIP32775) is an F5V star with an estimated mass of 1.368±0.018
M� (Mesa et al. 2018) at a distance of 34.007±0.048 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018;
Bailer-Jones et al. 2018). The key properties of the star are summarised in Table 2.1. As
is common for F-type stars without known membership of a moving group or cluster, the
age of the system is not well constrained, with the strongest constraints on the age (450+300

−250

Myr) arriving from measurements of the stellar lithium-temperature relationship (Mesa
et al. 2018). HR 2562 has a circumstellar debris disc at an inclination of 78.0±6.3°and
position angle of 120.1±3.2°, with an inner radius of 38±20 au and an outer radius of
187±20 au (Moór et al. 2006, 2015). Using the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI, Macintosh et al.
2014) in the J-, H-, and K-band Konopacky et al. (2016) identified a 30±15 MJup substellar
companion to HR 2562, with an estimated spectral type of L7±3 at a projected separation
of 20.3±0.3 au (0.618±0.003′′), orbiting coplanar to the debris disc and within the inner
gap of the disc. This companion is one of only two detected brown dwarfs orbiting interior
to its host debris disc, alongside HD 206893 B (Milli et al. 2017). Mesa et al. (2018) and
Maire et al. (2018) conducted a further study of the system with the Spectro-Polarimetric
High-contrast imager for Exoplanets REsearch (SPHERE, Beuzit et al. 2019) instrument at
the Very Large Telescope (VLT), completing an extensive spectrophotometric and astrometric
characterisation of the companion through spectral observations in the Y- to J- band range
plus broad-band imaging in the H-band. They derive a similar mass of 32±14 MJup but an
early T spectral type. HR 2562 is an ideal target for the MagAO vAPP as the companion
separation is at the centre of the dark hole of the vAPP at 3.94 µm (which covers a working
angle of 261 - 912 mas at this wavelength) at an achievable contrast (∆K2 = ∼10.4 mag,
Konopacky et al. 2016). It is therefore optimal for developing and testing procedures for data
reduction and post-processing. Furthermore, photometry of the companion at a wavelength
longer than those in previous studies can further constrain physical properties of HR 2562 B,
such as effective temperature and surface gravity, and help to resolve the tension in its
spectral classification.

In this paper we present the first reported images of a substellar companion using a vAPP
coronagraph. In Section 2.2 of this paper we describe the observations performed onHR 2562,
and in Section 2.3 we outline the data reduction and new post-processing methodology we
developed for data obtained with a vAPP. In Section 2.4 we explain how we obtained our
photometric measurements, and fit spectral models and empirical templates to the data to
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Figure 2.1: HR 2562 as it appears in a single science frame from the MagAO vAPP coronagraph after pre-processing
(left-hand panel). The three PSFs characteristic of the vAPP are visible, with the centres of the PSF cores indicated
by black crosses. At the top and bottom of the image are the coronagraphic PSFs with complementary D-shaped dark
holes of deep stellar flux suppression (bounded by black dashed arcs), and the unmodified leakage PSF appears at the
origin. The spatial scale shows the differential offsets (in pixels) of the coronagraphic PSFs on the detector with respect
to the leakage term, however all three PSFs represent the same position on sky. On the right is the same frame with
an artificial companion injected at a contrast of 4.0 × 10−2 (∆m3.94µm = 3.5 mag) and separation of 41 pixels. The
companion PSFs (indicated by blue crosses) have the same shape and structure as the three stellar PSFs. The injected
companion can therefore be seen both in the dark hole of the top coronagraphic stellar PSF and, when compared to
the left-hand panel, obscured by the flux of the bottom one. The leakage term corresponding to the companion is also
present to the left of the stellar leakage term, but is too faint to be visible. Both images are presented with an arbitrary
logarithmic colour scale. The frame is not aligned to north, and the lower left-hand corner is masked due to bad pixels.

obtain values for the physical parameters of the companion. We then discuss these results in
Section 2.5, and compare them to previous results from the literature. We also discuss the
effectiveness and limitations of our post-processing strategy. The conclusions of the paper
are presented in Section 2.6.

2.2 Observations

We observed the star HR 2562 and its substellar companion (separated by 643.8±3.2 mas,
Maire et al. 2018) on the nights of 2017 February 06 (02:47:39 - 05:16:11 UT) and 2017
February 07 (02:08:32 - 07:34:34 UT), with the vAPP coronagraph and the MagAO (Close
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Table 2.1: Properties of host star HR 2562.

Parameter Value Reference(s)
Spectral Type F5V (1)
Right Ascension (J2000) 06:50:01.02 (2)
Declination (J2000) -60:14:56.92 (2)
Age (Myr) 450+300

−250 (3)
Parallax (mas) 29.3767±0.0411 (2)
Distance (pc) 34.007±0.048 (2, 4)
Proper motion (RA, mas yr−1) 4.663±0.084 (2)
Proper motion (Dec, mas yr−1) 108.377±0.089 (2)
Mass (M�) 1.368±0.018 (3)
Radius (R�) 1.334±0.027 (3)
Teff (K) 6597±81 (5)
log(g) (dex) 4.3±0.2 (3)
[Fe/H] 0.10±0.06 (3)
V (mag) 6.098±0.010 (6)
G (mag) 5.9887±0.0005 (2)
J (mag) 5.305±0.020 (7)
H (mag) 5.128±0.029 (7)
K (mag) 5.020±0.016 (7)

References: (1) Gray et al. (2006); (2) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018); (3) Mesa et al.
(2018); (4) Bailer-Jones et al. (2018); (5) Casagrande et al. (2011); (6) Høg et al. (2000b);
(7) 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003)
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et al. 2012; Morzinski et al. 2014) system on the 6.5-m Magellan Clay telescope at LCO,
Chile. We used the Clio2 Narrow near-IR camera, which has a plate scale of 15.85 mas
pixel−1 and an array of 1024 x 512 pixels, giving a field of view of 16′′x 8′′ (Sivanandam
et al. 2006; Morzinski et al. 2015). The vAPP was positioned in the pupil stop wheel of Clio2
as described in Otten et al. (2017), such that three PSFs of the star appeared in a sequence
across the short axis of the detector (as shown in Figure 2.1), leaving significant room on the
long axis for background subtraction by nodding. We used a λ =3.94 µm narrow-band filter
with a width of 90 nm for these observations, which placed the companion at the centre
of the dark hole of the top coronagraphic PSF. With this filter, ∆λ

λ
= 0.023, so wavelength-

dependent radial smearing is limited to < 0.4λ/D. Furthermore, the MagAO system achieves
a high Strehl ratio (>90%) at this wavelength (Otten et al. 2017). Atmospheric conditions
were clear throughout the observations. On the first night, seeing was measured at 0.6′′

at the beginning of observations. At the start of the second night seeing was poor (1.3′′)
with no wind, and improved to 0.5-0.6′′ seeing by midnight, but with ∼13 m s−1 winds.
Observations were obtained in a continuous sequence on each night (interrupted only when
the adaptive optics loop opened).We obtained 362 and 403 data cubes on the first and second
nights, respectively. Each cube contains 10 sub-frames, where each sub-frame represents
an integration time of 2 s on the first night and 4 s on the second. The total on-target
integration time across both nights is thereby (362 × 10 × 2 + 403 × 10 × 4) = 23360 s
(∼6.5 h). The increased exposure time for the second night was chosen as a compromise to
minimize the effect of readout noise without obtaining excessive flux due to the high sky
background at 3.94 µm. For background subtraction, we used an ABBA nodding pattern.
Dark frames were also obtained at the corresponding exposure times for the science frames
at the end of the night. The majority of the data was obtained in field-stabilised mode with
the derotator switched on and the companion position fixed in the dark hole. Although this
is non-standard for high-contrast imaging, our original intention for these observations was
to characterise the stability of the MagAO vAPP over time by identifying fluctuations that
correspond to instrumental systematics, hence we wanted to keep sources stationary on the
same pixels (Sutlieff et al., in preparation). However, the derotator malfunctioned part way
through each night (at 05:01:08 UT on the first night, and 04:44:34 UT on the second),
causing the field to rotate during the remainder of the observing sequence. The field rotation
when the derotator was off was 4.36° and 42.29° on the first and second nights, respectively.
This mix of field-stabilised and pupil-stabilised data is not the most optimal approach for
high-contrast imaging. Nonetheless, in the latter case, the high field rotation was sufficient
enough that we were able to use the Angular Differential Imaging (ADI, Marois et al. 2006a)
technique to reduce quasistatic speckle noise in the data from the second night (as discussed
in Section 2.3.2), and determine a flux for the companion in the L-band regime for the
first time. All three of the PSFs remained unsaturated in the core. By coincidence, HR 2562
was also observed with SPHERE on the night of 2017 February 07, the second night of our
observations (Mesa et al. 2018; Maire et al. 2018), providing an exact known position of the
companion in our observations.
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2.3 Data reduction

2.3.1 Pre-processing

To handle the unique PSFs of the vAPP images, we used both standard tools in the literature
and bespoke techniques. First, we discarded 10 data cubes from the first night and 49 cubes
from the second night that were unusable due to the adaptive optics loop opening during
detector exposure. We then corrected non-linear pixels and bad pixels using the formulae and
maps described in Morzinski et al. (2015). The linearity correction is capable of correcting
measured counts up to 45,000 data numbers (DN), where counts above 27,000 DN are
considered non-linear. On average, ∼0.7% of pixels in each frame were in this non-linearity
regime prior to correction and of these, none were present in the vAPP dark holes except
for a small cluster of bad pixels in the top dark hole at the ‘A’ nod position, which were later
corrected. Although the bad pixel map did not cover all of the bad pixels in our data, most
of the remainder did not lie within or close to the vAPP dark hole. A master dark frame
was created for each night by median combining five dark frames with the same array size,
integration times, and input offset voltage as our data. The master dark frame was then
subtracted from every raw science frame. We created an ‘A’ nod position sky flat and a ‘B’
nod position sky flat by median combining all of the dark-subtracted science frames at the
opposite nod position. We normalised each of these sky flats by dividing them by the median
number of counts in a region of the frame away from the PSFs. These normalised sky flats
were then divided out of the dark-subtracted science frames, removing variations caused
by the response of the detector and long-term sky structure throughout the observations.
After these calibrations, background subtraction was carried out using the data from the
opposing nod positions of the ABBA pattern. For each data cube obtained in the A position,
we subtracted the corresponding B position data cube obtained closest in time to the A
position cube, and vice versa. To remove any residual background offset, we then subtracted
the median of a clean region of the data from each frame. A number of instrumental ghosts
and other optical effects resulting from internal reflection within the refractive optics of the
setup are visible in the data (see Section 2.5.2).

2.3.2 Post-processing

Additional post-processing of the data is required to further augment the deep flux suppres-
sion of the vAPP and achieve the sensitivity needed to detect HR 2562 B. To do this, we used
custom modules based on version 0.6.2 of the PynPoint package for high-contrast imaging
data (Stolker et al. 2019). First, we cropped each of the two coronagraphic PSFs separately
and fit their cores with 2D Gaussians to align the data from both nod positions together,
making an image cube for each coronagraphic PSF covering the full sequence. This placed
the two nod positions at the same location and removed a linear drift in position across the
full observing sequence. Regions inside the inner working angle of the vAPP and beyond
the outer expanse of the vAPP PSF were then masked and the two opposing dark holes
were joined together. At this stage, we separately applied three different post-processing
techniques to the joined dark holes, designed to subtract speckle noise and other residual
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starlight not suppressed by the vAPP, producing three final images.
Classical ADI (cADI): The first of these techniques was classical ADI (cADI, Marois et al.
2006a). We constructed a reference PSF by taking the median combination of the data. This
reference PSF was then subtracted from the data. After subtraction of the reference PSF,
we aligned the images to north according to their parallactic angles and median combined
them. Unsurprisingly, as cADI is reliant on the field rotation of the observations to prevent
the inclusion of flux from the companion in the reference PSF, we do not detect HR 2562 B
in the data from the first night. However, in the final cADI image from the second night
(which covered significantly more field rotation), the companion is detected at the expected
position in the centre of the right-hand (after north alignment) vAPP dark hole and is shown
in the left-hand panel of Figure 2.2. This is a marginal detection with a signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) of 3.04. Although this is not at the S/N = 5 level commonly accepted for a detection
in a blind search, it is reinforced by its presence at the known position of the companion
measured by Maire et al. (2018), in data obtained on the same night using SPHERE.
Principal Component Analysis (ADI+PCA): The second post-processing technique we ap-
plied to the joined dark holes was speckle subtraction via Principal Component Analysis
(ADI+PCA; Amara & Quanz 2012; Soummer et al. 2012; Meshkat et al. 2014). We used PCA
to construct and subtract a reference PSF consisting of 3 principal components, selected as
the number that best removed the visible speckle structure and residuals of the vAPP PSF.
The residual images were then aligned to north and median combined as above. As above,
this technique did not produce a detection in the data from the first night, as the lack of field
rotation led to companion self-subtraction. We again marginally detect HR 2562 B in the
final image when ADI+PCA was applied to the second night of data, this time with an S/N
of 2.38 (centre, Figure 2.2).
Flipped Differential Imaging (FDI+PCA): The third algorithm we used to construct and
subtract a reference PSF was a new technique relying on the symmetry of the coronagraphic
vAPP PSFs (hereafter Flipped Differential Imaging, FDI+PCA). With FDI+PCA, the refer-
ence PSF to be subtracted from one coronagraphic PSF is produced by applying the PCA
algorithm to the opposing coronagraphic PSF after it has been rotated by 180 degrees. This
was recommended by Otten et al. (2017) and builds upon a similar approach in the same
paper, which uses the opposing vAPP coronagraphic PSF as a reference directly (without
applying PCA). It is also similar to the technique used by Dou et al. (2015), who applied
the ADI+PCA concept using a single non-coronagraphic PSF under 180° rotation as a self-
reference. As with ADI+PCA, the reference PSF that we created consisted of 3 principal
components. We subtracted then north aligned and median combined to produce the final
images. In this case, we do not detect HR 2562 B in the images from either night of data.
The final FDI+PCA processed image for the second night of data is shown in the right panel
of Figure 2.2. The symmetry-breaking factors that have affected the performance of the
FDI+PCA algorithm, including instrumental ghosts and wind-driven halo, are discussed in
Section 2.5.2. As FDI+PCA is not inherently reliant on field rotation like cADI and ADI+PCA,
in principle we would expect it to be more effective when applied to the first night of data
compared to these techniques. However, it was clear from pre-processing that the asymmetric
features would have an even stronger effect without field rotation, and that the increased
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effect of readout noise due to the shorter exposure time on the first night further inhibits
detection of the companion.

As we only detect the companion in the data from the second night of observations (which
covers a total integration time of 14,160 s), we continue with the data from this night
only for the remainder of our analysis. In each of the final images, contamination is seen
where the edges of the dark holes were joined together, visible as structured bright and dark
patches in the north-east and south-west regions (see segments indicated by blue dotted lines
in Figure 2.2). However, the region surrounding the expected companion location (based
on the concurrent SPHERE observations, Maire et al. 2018) is unaffected by this as it is
positioned centrally in the vAPP dark hole.

2.4 Results

The cADI reduction, using observations from the second night only, gives the highest S/N for
the companion in the final images (see Figure 2.2), so we proceed with this technique for
the remainder of our analysis, noting that it contains a mix of field- and pupil-stabilised data.
The companion was not detected in the first night of data, which was primarily obtained in
field-stabilised mode. Either greater photon collecting power or targets with lower contrasts
are required to successfully detect companions in field stabilised mode.

2.4.1 Photometric measurement

We measured the contrast ratio of HR 2562 B by injecting scaled negative template compan-
ions into the data after pre-processing at the known position of HR 2562 B, following the
approach of Bonnefoy et al. (2011); Galicher et al. (2011); Lagrange et al. (2010). The PSFs
of companions observed using a vAPP coronagraph have the same shape and structure as
the stellar PSFs, i.e., two coronagraphic PSFs and a leakage PSF, all offset from the stellar
PSF. However, typically only the coronagraphic PSF in the dark hole is seen, while the other
is obscured by the bright coronagraphic stellar PSF, and the companion’s leakage PSF is
too faint to be detectable (right-hand panel, Figure 2.1). Template companion injection is
therefore only required around the coronagraphic stellar PSF where the companion resides
in the dark hole, as only this companion PSF contributes to the detection. We produced
this PSF template by median combining the corresponding unsaturated coronagraphic PSF
of the star in the pre-processed images and cropping to the first Airy ring. We then scaled
the flux of the template relative to the coronagraphic stellar PSF and subtracted it at the
location of the companion in the pre-processed data, iterating over different values for the
contrast ratio in a grid ranging from contrasts of 8.4≤ ∆m3.94µm(mag)≤9.4 with a step size
varying from 0.1 to 0.01 as the value was refined. For each injection, we applied cADI as
described in Section 2.3.2. The contrast measurement was then taken as the value which
minimized the root mean square in an aperture at the companion location after the negative
injection. We also iterated over a grid of possible positions for the companion and found
a companion separation of 665.4±24.0 mas and position angle of 297.3±2.3°. These val-
ues are consistent with those of Maire et al. (2018) to within 1σ, who observed HR 2562
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with SPHERE on the same night as these observations and found a companion separation of
643.8±3.2 mas and position angle of 297.51±0.28°. The relatively large uncertainties on our
position measurements can likely be attributed to the photometric extraction process, which
is intrinsically less accurate in the low S/N regime of our measurement. Despite this, the
difference between the SPHERE position and our position affects the contrast measurement
at the millimagnitude level only. We measure the 3.94 µm contrast to be (3.05±1.00) × 10−4

(∆m3.94µm = 8.79±0.36 mag). We calculated the measurement error on this value following
Morzinski et al. (2015), which uses the S/N of the companion in the final image. We mea-
sured an S/N of 3.04 for the companion by dividing the Gaussian-smoothed peak height of
the companion by the standard deviation in an annulus centred on the companion location
with inner and outer radii of 1 × FWHM and 2 × FWHM wide, respectively. The uncertainty
can primarily be attributed to the quasistatic speckle noise throughout the observations. This
error bar is relatively large compared to literature measurements of companion contrast,
again reflecting the photometric extraction process in the low S/N regime of the detection.
The causes of this low S/N are discussed in Section 2.5.1.
The star does not have flux calibrated observations in the 3.94 µm filter. To convert our
contrast value to a measurement of the physical flux of the companion, we used the Virtual
Observatory SED Analyzer (VOSA, Bayo et al. 2008) to fit the Spectral Energy Distribution
(SED) of the host star and calculate the stellar flux at 3.94 µm. We included literature pho-
tometry of HR 2562 from Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al.
2006) and WISE (Wright et al. 2010) catalogues, and fitted a grid of BT-Settl models (Al-
lard et al. 2012) using a chi-square test, assuming a distance of 34.01 pc (Gaia DR2) and
an extinction of AV = 0.07 mag from the extinction map of Morales Durán et al. (2006).
The best fit model had Teff = 6600 K, log(g) = 4 dex, and [Fe/H] = 0.5, which are in
good agreement with the values derived by Mesa et al. (2018). Evaluating this model in
the 3.94 µm filter profile of MagAO/Clio2 and multiplying by our contrast measurement of
(3.05 ± 1.00) × 10−4, we obtain a physical flux of F3.94µm = (1.3 ± 0.4) × 10−13 erg s−1

cm−2 micron−1 for HR 2562 B at 3.94 µm. This value is shown in Figure 2.3 alongside the
GPI spectrum from Konopacky et al. (2016) in the J, H, K1, and K2 bands; as well as the Y,J
SPHERE IFS spectrum and SPHERE IRDIS H-broad-band datapoint from Mesa et al. (2018).
The SPHERE IFS and GPI spectra are comparable where they overlap in the J-band, with
a small systematic offset within the 1σ error bars at ∼1.28 µm. Mesa et al. (2018) note
the possibility of systematic offsets between GPI and SPHERE photometry, likely caused by
differences in the algorithms used for processing data, extracting spectra and calibrating the
flux (Rajan et al. 2017; Samland et al. 2017). We nonetheless include the data from both
instruments in our analysis of the companion SED, considering theoretical model and em-
pirical template fits to both the entire SED, and subsets that exclude individual instruments
(see Sections 2.4.2.1 - 2.4.2.2).
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Figure 2.3: The spectrum of HR 2562 B including our 3.94 µm observation with MagAO+vAPP (red square) alongside
all previous photometric data: SPHERE IRDIS photometry using the H broad-band filter (turquoise diamond), SPHERE
IFS data in the Y and J bands (blue diamonds), and GPI spectral data in the J, H, K1, and K2 bands (orange circles). The
errorbars in the wavelength direction correspond to filter width, or in the case of the IFS and GPI spectral data points,
Gaussian widths corresponding to the resolution of the respective spectrograph in the relevant band (see 2.4.2.1). The
width of the MagAO 3.94 µm narrow-band filter is 90 nm. Some errors are smaller than the symbols.
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2.4.2 Spectral fitting

2.4.2.1 Theoretical atmospheric models

To determine the physical properties of HR 2562 B, we followed the approach of Bohn
et al. (2020a), using a linear least squares approach to fit grids of theoretical spectra to
the photometric data. We selected a grid of BT-Settl models1 (Allard et al. 2012) limited to
effective temperatures between 400 K and 2500 K with a step size of 100 K, surface gravities
between 0.0 dex and 5.5 dex with a step size of 0.5 dex, and metallicity [Fe/H] = 0. We
then integrated the flux of each model in the grid over the spectral response curves of each
observed filter to find the scaling parameter that best matched the model to the SED of the
companion, characterised as the value that minimizes the Euclidean norm of the residual
vector between the two. The overall best fit model is then identified as the one that results
in the minimum residual compared to the SED. In lieu of spectral response curves for the
SPHERE IFS and GPI spectral data, we treated the spectral response of each wavelength
channel as a Gaussian corresponding to the resolution of the spectrograph in the relevant
band (Samland et al. 2017). When the fitting procedure described above was performed
on the full spectrum of HR 2562 B, the minimum residual is given by a model with Teff =
1700 K and log(g) = 5.0 dex, shown alongside the SED as a purple line in Figure 2.4. As
the MagAO and SPHERE photometry were obtained concurrently on the same night, we
also performed the fitting procedure to this subset of the data. On the other hand, as the
GPI data were not obtained concurrently with the MagAO data, we did not apply the fitting
procedure to that subset of data. The best fit model to the subset of concurrent MagAO and
SPHERE photometry alone instead has Teff = 1200 K and log(g) = 4.0 dex, shown as a
green line. The reduced chi-square values of the fits to the full spectrum of HR 2562 B and
to the MagAO + SPHERE-only subset of data are 4.40 and 3.86, respectively, suggesting
that neither model is a particularly satisfying match for the corresponding data. Indeed,
while the Teff = 1700 K model is statistically the best fit to the full SED and is a closer
match to the amplitude of the peaks in the GPI spectrum, it is almost flat in the K-band and
visibly fails to capture the wide absorption bands seen in the SED of HR 2562 B. Conversely,
while the Teff = 1200 K model does show these absorption features, the amplitudes of the
peaks miss those of the GPI spectrum. We attempt to explain these differences between the
synthetic spectra and the observational data, and the corresponding absence of a strong best
fit result, in Section 2.5.3.1. We assess the effect of the photometric measurement errors
on the outcome of this fitting procedure by iterating 105 times, varying the data flux values
across Gaussian distributions centred on the original value, where the uncertainty on the
original value is used as the standard deviation of the sampling. This statistical error on
the derived physical properties of the companion is given by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles
of the corresponding distribution of models (Bohn et al. 2020a). We then use the largest of
either the statistical error or the BT-Settl model grid spacing of ±100 K in temperature and
±0.5 dex in surface gravity as our reported uncertainties on these physical parameters. By
integrating over the full wavelength range of the models and accounting for the distance to

1 Models downloaded from: http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/france.allard/

http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/france.allard/
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Figure 2.4: The best fit BT-Settl models to the photometry of HR 2562 B. The purple line shows the best fit to the full
SED of HR 2562 B, with Teff = 1700 K and log(g) = 5.0 dex, whereas the green line shows the best fit to the MagAO
+ SPHERE-only subset of data, with Teff = 1200 K and log(g) = 4.0 dex. Both models have a metallicity of [Fe/H] =
0. Significantly different best fit models are found depending on the wavelength range considered, with very different
physical parameters allowed while still providing an equally good fit. Note the large difference in the models between
2.4-3.2 µm.

the system, we further infer the companion luminosity in each case. The estimates provided
by the procedure described above, considering the full SED and separately the MagAO +
SPHERE-only subset of data, are given in Table 2.2. The scaling parameter is equivalent to
R2/D2, where R is companion radius and D is the distance to the system (where D is well
constrained), so we are further able to infer radius estimates for each best fit case. The fit to
the full SED yields a radius of R = 0.56+0.02

−0.01 RJup, whereas in the MagAO + SPHERE-only
case we find R = 0.89+0.14

−0.27 RJup. The reported uncertainties on the luminosity and radius
estimates are the statistical errors. These results and the differences between those derived in
each fitting case are discussed further in Section 2.5.3.1, where we note the likely unphysical
radius derived from the full SED.
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2.4.2.2 Empirical templates

Noting the differences between synthetic spectra and the observations, we further performed
the fitting procedure described in Section 2.4.2.1 using empirical template spectra of field
L and T dwarfs from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries (Burgasser 2014). These templates
are limited in wavelength range to 0.65 - 2.56 µm, and so do not extend to the 3.94 µm
position of our MagAO datapoint for the required spectral types. Nonetheless, we proceeded
with a comparison to these templates to further investigate the differences between fits
to the SPHERE and GPI data, as well as to determine a spectral type for HR 2562 B. We
find the best fit template to the combined SPHERE and GPI data to be that of 2MASSW
J2244316+204343 (McLean et al. 2003; Looper et al. 2008), which has a spectral type of
L7.5±2, plotted in Figure 2.5 as a pink line. The same best fit template is obtained when the
fitting procedure is performed for the GPI data alone, but fitting to the SPHERE data alone
instead best matches the spectrum of SDSS J151643.01+305344.4 (spectral type T0.5±1,
Chiu et al. 2006; Burgasser et al. 2010a). This template is shown in Figure 2.5 as a grey line.
We therefore consider HR 2562 B to have a spectral type at the L/T transition, and discuss
this interpretation further in 2.5.3.2.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Photometry

In Section 2.4.1, we report a marginal detection of HR 2562 B with an S/N of 3.04 in the
final image produced by cADI at a position which matches that measured by Maire et al.
(2018) and Mesa et al. (2018), who observed this companion on the same night using
SPHERE. However, this value is notably lower than the S/N reported by Mesa et al. (2018),
who detected HR 2562 B at an S/N of ∼20 in their final SPHERE IRDIS image, and ∼30 in
their final SPHERE IFS image. Although Konopacky et al. (2016) do not provide the S/N of
the detections of HR 2562 B in their final GPI images, it is clear that these are on a similar
order to the SPHERE detections. This difference can primarily be explained by comparing
the bandwidths of each set of observations. For our MagAO+vAPP observations, we used a
3.94 µm narrow-band filter with a width of 90 nm. This is significantly narrower than the H
broad-band SPHERE IRDIS filter, which has a width of 290 nm. and the wavelength ranges
covered by the final SPHERE IFS and GPI images, which are composed of spectral datacubes
collapsed across their respective wavebands. Our lower S/N is therefore unsurprising. The
flux measurement error of our MagAO datapoint is comparable to those of the individual
spectral datapoints of SPHERE IFS and GPI. The use of a broad-band filter may be preferable
if one were to conduct a blind search for undiscovered companions, where the position is
not already known, as the wider wavelength coverage will enable the capture of greater
companion flux and hence a stronger initial detection. However, the polarization grating of
the MagAO vAPP causes wavelength-dependent smearing of the PSFs across the detector
when broad-band filters are used. An additional processing step is therefore required to
either extract the resulting low-resolution spectra or recombine the PSFs along the axis of
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Figure 2.5: The best fit empirical template spectra to the photometry of HR 2562 B, from a set of L and T dwarf
templates taken from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries (Burgasser 2014). The pink line shows the best fit to the
combined SPHERE + GPI data, while the grey line shows the best fit model to the SPHERE data only. These templates
only extend to λ = 2.56 µm, and so do not reach the 3.94 µm wavelength of the MagAO datapoint, which is shown
for reference.
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the vAPP. Alternatively, broad wavelength coverage can be achieved without lateral smearing
by using a vAPP in combination with an integral field spectrograph, or a vAPP with a 360°
dark hole, which is not affected by such smearing as a second polarization grating is used to
recombine the beams on axis (Doelman et al. 2020). Another factor affecting the strength
of our companion recovery is the thermal background flux arising from both the sky and
the instrumentation itself, which is far greater at 3.94 µm than at the shorter wavelengths
used to observe HR 2562 in previous studies (Lloyd-Hart 2000). The difference in the size
of the telescopes used in these observations further contributes to the lower S/N reported in
this work; the 6.5-m Magellan Clay Telescope used for these observations is slightly smaller
than the 8.1-m Gemini South telescope, on which GPI is installed, and the 8.2-m VLT Unit
Telescope, where SPHERE is installed. Lastly, the combination of field-stabilised and pupil-
stabilised observations composing this dataset may also have had some impact on the S/N,
as the field-stabilised parts may contribute some companion signal to the reference PSF
removed by cADI.

Due to the small angular coverage of the dark holes, residual noise structure from the vAPP
PSFs in the contaminated regions, and the non-standard combination of field and pupil-
stabilised observations comprising this dataset, it is not possible to produce a meaningful
assessment of the detection limits reached by each algorithm in this particular case. In the fi-
nal images, not enough space remains to place the number of photometric apertures required
to validly estimate the noise term, especially at small separations (Jensen-Clem et al. 2018).
Furthermore, these detection limits will vary significantly not only with angular separation
from HR 2562, but also depending on the position angle being considered. In lieu of such
measurements of the detection limits, we include an alternative, if limited, comparison of
the performance of the three algorithms applied to this data. Figure 2.6 shows the S/N at the
location of HR 2562 B in the final images, as produced by each algorithm, as a function of
the number of principal components removed in each case. As stated in Section 2.3.2, cADI
produces the image with the highest S/N recovery of HR 2562 B (S/N=3.04). Although
ADI+PCA is far more effective than cADI at reducing noise, even succeeding in removing the
residual contamination from the vAPP PSF between the dark holes (dotted segments, Figure
2.2), its performance is limited by oversubtraction which reduces the signal of the companion.
This can again be attributed to the non-standard combination of field and pupil-stabilised
data, due to which the companion is fixed in the same location for a significant fraction of
the observing sequence. It is unsurprising that some degree of companion self-subtraction
occurs when our data is processed with ADI+PCA as the first component of this algorithm
is simply the mean combination of the input images orthogonalised with respect to the PCA
basis. While this effect likely also impacts the signal of the cADI detection, the reference
PSF in this case is constructed using a median combination of the data, which will capture a
lesser degree of companion flux when the majority of the observations are pupil-stabilised.
Removing additional PCA components gradually suppresses the companion signal further,
increasingly homogenising the image. In the case of FDI+PCA, with which the companion
is not detected, the variation of the noise is greater than the peak flux at the companion
location when a small number of principal components are applied, leading to an S/N smaller
than one. As with PCA, this variation is gradually suppressed with additional components.
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Figure 2.6: The S/N at the companion location in the final images produced by each algorithm, as a function of
the number of principal components removed in each case. Although ADI+PCA is more effective at removing noise
than cADI (see Figure 2.2), its performance is negatively impacted by oversubtraction which reduces the signal of the
companion. As HR 2562 B is not detected in the FDI+PCA images, the variation of the noise is greater than the peak
flux at the companion location, leading to an S/N smaller than one. Removing additional principal components has
the effect of increasingly homogenising the image, causing the S/N at the companion location to tend towards one.
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2.5.2 Flipped Differential Imaging (FDI)

Although HR 2562 B is visible in the final cADI- and ADI+PCA-processed images, we are
unable to detect it in the image resulting from the PCA-based FDI procedure. As FDI+PCA is
inherently reliant on the symmetry of the PSFs along the axis of the vAPP (and by extension,
the response of the detector to incoming flux), artefacts such as reflection ghosts can have a
significant effect on the ability of the algorithm to achieve optimal flux suppression in the
vAPP dark holes (Otten et al. 2017). Long et al. (2018) characterised many such artefacts on
the Clio2 camera, including some that are only visible following a background subtraction,
and several that scale with increased incoming flux, such as amplifier crosstalk (Morzinski
et al. 2015). A number of these effects and their impact on the vAPP dark holes can be
seen in Figure 2.7. In particular, a bright spike of scattered light passes directly through the
dark hole of the bottom coronagraphic PSF while the top remains unaffected. Furthermore,
this artefact does not appear in the same way when the vAPP is positioned in the alternate
nod position. The symmetry of the coronagraphic PSFs was likely further impacted by the
wind-driven halo effect described by Cantalloube et al. (2018, 2020a) and Madurowicz et al.
(2018, 2019), which results when atmospheric turbulence above the telescope pupil, primar-
ily in the jet stream layer, varies at a rate faster than can be corrected for by the deformable
mirror of the adaptive optics system. Indeed, the characteristic ‘butterfly pattern’ of wind-
driven halo can be seen in the final FDI+PCA image of Figure 2.2 as the extended bright and
dark patches on either side of the masked inner region. Even if the butterfly pattern were
perfectly aligned along the axis of the vAPP, interference between scintillation effects and
the lag in adaptive optics correction gives rise to an asymmetry in the butterfly pattern itself.
This asymmetry is wavelength-dependent, growing stronger at longer wavelengths. As these
instrumentational and atmospheric effects all negatively impact the symmetry between the
two coronagraphic stellar PSFs, it is likely that the reference PSF constructed using FDI+PCA
on our HR 2562 data was a poor match for the opposing coronagraphic stellar PSF, thus
explaining the non-detection of the companion in the final image. Companion detection
using the first night of observations was further inhibited by the increased effect of readout
noise resulting from the shorter exposure time. Although successful photometric extraction
via FDI+PCA was not possible within the limitations of the data presented here, it could be
a potentially effective strategy for future observations if a high enough degree of symmetric
precision can be reached between the two coronagraphic PSFs of the vAPP. FDI+PCA is built
on the approach of Otten et al. (2017), who use the opposing vAPP coronagraphic PSF as
a reference directly, without PCA. When applied to MagAO+vAPP observations obtained
under excellent atmospheric conditions, they find that this technique reaches contrasts up
to 1.46 magnitudes deeper than cADI. They further cite the case of Dou et al. (2015), who
apply ADI+PCA to a non-coronagraphic PSF under 180° rotation to create a reference PSF,
and achieve an order of magnitude improvement in contrast at small separations (compared
to when the Locally Optimised Combination of Images algorithm, LOCI, is applied to ADI
data, Lafrenière et al. 2007). Considering these results, Otten et al. (2017) conclude that
a PCA-based algorithm such as FDI+PCA should produce an improved reference PSF and
achieve even deeper contrasts compared to when the opposing vAPP PSF is used as a refer-
ence without PCA. However, as the observations here are not fully optimised for high-contrast
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imaging, and further contain the symmetry-breaking artefacts described above, they serve
to highlight where this technique can break down. An analysis using better optimised data
is required to fully determine the potential of FDI+PCA and to compare its performance to
that of other post-processing algorithms. Coronagraphic simulations could further be used
to assess the extent to which different symmetry-breaking factors limit the performance of
FDI+PCA and establish mitigation strategies for the most significant contributors. Although
instrumental artefacts such as reflection ghosts may be challenging to remove completely,
asymmetries arising from effects such as wind-driven halo vary between observations, and
will be increasingly manageable with ongoing advancements in wavefront sensing and pre-
dictive control (Guyon &Males 2017; Miller et al. 2018, 2021; Jovanovic et al. 2018; Bos et al.
2019; van Kooten et al. 2020). A number of 180° coronagraphs are currently installed on
instruments at other telescopes, including SCExAO/CHARIS on the 8.2-m Subaru Telescope
(Doelman et al. 2017) and LMIRcam/ALES on the 8.4-m Large Binocular Telescope (Otten
et al. 2014a), and several are planned for future instruments, such as MagAO-X on Magellan
(Miller et al. 2019), ERIS on the VLT (Boehle et al. 2018; Kenworthy et al. 2018b), and
METIS on the ELT (Carlomagno et al. 2016; Brandl et al. 2018). A thorough evaluation and
comparison of the different post-processing algorithms that can be applied to vAPP data is
essential if observations using vAPP coronagraphs are to be used to their full potential. While
the effectiveness of FDI+PCA has not yet been demonstrated, it is an alternate processing
pathway uniquely available to the vAPP and thus could prove advantageous if the limiting
factors can be overcome.

2.5.3 Companion characterisation

2.5.3.1 Theoretical atmospheric models

The fitting of BT-Settl atmospheric models to the full SED and separately to the MagAO
+ SPHERE-only subset of data produces substantially different physical parameters for
HR 2562 B (see Table 2.2). Our values for the concurrent MagAO+ SPHERE data are in good
agreement withMesa et al. (2018), who found Teff =1100±200 K and log(g)= 4.75±0.41 dex
by fitting several atmospheric models to the SPHERE data only, including the BT-Settl mod-
els used in this work. Konopacky et al. (2016), whose analysis of the GPI spectra by way of
evolutionary models produces Teff = 1200±100 K and log(g) = 4.7±0.32 dex, is also in good
agreement. Our calculated radius from theMagAO+ SPHERE-only case is R = 0.89+0.14

−0.27 RJup,
which is consistent within 1σ to Konopacky et al. (2016), who estimated a radius of R =
1.11±0.11 RJup using the evolutionary models from Saumon & Marley (2008). However, the
temperature and surface gravity values produced by fitting the full SED with BT-Settl are
notably higher, and Teff = 1698±100 K is inconsistent with the literature. Furthermore, the
sub-Jupiter value for the radius derived from this analysis (R = 0.56+0.02

−0.01 RJup) is unphysically
small due to the pressure of degenerate electrons in the interior of brown dwarfs (Chabrier
et al. 2009). We also note that neither of the best fit models resulting from our analysis is
a strongly compelling match for the SED of the companion when inspected visually. The
Teff = 1700 BT-Settl model, although statistically the best fit to the full SED, does not feature
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Figure 2.7: A background-subtracted and median combined frame from the 3.94 µm MagAO+vAPP observations of
HR 2562, cropped around the vAPP PSFs. A number of PSF symmetry-breaking artefacts are visible, including reflection
ghosts (highlighted in blue) and a bright spike of scattered light that passes directly through the dark hole of the
bottom PSF (in orange). The frame is not aligned to north.
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the wide absorption bands visible in the companion SED. While these bands are seen in the
Teff = 1200 BT-Settl model, this model instead fails to match the absolute fluxes of the GPI
observations. In both cases, the reduced chi-square values of the fits suggest that a good
fit is not achieved, although arguably one might favour the models that produce physically
plausible radii. Such wide-ranging best fit parameters and low radii estimates resulting from
fits of atmospheric grid models to observations of substellar objects with L/T spectral types
have been reported previously, with an apparent dependence on both wavelength range and
the specific wavebands included in the fit, as well as the models used (Ward-Duong et al.
2021; Stone et al. 2020; Wilcomb et al. 2020; Rajan et al. 2017; Morzinski et al. 2015).
Manjavacas et al. (2014) found that although the BT-Settl models are largely successful at
reproducing the SEDs of L-type objects, they do not always match the redness of the spectral
slope in the near-infrared, suggesting that the cloud models do not include enough dust
at high altitudes. Indeed, despite accounting for non-equilibrium chemistry and aiming to
reproduce the L/T transition in brown dwarfs, Bonnefoy et al. (2016) demonstrated that the
BT-Settl models can struggle to simultaneously produce good matches for both the shape
and absolute fluxes of the SEDs of the highly red HR8799 planets, leading to underestimated
radii (Marois et al. 2008; Marley et al. 2012). The challenge in fitting these models to the
SED of HR 2562 B (and the resulting wide range of physical parameters) could therefore be
due to the slightly enhanced flux in the K-band compared to the J- and H-bands, potentially
caused by the presence of dust in the high altitude cloud layer. Although HR 2562 B is not so
strongly red as HD 206893 B (the reddest substellar object observed to date, and a system
with remarkably similar architecture to HR 2562 (Milli et al. 2017; Ward-Duong et al. 2021)),
Mesa et al. (2018) show that it is slightly redder than other objects at the L/T transition,
such as HN Peg B (which is of comparable mass and age (Luhman et al. 2007)). We also
consider the possibility that the model fit to the full SED could be impacted by systematic
differences between the SPHERE and GPI photometry. Although the SPHERE IFS and GPI
spectra are comparable where they overlap in the J-band, it could be argued that there is
a small difference between the two, due to differences in the flux calibration or otherwise.
However, a constant offset applied to bring the two level would still fail to bring the GPI
K-band data to match the best fit models in either case. Brown dwarfs are known to vary
in time, and that such variability can manifest differently at different wavelengths (Biller
et al. 2013; Vos et al. 2017, 2018; Manjavacas et al. 2018; Bowler et al. 2020b). This could
influence the shape and absolute fluxes of the SED of HR 2562 B, including any difference
between the SPHERE and GPI photometry, although the SPHERE and MagAO+vAPP data
are concurrent. A large Spitzer survey of isolated brown dwarfs concluded that photometric
variability is ubiquitous for L and T dwarfs, with some exhibiting up to ∼5% amplitude
variations (Metchev et al. 2015). Recent studies have provided further evidence that brown
dwarfs close to the L/T transition present the most variability, attributing the variations to
patchy clouds (or clouds of varying thickness) rotating in and out of view throughout the
rotation periods of the objects (Karalidi et al. 2016; Charnay et al. 2018; Vos et al. 2019;
Zhou et al. 2020a). The 3.94 µm MagAO+vAPP measurement matches the Teff = 1200 K,
log(g) = 4.0 dex best fit model to the MagAO + SPHERE data, but the error bar spans a
wide range of BT-Settl models with different physical parameters, including the Teff = 1700
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K, log(g) = 5.0 dex best fit model to the full SED. Although this datapoint alone is therefore
unable to further constrain the physical parameters of HR 2562 B, we can conclude that its
flux at this wavelength is not unusual for an object of the range of temperatures and surface
gravities previously derived for HR 2562 B in the literature and lend additional weight to
these values. It is clear from Figure 2.4 that complementary observations in the 2.4-3.2
µm region would be most effective in distinguishing models due to the onset of significant
absorption bands in this region for cooler objects. To overcome telluric bands in this window,
this will likely require space-based instruments such as the JWST (Gardner et al. 2006; Per-
rin et al. 2018), or ground-based high resolution spectroscopy (Birkby et al. 2013; Snellen
et al. 2014; Schwarz et al. 2016; Hoeijmakers et al. 2018). JWST/MIRI will further provide
characterisation at wavelengths longer than ∼5 µm, with observations of HR 2562 B already
planned as part of Cycle 1 GTO Program 1241 (PI: M. Ressler).

2.5.3.2 Empirical templates

The fitting of empirical template spectra to the SPHERE + GPI data together gave a best
fit object with a spectral type of L7.5±2, while the best fit to the SPHERE data alone was
an object with a spectral type of T0.5±1, suggesting that HR 2562 B has a spectral type
within the L/T transition regime. These results are consistent with those previously reported.
For example, Mesa et al. (2018) compared their extracted spectrum to a range of template
spectra between L5 and T5.5 and concluded that an early T (T2-T3) spectral type was
the best match overall, but that their SPHERE IRDIS H broad-band datapoint was better
described by a late L spectra. Similarly, Konopacky et al. (2016) found that the GPI SED in
full is not matched perfectly by the empirical spectra of any other object but that objects with
spectral types between L3.5 and T2 do offer good fits to individual wavebands, concluding
a spectral type of L7±3 while noting that brown dwarfs can have very different colours
while possessing similar spectral features (Leggett et al. 2003a; Cruz et al. 2018). This
also reflects the issue described in Section 2.5.3.1, where fitting atmospheric models to
different wavelength ranges or individual wavebands can produce different results. One
might further consider that brown dwarf companions and field brown dwarfs could have
different properties, and that the spectra of field brown dwarfs may therefore not be the ideal
comparison to those of bound substellar companions. While Liu et al. (2016) found evidence
that young brown dwarf companions with late-M and L spectral types may form distinct
sequences on infrared colour-magnitude diagrams compared to the field dwarf population,
their analysis suggests that the two populations are broadly consistent in the L/T transition
regime (noting however, that the L/T transition lies beyond the spectral type and colour
range of their fits). Mesa et al. (2018) stated that observations on a wider wavelength range
would be needed to completely disentangle the spectral classification of HR 2562 B. While
the 3.94 µm MagAO datapoint can potentially assist with this, there remains a lack of L
and T dwarf empirical template spectra in the literature that cover the wavelength range
up to and including 3.94 µm. Without such benchmark spectra for comparison, attaining a
model-independent classification of the spectral type of HR 2562 B remains a challenge.
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2.5.3.3 Mass estimation

To derive a range of possible values for the mass of the companion, we evaluated our inferred
luminosities with BT-Settl (Allard et al. 2012; Baraffe et al. 2015) and AMES-Dusty (Allard
et al. 2001; Chabrier et al. 2000) isochrones across the system age range of 450+300

−250 Myr
range found by Mesa et al. (2018). Although this process could also be performed using
our derived values for effective temperature or surface gravity, luminosity is generally much
less model dependent (Bonnefoy et al. 2016). The two different sets of models account
for atmospheric dust formation in different ways; the BT-Settl models do so by way of a
parameter-free cloud model whereas the AMES-Dusty models assume that dust is formed
in equilibrium with the gas phase. The results of this mass evaluation are presented in
Table 2.2, alongside the corresponding values of mass ratio with respect to the primary, q.
Considering the spread of these results, we report a weighted average value of 29±15 MJup as
our final mass estimate with a corresponding mass ratio q of 0.020±0.011. This is consistent
with the range of values found by Mesa et al. (2018) by comparing evolutionary models
to the SPHERE photometry in each band individually using the same age range, as well as
their final reported value of 32±14 MJup. A similar estimate of 30±15 MJup was found by
Konopacky et al. (2016), who assumed a slightly higher and wider age range of 300-900
Myr. As previously noted by Mesa et al. (2018), these values are consistent with those of
a brown dwarf with a late-L/early-T spectral type when compared to the dynamical mass
measurements of ultracool M7-T5 objects by Dupuy & Liu (2017), matching the spectral
classification in Section 2.5.3.2. The wide uncertainties on these estimates are dominated
by the uncertainty on the age of the system, which is not well constrained for HR 2562, and
reflect the strong dependence of substellar companion mass measurements on system age.
Either a dynamical mass measurement or improved constraints on the age of the system are
therefore crucial if the mass of HR 2562 B is to be constrained further.

2.6 Conclusions

We present an S/N=3.04 recovery and tentative characterisation of a companion in the lesser
studied L-band regime using a vector Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraph in observations
obtained with MagAO+vAPP, recovering the known brown dwarf companion to HR 2562
previously studied with GPI (Konopacky et al. 2016) and concurrently with SPHERE (Mesa
et al. 2018; Maire et al. 2018). We processed our 3.94 µm images using cADI, ADI+PCA,
and a newly-developed algorithm, FDI+PCA. We measure the companion 3.94 µm contrast
to be (3.05 ± 1.00) × 10−4 relative to the host star, which is equivalent to a physical flux of
(1.3 ± 0.4) × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 micron−1. The companion is visible in images produced
by applying cADI and ADI+PCA to the observations from the second night. The highest S/N
(= 3.04) is produced by cADI. Although this S/N is low, the companion recovery is further
supported by its position, which matches that measured by Maire et al. (2018) in obser-
vations obtained on the same night. This S/N is lower than those of literature detections
of HR 2562 B, but this can primarily be attributed to the significantly narrower filter used
in this work and the higher thermal background at 3.94 µm. We do not detect HR 2562 B
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in the final images produced from the first night of observations, which did not cover suf-
ficient field rotation to prevent self-subtraction when applying post-processing algorithms.
Performing observations in pupil-stabilised mode, with the field of view rotating, is there-
fore likely necessary to detect high-contrast systems like HR 2562 B with this instrument
setup. We describe FDI+PCA, a new post-processing algorithm that uses the symmetry of the
vAPP PSFs to construct a reference PSF for subtraction from the data, removing quasistatic
speckle noise. Although we were unable to recover the companion in our FDI+PCA processed
image, we explain the impact of instrumental scattered light and wind-driven halo which de-
grade the symmetry of the vAPP and consequently reduce the effectiveness of the algorithm.
FDI+PCA may still prove effective for future datasets that use a 180° vAPP, obtained under
more optimal atmospheric conditions or on instruments with fewer scattered light artefacts,
but further analysis is required to assess its potential. Broad-band filters may be preferred
for MagAO+vAPP observations conducting blind searches for undiscovered companions as
wider wavelength coverage will enable stronger detections, despite the lateral smearing of
the PSFs that occurs when such filters are used. This wavelength dependent smearing can
be handled through additional processing to either extract the resulting low-resolution spec-
tra or collapse the PSFs along the axis of the vAPP. This wavelength-dependent smearing
can alternatively be avoided by using a 360° vAPP coronagraph, which does not have such
smearing even when broad-band filters are used (Doelman et al. 2020). Wide wavelength
coverage can also be achieved when vAPPs are combined with integral field spectrographs
(Otten et al. 2014a). Nonetheless, MagAO+vAPP still allowed a measurement in the lesser
studied L-band regime. We fit BT-Settl atmospheric models to our 3.94 µm flux in combi-
nation with literature spectral data from GPI (Konopacky et al. 2016) and SPHERE (Mesa
et al. 2018), and find different results depending on the wavebands included in the fit. We
do not find a single model that is a convincing match to the SED, and instead find a wide
range of allowable values, including 1200≤Teff(K)≤1700 and 4.0≤log(g)(dex)≤5.0 for the
companion; dependent on which wavelength regions are fitted. Although we were therefore
unable to significantly further constrain the physical parameters of the companion, the con-
sistent measurements lend additional weight to those derived in the literature and highlight
the degeneracies that arise from fitting atmospheric models to brown dwarf atmospheres.
Complementary observations at 2.4-3.2 µm will help distinguish cooler brown dwarfs due
to the onset of absorption bands at this wavelength region. Comparing the SED of the com-
panion to empirical template spectra, we conclude that HR 2562 B has a spectral type at the
L/T transition. However, the unavailability of templates with 3.94 µm coverage precluded us
from including our MagAO datapoint in this fit. We also evaluate the inferred luminosities
using BT-Settl and AMES-Dusty isochrones across the system age range of 450+300

−250 Myr,
deriving a mass estimate for HR 2562 B of 29±15 MJup, in good agreement with the values
found by (Konopacky et al. 2016) and (Mesa et al. 2018) and consistent with the mass of
a late-L/early-T type brown dwarf. As companion mass is highly dependent on system age,
either a precise dynamical mass measurement or improved constraints on the age of the
system are crucial if the mass of HR 2562 B is to be constrained further.
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Abstract

Clouds and other features in exoplanet and brown dwarf atmospheres cause variations in
brightness as they rotate in and out of view. Ground-based instruments reach the high con-
trasts and small inner working angles needed to monitor these faint companions, but their
small fields-of-view lack simultaneous photometric references to correct for non-astrophysical
variations. We present a novel approach for making ground-based light curves of directly
imaged companions using high-cadence differential spectrophotometric monitoring, where
the simultaneous reference is provided by a double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase
Plate (dgvAPP360) coronagraph. The dgvAPP360 enables high-contrast companion detec-
tions without blocking the host star, allowing it to be used as a simultaneous reference. To
further reduce systematic noise, we emulate exoplanet transmission spectroscopy, where the
light is spectrally-dispersed and then recombined into white-light flux. We do this by combin-
ing the dgvAPP360 with the infrared ALES integral field spectrograph on the Large Binocular
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Telescope Interferometer. To demonstrate, we observed the red companion HD 1160 B (sep-
aration ∼780 mas) for one night, and detect 8.8% semi-amplitude sinusoidal variability
with a ∼3.24 h period in its detrended white-light curve. We achieve the greatest precision
in ground-based high-contrast imaging light curves of sub-arcsecond companions to date,
reaching 3.7% precision per 18-minute bin. Individual wavelength channels spanning 3.59-
3.99 µm further show tentative evidence of increasing variability with wavelength. We find
no evidence yet of a systematic noise floor, hence additional observations can further improve
the precision. This is therefore a promising avenue for future work aiming to map storms or
find transiting exomoons around giant exoplanets.

Key words: infrared: planetary systems – instrumentation: high angular resolution – planets
and satellites: detection – brown dwarfs – planets and satellites: atmospheres – techniques:
imaging spectroscopy
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3.1 Introduction

Planets do not have a homogeneous appearance. When we look at the planets in our own
solar system, we see distinct cloud structures and giant storms that show great diversity in
size, shape, lifetime, and brightness (e.g. Simon et al. 2016, 2021; Stauffer et al. 2016; Ge
et al. 2019; Coulter et al. 2022). These features rotate in and out of view throughout the
planet’s rotation period, modulating its overall brightness and thus allowing us to map out
its atmosphere (e.g. Kostov & Apai 2013; Karalidi et al. 2015, 2016; Fletcher et al. 2016;
Apai et al. 2017; Plummer & Wang 2022). Beyond the solar system, variations in the light
curves of stars deliver information on the distribution of features such as star spots (Barnes
et al. 2002; Jeffers et al. 2007; Frasca et al. 2009; Strassmeier 2009; Morales et al. 2010;
Goulding et al. 2012; Herbst 2012; Nielsen et al. 2013; Park et al. 2021; Thiemann et al.
2021). By measuring the photometric variability of exoplanets and brown dwarfs in the same
way, we can gain not only an insight into their visual appearance, but also key information
on the distribution of condensate clouds that strongly affect the infrared spectra of directly
imaged companions, allowing degeneracies between atmospheric models to be broken (e.g.
Yang et al. 2016; Rajan et al. 2017; Charnay et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2019; Zhang 2020;
Tan & Showman 2021; Ward-Duong et al. 2021). Space-based photometric monitoring with
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has already shown that giant planetary-mass and brown
dwarf companions do exhibit such variability, at a range of amplitudes and periods (Apai
et al. 2013; Buenzli et al. 2014, 2015b,a; Zhou et al. 2016, 2020a; Manjavacas et al. 2018,
2019a; Miles-Páez et al. 2019; Bowler et al. 2020b; Lew et al. 2020b). These results are in
good agreement with observations of isolated brown dwarfs and giant exoplanet analogues
(Biller et al. 2018; Vos et al. 2018, 2020; Lew et al. 2020a; Ashraf et al. 2022), including
a large Spitzer survey by Metchev et al. (2015) who found that photospheric spots causing
≥0.2% variability at 3-5 µm are ubiquitous. Several studies have identified objects with much
stronger variability, at the >10% level, with some even varying with peak-to-peak amplitudes
as high as 26% (e.g. Radigan et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2014; Biller et al. 2015; Eriksson et al.
2019; Bowler et al. 2020b). Vos et al. (2022) further found that young, low-mass brown
dwarfs with similar colours and spectra to directly imaged exoplanetary companions are
highly likely to display variability in the L2-T4 spectral type range, with an enhancement in
maximum amplitudes compared to field dwarfs.

The rotation periods of brown dwarf and planetary-mass companions are consistent with
those of the isolated low-mass brown dwarf population, suggesting that they may share
similar angular momentum histories (Bryan et al. 2018; Vos et al. 2022). These periods are
generally short, ranging from ∼1 hour to ¦20 hours (e.g. Radigan et al. 2014; Metchev et al.
2015; Apai et al. 2021; Tannock et al. 2021), within the range expected when evolutionary
models and the age- and mass-dependent breakup velocities are considered (Leggett et al.
2016; Vos et al. 2020). These periods, derived from photometric measurements, are com-
plementary to measurements of companion spin obtained from their spectra (Snellen et al.
2014; Schwarz et al. 2016; Bryan et al. 2018, 2020b; Xuan et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021b).
When combined, rotation period and spin measurements can be used to constrain companion
obliquities (Bryan et al. 2020a, 2021). However, the population of directly imaged compan-
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ions accessible to space-based facilities such as HST remains small as most companions lie
at close angular separations within the inner working angles of these facilities.

Equipped with coronagraphs and extreme adaptive optics (AO) systems operating in the
infrared, large ground-based observatories have the resolution and photon collecting power
needed to overcome the glare of the host star and reach the high contrasts and close angu-
lar separations of substellar companions currently inaccessible to space telescopes (Bowler
2016; Hinkley et al. 2021; Currie et al. 2022a). Although this provides the opportunity for
variability studies of such companions, precise photometric monitoring is difficult as the com-
panion light curve is contaminated by variability arising from Earth’s atmosphere and other
systematics. Therefore, a simultaneous, unsaturated photometric reference is required to
remove this contaminant variability from the companion light curve. For non-coronagraphic,
ground-based observations of isolated brown dwarfs and planetary-mass objects, nonvariable
stars present in the field of view have often been used as photometric references to enable
many successful measurements of variability (e.g. Gelino et al. 2002; Biller et al. 2013, 2015;
Girardin et al. 2013; Radigan et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2014; Naud et al. 2017; Eriksson
et al. 2019; Vos et al. 2019; Manjavacas et al. 2021, 2022). However, the typically narrow
field of view of ground-based coronagraphic imagers generally precludes the use of field
stars as photometric references for observations of companions, and widely used focal-plane
coronagraphs block the host star to enable the detection of the companion (Soummer 2005;
Mawet et al. 2012; Ruane et al. 2018).

One solution to this problem is to use off-axis satellite Point Spread Functions (PSFs), or
satellite spots, which can act as simultaneous photometric references even when a host star
is blocked by a coronagraph (Marois et al. 2006b; Sivaramakrishnan & Oppenheimer 2006).
Satellite spots can be created by adding a periodic modulation to the deformable mirror of
an AO-equipped telescope or by placing a square grid in the pupil plane to produce spots
through diffraction of starlight (Langlois et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Jovanovic et al.
2015a). The former approach has been used by Apai et al. (2016), Biller et al. (2021), and
Wang et al. (2022) for observations of the multi-planet HR 8799 system (Marois et al. 2008,
2010b). The first two of these studies observed HR 8799 with the Spectro-Polarimetric High-
contrast imager for Exoplanets REsearch (SPHERE; Beuzit et al. 2019) instrument at the
Very Large Telescope (VLT), and the latter used the CHARIS integral field spectrograph (IFS)
in combination with the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics instrument at the
Subaru Telescope (Jovanovic et al. 2015b; Groff et al. 2017). Biller et al. (2021) used the
satellite spots with a broadband-H filter to successfully constrain their sensitivity to variability
to amplitudes >5% for HR 8799b for periods <10 hours, and amplitudes >25% for HR 8799c
for similar periods, noting that the observed amplitude of any variability would be muted by
the likely pole-on viewing angle of these planets (Vos et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018; Ruffio
et al. 2019). They also rule out non-shared variability between HR 8799b and HR 8799c at
the <10-20% level over a 4-5 hour timescale by using one planet as a photometric reference
for the other. Using a spectrophotometric approach, Wang et al. (2022) further constrained
the variability amplitudes of HR 8799c to the 10% level, and HR 8799d to the 30% level,
and found that there was no significant variability in the planet’s colours. However, all three
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studies found that satellite spots are anti-correlated with each other and can demonstrate
individual variations of their own, potentially setting a limit to the precision that can be
achieved with this technique (although Biller et al. (2021) and Wang et al. (2022) note that
the satellite spot light curves can be flat in their most stable epochs).

3.1.1 Ground-based differential spectrophotometry

In this paper we present a novel, alternative ground-based approach for constructing light
curves of high-contrast companions directly through the technique of differential spectropho-
tometric monitoring, akin to that used highly successfully to study exoplanet transmission
spectra (e.g. Kreidberg et al. 2014; Stevenson et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2020; Arcangeli
et al. 2021; Panwar et al. 2022b,a). We use a double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase
Plate (dgvAPP360) coronagraph (Doelman et al. 2017, 2020, 2021; Wagner et al. 2020b),
which enables high-contrast companions to be detected without blocking the host star, hence
leaving an unsaturated image of the host star available for use as a simultaneous reference.
The more widely used grating vector Apodizing Phase Plate (gvAPP) coronagraph adjusts
the phase of the incoming wavefront to modify the PSFs of all objects in the field of view,
creating two images of the target star each with a 180° D-shaped ‘dark hole’, a region of
deep flux suppression in which high-contrast companions can be observed, on opposing
sides (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014a, 2017; Bos et al. 2020a; Doelman et al. 2021;
Sutlieff et al. 2021). The dgvAPP360 instead creates a 360° dark hole surrounding each of
the two images of the target star, and then uses an additional grating to overlap the images
to produce a single image of the star (Doelman et al. 2022). An example image obtained
with the dgvAPP360 is shown in Figure 3.1, with the target star in the centre and the dark
hole surrounding it.

In addition, we combine the dgvAPP360 with an IFS, enabling us to use differential spec-
trophotometry for high-contrast directly imaged companions. The incoming light is first
dispersed into individual spectra, and then recombined into a single ‘white-light’ data point.
This has the advantage of smoothing out wavelength-dependent flat-fielding errors and al-
lows wavelength regions with instrumental absorption or highly variable telluric bands to
be excluded, meaning systematic effects can be significantly reduced, thus yielding greater
stability and precision in the final white-light curve.

3.1.2 The HD 1160 system

We test this approach using observations of the HD 1160 system, which is located at a distance
of 120.4±0.6 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2021; Bailer-Jones et al. 2021) and consists
of host star HD 1160 A (spectral type A0V; Houk & Swift 1999) and two high-contrast
companions, HD 1160 B and C (Nielsen et al. 2012). HD 1160 B and C lie at separations of
∼80 au (∼0.78′′) and ∼530 au (∼5.1′′), respectively. Several key properties of HD 1160 A
are listed in Table 3.1. HD 1160 A is bright (K = 7.040±0.029 mag, Cutri et al. 2003), and
the contrast ratio between HD 1160 A and HD 1160 B is ∆L′ = 6.35 ± 0.12 mag (Nielsen
et al. 2012). This makes it an ideal target for demonstrating our technique, as a high signal-
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Figure 3.1: An on-sky example image of a K ∼ 7 mag target observed with the dgvAPP360 coronagraph on the Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT), copied and annotated on the right. The dgvAPP360 produces a dark hole of deep flux
suppression, seen here surrounding the target star, allowing high-contrast companions to be detected in this region.
The star itself remains unsaturated in the middle, allowing it to be used as a simultaneous reference PSF when making
a differential light curve for a companion. The outer edge of the dark hole lies beyond the field of view in the LBT
observations used in this work.

to-noise detection of the companion allows high cadence monitoring and a deep investigation
into any residual systematic effects. A-type stars such as HD 1160 A generally vary below
the millimagnitude level, which corresponds to variability amplitudes comfortably below
the ∼1% level (Ciardi et al. 2011). We assess the variability of the host star in Section 3.4.2
using observations from the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission. The age
of the system is poorly constrained, with estimates ranging from 50+50

−40 Myr (Nielsen et al.
2012) to 100+200

−70 Myr (Maire et al. 2016). The HD 1160 system may be a member of the
Pisces-Eridanus stellar stream, which would place its age at ∼120 Myr, but this has yet to
be confirmed (Curtis et al. 2019).

HD 1160 B has a spectral type close to the brown dwarf/stellar boundary; Nielsen et al.
(2012) found a spectral type of ∼L0, but more recent papers suggest that it lies between
M5-M7 (Maire et al. 2016; Garcia et al. 2017; Mesa et al. 2020). However, Mesa et al. (2020)
found its spectrum to be highly peculiar and that no spectral model or template in current
libraries can produce a satisfactory fit. Although the cause of this peculiarity has not yet been
explained, Mesa et al. (2020) hypothesise that possible causes could include a young system
age, dust in the photosphere of HD 1160 B, or ongoing evolutionary processes. The mass of
HD 1160 B also remains unclear, primarily due to the poorly constrained age of the system,
with estimates ranging from that of a low mass brown dwarf (∼20 MJup, Mesa et al. 2020)
to decisively in the stellar mass regime (0.12±0.01M� ≈ 123MJup, Curtis et al. 2019) if the
system is indeed a member of the Pisces-Eridanus stellar stream. HD 1160 C is a low-mass
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Table 3.1: Properties of host star HD 1160 A.

Parameter Value Reference(s)
Spectral Type A0V (1)
Right Acension (J2000) 00:15:57.32 (2)
Declination (J2000) +04:15:03.77 (2)
Age (Myr) 10-300 (3, 4)
Parallax (mas) 8.2721±0.0354 (2)
Distance (pc) 120.4±0.6 (2, 5)
Proper motion (RA, mas yr−1) 20.150±0.040 (2)
Proper motion (Dec, mas yr−1) -14.903±0.034 (2)
Mass (M�) ∼2.2 (3)
Teff (K) 9011±85 (6)
log(L/L�) 1.12±0.07 (6)
log(g) (dex) ∼4.5 (7)
[Fe/H] ∼solar (7)
V (mag) 7.119±0.010 (8)
G (mag) 7.1248±0.0004 (2)
J (mag) 6.983±0.020 (9)
H (mag) 7.013±0.023 (9)
K (mag) 7.040±0.029 (9)

References: (1) Houk & Swift (1999); (2) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016, 2021); (3) Nielsen
et al. (2012); (4) Maire et al. (2016); (5) Bailer-Jones et al. (2021); (6) Garcia et al. (2017);
(7) Mesa et al. (2020); (8) Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000b); (9) 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003;
Skrutskie et al. 2006)

star (spectral type M3.5), and its separation of ∼530 au (∼5.1′′) places it beyond the field
of view of most vAPPs currently in use (Maire et al. 2016; Doelman et al. 2021).

The observations carried out on the HD 1160 system are described in Section 3.2, and in
Section 3.3 we describe the spectral extraction and data reduction processes. In Section 3.4
we produce and present our differential spectrophotometric light curves of HD 1160 B. We
then examine various factors that may be correlated with the light curves and detrend them
in Section 3.5. These results and their implications are then discussed in Sections 3.6 and
3.7. Lastly, the conclusions of the work are summarised in Section 3.8.

3.2 Observations

We observed the HD 1160 system on the night of 2020 September 25 (03:27:31 - 11:16:14
UT) with the double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase Plate (dgvAPP360) coronagraph
(see Section 3.1.1) and the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES) IFS (Ske-
mer et al. 2015; Hinz et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2018). ALES is integrated inside the Large
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Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI) (Hinz et al. 2016; Ertel et al. 2020), which works
in conjunction with the LBT mid-infrared camera (LMIRcam), on the 2 x 8.4-m LBT in Ari-
zona (Skrutskie et al. 2010; Leisenring et al. 2012). For these observations, ALES was in
single-sided mode and was therefore fed only by the left-side aperture of LBT. Atmospheric
turbulence was corrected for by the LBTI adaptive optics (AO) system (Bailey et al. 2014b;
Pinna et al. 2016, 2021). We used the ALES L-band prism, which covers a simultaneous
wavelength range of 2.8-4.2 µm with a spectral resolution of R∼40 (Skemer et al. 2018).
The plate scale is ∼35 mas spaxel−1. The other LBT aperture was used to feed the Potsdam
Echelle Polarimetric and Spectroscopic Instrument (PEPSI), which obtained R = 50,000 com-
bined optical spectra of HD 1160 A and B in the 383-907nm wavelength range (Strassmeier
et al. 2015, 2018c), which is subject to analysis in other forthcoming works.

Conditions were exceptionally clear and stable throughout the night, with no time lost to
weather, and seeing ranged from 0.7-1.4′′. We acquired 2210 on-target ALES frames, with
an integration time of 5.4 s per frame, giving a total on-target integration time of 11934.0 s
(∼3.32 h) spread over ∼7.81 h once readout time, nodding, and wavelength calibrations are
included. The integration time was chosen such that the stellar PSF remained unsaturated
in the core so that it can be used as the photometric reference for the companion. We used
an on/off nodding pattern to enable background subtraction, nodding to a position 5′′ away
for the off-source nod position. As HD 1160 C is located at a similar separation (∼5.1′′), we
nodded in a direction away from this companion to prevent it from contaminating the frames
obtained in the off-source nod position. Beam-switching in this way is possible because of
the intrinsic stability provided by the dgvAPP360 coronagraph’s placement in the pupil
plane. We obtained dark frames with the same exposure time at the end of the night, and 6
wavelength calibrations were acquired at irregular intervals during the night. LBTI operates
in pupil-stabilized mode, such that the field of view was rotating throughout the observations.
The total field rotation across the observing sequence was 109.7°. The HD 1160 system was
observed from an elevation of 29.4° at the start of the night to a maximum elevation of 61.7°,
and then back down to an elevation of 27.5°. The dgvAPP360 creates an annular dark hole
around the target PSF, with an inner radius close to the PSF core and an outer radius at the
edge of the 2.2′′ field of view of the detector (2.7 - 15 λ/D in ALES mode) (Doelman et al.
2020, 2021). For these observations, this meant that HD 1160 B was located in the dark
hole of HD 1160 A across the entire wavelength range covered by the ALES L-band prism.
HD 1160 C (separation ∼5.1′′) remained beyond the ALES field of view.

3.3 Data reduction

The raw ALES images contain the spectra that have been projected onto the detector. Ul-
timately, we are aiming to produce a light curve for the companion that is made from the
‘white-light’, i.e. combined in the wavelength dimension. To do this, we must first extract
the spectra from the raw data along with bad pixel correction and flat-fielding. We can then
extract the photometry of the star and the companion at each wavelength before collapsing
the data in the wavelength dimension to obtain white-light fluxes. A light curve for the
companion is then obtained by dividing the companion flux by the stellar flux to remove
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systematic trends shared by both. In the following subsections we describe the methods used
to carry out each of these steps and obtain the white-light curve of the companion.

3.3.1 Spectral data cube extraction

Raw ALES data consists of a two-dimensional grid of 63×67 micro-spectra over a 2.2′′x 2.2′′

field of view, which must be extracted into three-dimensional data cubes of x-position, y-
position, and wavelength λ (Stone et al. 2022). To do this, we first performed a background
subtraction using the sky frames obtained in the off-source nod position. For each ALES
image, we subtracted the median combination of the 100 sky frames closest in time. We then
extracted the micro-spectra into cubes using optimal extraction, which is an inverse variance
and spatial profile weighted extraction approach (Horne 1986; Briesemeister et al. 2018;
Stone et al. 2020). The extraction weights were obtained by measuring the spatial profile of
each micro-spectrum in the dark-subtracted sky frames. As there is no significant change in
the spatial profile as a function of wavelength, we average the spatial profile of each micro-
spectrum over wavelength to obtain higher signal-to-noise (S/N). The wavelength calibration
of the raw ALES data was then obtained using four narrow-band photometric filters at 2.9,
3.3, 3.5, and 3.9 µm, positioned upstream of the ALES optics. These filters are each of a
higher spectral resolution λ

∆λ
∼100 than ALES, so are therefore unresolved and provide four

single-wavelength fiducial spots with which each micro-spectra can be calibrated (Stone et al.
2018, 2022). For each micro-spectrum, we performed this calibration by fitting a second-
order polynomial to the calculated pixel positions of these four spots, therefore mapping
pixel position to wavelength. Each of the 63×67 micro-spectra was thereby converted into a
corresponding spaxel in the three-dimensional data cube (Briesemeister et al. 2019; Doelman
et al. 2022). The resulting data cube contained 100 channels in the wavelength dimension
ranging from 2.8-4.2 µm.

The primary wavelength calibration used to process this data set was obtained at 08:25:00
UT on the night of observations, i.e. 4 hours 57 minutes into the observing sequence. To
test whether a wavelength calibration obtained at a different point in the night has a sig-
nificant effect on the photometry of the target star and the companion, we also separately
processed the data using an alternative wavelength calibration obtained at 04:54:00 UT, 1
hour 26 minutes into the observing sequence. We compare and discuss the results of the two
wavelength calibrations in Section 3.4.3.

3.3.2 Data processing

Once the spectra were extracted into background-subtracted three-dimensional cubes of
images for each exposure, we applied several data reduction steps to remove systematics
and improve the S/N at the location of the companion. We first removed 8 time frames
from the data in which the AO loop opened while the data was being collected. Next, we
identified bad pixels using a 6σ filter and replaced them with the mean of the neighbouring
pixels. We then applied a flat-field correction to calibrate the data against the response of
the detector. For each wavelength channel, the corresponding flat was a time-average of the
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frames obtained in the ‘off’ nod position, which had then been corrected for bad pixels in
the same way as the science frames and smoothed over using a Gaussian filter. These flats
were then divided by the maximum value in the frame such that the value of every pixel was
between zero and one. We then divided the science frames by these smoothed, normalised
sky flats. This flat-fielding process was also repeated separately using a median filter instead
of a Gaussian filter as a means to test the robustness of this step in our method. We proceed
with the Gaussian filter and discuss the impact of the choice of flat frame on the photometry
of the star and companion in Section 3.4.3.

Doelman et al. (2022) previously identified that background-subtracted, flat-fielded ALES
images contain residual structure that cannot be described by purely Gaussian noise, in the
form of time-varying row and column discontinuities (faintly visible in the top panel of Fig-
ure 3.2). Such discontinuities are expected and arise from the way in which the micro-spectra
lie across multiple channels of the LMIRcam detector (Doelman et al. 2022). We followed the
method of Doelman et al. (2022) to characterise and remove these discontinuities by fitting
a third-order polynomial to each row and column in each frame (Figure 3.2). Removing
these systematics is important as they could impact the precision of our differential light
curve, or even generate a false variability signal if the target moves over them throughout
the observing sequence. Prior to fitting, we applied circular masks at the locations of the star
and the companion in each frame such that their flux did not contaminate the fit. To find
the position of the star in each time frame, we selected a wavelength channel with a high
stellar flux per frame (channel 52, λ ≈ 3.69 µm) and fit the PSF core with a 2D Gaussian.
The position of the companion in each time frame was then identified using its separation
and position angle relative to the star and accounting for the effect of the field rotation over
time. We then masked the star and the companion across all wavelength channels using
circular masks with diameters of 18 pixels and 5 pixels, respectively, before fitting the third-
order polynomials to each column. The resulting values were then subtracted from the data
to remove the column discontinuities. This process was then repeated for each row in the
resulting image to remove the row discontinuities.

In addition to removing these systematic discontinuities, this process has the effect of remov-
ing residual background flux not eliminated by earlier processing steps. This is indicated by
the histograms in Figure 3.2, which show that the noise distribution of the data was offset
from zero prior to the removal of the discontinuities (in blue) but is approximately consistent
with zero after this process has been applied (in orange). We then used the position of the
star in each frame, found when applying the masks in the previous step, to spatially align
the data such that the star was in the centre of each frame. Finally, we rotationally aligned
the images by applying an anticlockwise rotation corresponding to their parallactic angles.

We did not use any further post-processing methods that reduce quasistatic speckle noise
through the subtraction of reference PSFs, such as Angular Differential Imaging (ADI, Marois
et al. 2006a). Although the field rotation over the night of observations was sufficient enough
to use these to remove noise with minimal companion self-subtraction, doing so would also
remove the unsaturated stellar reference PSF, which is required to eliminate systematics
in the companion photometry. It would not be possible to use the host star PSF prior to
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ADI subtraction as a photometric reference for the companion PSF after ADI subtraction,
as the two would no longer share the same systematic trends. Furthermore, HD 1160 B is
sufficiently bright that it can be detected at ample S/N for our purposes without further
noise reduction.

3.3.3 Wavelength channel selection

Although the final processed cubes contain data from 100 wavelength channels across the
observed wavelength range of 2.8-4.2 µm, not all of these channels are suitable for further
analysis. The first 3 and final 10 channels contain flux from the adjacent spaxel in the
dispersion direction as an oversized spectral length is required to extract the spectrum at
each position, so the extracted data overlaps slightly in the wavelength dimension (Stone
et al. 2022). Furthermore, the dgvAPP360 contains a glue layer that causes up to 100%
absorption between 3.15 and 3.55 µm (Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2021). As described
in Section 3.1.1, one of the key advantages of a spectrophotometric approach is the option
to exclude channels that are known to cause systematic variability in the ‘white-light’ curve,
hence improving the companion S/N and stability in the combined image when compared
to combining all wavelength channels without any selection. This is key to reducing large
systematic effects that may otherwise dominate the variability signals that we are aiming to
measure. For the purposes of this technique demonstration, we proceed using 30 sequential
wavelength channels (45-74, spanning 3.59-3.99 µm) which all have a high throughput
and do not lie in the regions affected by the dgvAPP360 glue absorption, significant telluric
absorption, or the overlapping spectral traces. In the left panel of Figure 3.3 we show the
median combination of these channels in both wavelength and time, while the centre and
right panels respectively show example images from the median combined cubes in the time
and wavelength dimensions only. The images shown are those processed using the flat frame
that was smoothed using a Gaussian filter; the equivalent images as processed using the
median-smoothed flat frame are visually indistinguishable from these.

3.4 Generating differential spectrophotometric light curves

Variability arising from instrumental systematics and the effects of Earth’s atmosphere, such
as airmass, seeing, and tellurics, contaminate the raw flux of the companion. Simultaneous
flux measurements of a photometric reference are required to eliminate this contaminant
variability and produce a differential light curve of the companion, relative to the photo-
metric reference. Although suitable photometric references are generally absent when using
coronagraphs (Section 3.1), the dgvAPP360 coronagraph uniquely provides an image of the
host star simultaneously to the companion, allowing the star to be used as the photometric
reference when it is not saturated. Its placement in the pupil plane also makes it inherently
stable and insensitive to tip/tilt instabilities (Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2022).
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the process for removing systematic row and column discontinuities present in
background-subtracted ALES images, as applied to a single frame of data in the 52nd ALES wavelength channel
(λ ≈ 3.69 µm). Top panels: input frame prior to the removal of the discontinuities, which are faintly visible as a
chequered pattern. All three panels are the same. Both HD 1160 A and B are masked. Second row: results of the
third-order polynomial fits individually to the columns (left panel) and rows (centre panel), and the combination of
both (right panel). The combination of both was produced by first fitting and removing the column discontinuities,
and then repeating the process on the resulting image to fit and remove the rows. We show row and column fits to
the input frame separately here to highlight their individual contribution to the original systematics. The star and
the companion were masked during this process, and the values to be removed at their locations were found through
interpolation of the fits. Third row: data frame with the discontinuities removed by subtracting the fits. The histograms
in the bottom row show the distributions of the counts in the unmasked regions of the third row images, with the
original noise distribution in blue and the noise distribution after the discontinuities were removed in orange. The
bottom right panel shows the version used in the analysis.
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3.4.1 Aperture photometry

We used version 1.4.0 of the Photutils Python package (Bradley et al. 2022) to simultaneously
extract aperture photometry of HD 1160 A and B. We carried out this process for every
individual frame in each of the 30 wavelength channels in the 3.59-3.99 µm range chosen in
Section 3.3.3, with the aim of then combining these in the wavelength dimension to produce
the white-light flux for each object. Circular apertures with radii of 9 pixels (3.1 λ/D) and 2.5
pixels (0.9 λ/D) were used for the host star and the companion, respectively. To estimate the
background flux at the position of the star, we also extracted photometry in a circular annulus
centred on the stellar location with inner and outer radii of 11 and 16 pixels, respectively. It
was not possible to use this method to estimate the background flux at the position of the
companion as the companion lies close to the edge of the field of view in some frames, limiting
the space available to place an annulus that would be statistically wide enough. We therefore
instead followed an approach used by Biller et al. (2021), estimating the background at the
companion location by masking the companion and extracting flux in a circular annulus
centred on the host star, with a width of 6 pixels at the radial separation of the companion.
As most of the residual background in each frame was eliminated by the data processing
steps in Section 3.3.2, these background values are close to zero. These apertures and annuli
are shown in Figure 3.4, overlaid on a single processed time frame of data in the 52nd ALES
wavelength channel (λ ≈ 3.69 µm). We then removed the residual background from our
stellar and companion flux measurements by multiplying the mean flux per pixel in the
background annuli by the area of the corresponding apertures and subtracting the resulting
values from the aperture photometry. We then produced single white-light measurements
for both the companion and the star at each time frame by taking the median combination
of the photometric measurements across the 30 wavelength channels. These raw time series,
uncorrected for shared variations introduced by Earth’s atmosphere (i.e. before division), are
shown in grey in the top two panels of Figure 3.5. The discrete gaps in integration reflect
time spent off-target due to the two-point on/off nodding pattern used to enable background
subtraction. We also plot the data binned to 18 minutes of integration time. We binned the
data by taking the median value in each time bin. The error on the binned fluxes are the
Gaussian approximation of the root mean square (RMS) i.e. median absolute deviation
(MAD) × 1.48 of the flux measurements inside each bin divided by

√
N − 1, where N is

the number of frames per bin. Next, we removed variability due to Earth’s atmosphere and
other systematics from the unbinned raw flux of the companion using the unbinned raw
flux of the host star, which acts as a simultaneous photometric reference. By dividing the
unbinned companion flux by the unbinned stellar flux, we eliminate trends common to both
and produce a differential light curve that only contains non-shared variations. Assuming
that the host star is not itself varying (see Section 3.4.2), the resulting differential light
curve reflects the intrinsic variability of the companion plus any contamination arising from
non-shared systematics. We show this raw differential light curve in the third panel of Figure
3.5. The bottom panel shows a zoomed-in view of the binned version, with tighter limits on
the y-axis.
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Figure 3.4: The apertures (continuous lines) and annuli (dashed lines) used to extract photometry and background
measurements for host star HD 1160 A (in yellow) and companion HD 1160 B (in orange). The image is a single time
frame from the 52nd ALES wavelength channel (λ ≈ 3.69 µm). North is up, and east is left. The orange aperture is
placed at the location of HD 1160 B, which is too faint to be visible in a single frame. The companion was masked
when extracting photometry in the annulus for the companion background.

In the following sections we examine a number of physical, instrumental, and processing
factors that may be correlated with non-astrophysical features in the differential white-light
curve, and in Section 3.5 we model and remove non-shared variations arising from some of
these factors.

3.4.2 TESS light curves of host star HD 1160 A

Although the vast majority of A-type stars generally vary well below the ∼1% level, a small
fraction vary at a much higher level, showing up to ∼15% variations (Ciardi et al. 2011). To
test our assumption that the host star HD 1160 A is not varying at a level that impacts our
differential light curve, we used data from the TESS mission, which is publicly available on
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Figure 3.5: The top two panels show the normalised raw white-light flux (λ =3.59-3.99 µm wavelength range) of
host star HD 1160 A (in grey, top panel) and companion HD 1160 B (in grey, second panel). The blue and orange lines
are the same fluxes of the star and companion, respectively, binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin. Each has
been normalised by dividing by the mean value across the full sequence. The third panel shows, in grey, the resulting
differential white-light curve when the white-light of the companion is divided by the white-light of the star to remove
trends shared by both. The same data binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin is shown in purple. The light
curve in the bottom panel is the same as the third panel but zoomed in on the y-axis with a dashed line at normalised
flux = 1 for clarity. Provided that there is no contamination from stellar variability, variations in this light curve are a
combination of any intrinsic companion variability and trends arising from non-shared systematics. The gaps in the
data are due to the two-point on/off nodding pattern used to collect sky frames for background subtraction.
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the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) data archive1. The TESS mission observed
HD 1160 A for 25 days in Sector 42 (from 2021 August 21 to 2021 September 14) and for
26 days Sector 43 (from 2021 September 16 to 2021 October 11), 51 days in total, with
2 minute cadence. The TESS detector bandpass covers a broad-band wavelength range of
0.6-1.0 µm (Ricker et al. 2015), which does not overlap with our LBT/ALES observations in
the 2.8-4.2 µm range. However, as stars are generally less variable in the infrared than in
the optical regime, any variations in the TESS light curve of HD 1160 A should represent
an upper limit for its variability at the wavelengths covered by ALES (e.g. Solanki & Unruh
1998; Unruh et al. 1999; Fröhlich & Lean 2004; Davenport et al. 2012; Goulding et al. 2012;
Ermolli et al. 2013; Rackham et al. 2022). Each TESS pixel covers 21′′ on sky. This means
that HD 1160 A, HD 1160 B (at a separation of ∼0.78′′), and HD 1160 C (at a separation
of ∼5.1′′) are not resolved separately in the TESS images and appear as a single object.
However, as both HD 1160 B (∆J = 8.85 ± 0.10 mag, ∆L′ = 6.35 ± 0.12 mag) and C
(∆J = 6.33 ± 0.04 mag, ∆L′ = 4.803 ± 0.005 mag) are far fainter than HD 1160 A,
especially at shorter wavelengths, it is reasonable to assume that flux of HD 1160 A will
dominate in the TESS data (Nielsen et al. 2012).

We first masked out any bad quality exposures using the one-hot encoded quality mask
in the ‘QUALITY’ keyword in the header of the light curve files provided by the TESS Sci-
ence Processing Operations Center (SPOC, Jenkins et al. 2016) on MAST. We then used the
‘CROWDSAP’ keyword in the header to get an estimate of the ratio of target flux to total
flux in the optimal aperture used for the PDC SAP (Pre-search Data Conditioning Simple
Aperture Photometry) flux (e.g. Panwar et al. 2022a). The ‘CROWDSAP’ value for sector 42
and 43 indicates that 0.17% and 0.2% flux is from dilution by nearby sources. We subtract
the estimated diluted flux from each exposure in both the sectors. The resultant light curves
for both the sectors are shown in Figure 3.6. Although the TESS observations are not con-
temporaneous with our LBT/ALES observations, we do not see variations above 0.03% in
the light curve of HD 1160 A over the timescale covered by the two TESS sectors (51 days).
As this is far smaller than the precision of our differential light curve, we proceed with the
assumption the host star HD 1160 A is non-varying within the flux precision of our analysis
of the variations in the light curve.

3.4.3 Impact of wavelength calibration and flat-field smoothing

In Section 3.3.1, we described the process used to perform the wavelength calibration of the
raw data and to extract the micro-spectra into a three-dimensional image cube. This step
was repeated separately using the wavelength calibration that was the most divergent of the
6 obtained throughout the observing sequence, i.e. the 3.9 µm fiducial spots for this wave-
length calibration were the most significantly offset compared to the one that was originally
used. Over the course of the night, the projection of the micro-spectra onto the detector
drifts slightly. If this drift is significant then a particular wavelength calibration may not
remain accurate for the entire observing sequence, potentially producing a false variability
signal when the wrong part of the spectrum is assigned to a given channel. Repeating our

1 MAST data archive portal: https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html

https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html
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Figure 3.6: TESS 2 minute cadence PDC SAP light curve of HD 1160 A obtained from TESS sectors 42 (black points)
and 43 (red points). Light curves from both sectors have been normalized to the median count level for the respective
sector to remove the systematic change in the base flux level from one sector to the next. Overplotted is the binned
TESS light curve for visual aid. The standard deviation of the stellar flux is 0.027% and 0.03% for sectors 42 and 43,
respectively.
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spectral extraction using a wavelength calibration obtained at a different point during the
observations allows us to test whether this effect has a significant impact on the photometry
of the target star and the companion. After extracting the micro-spectra using the alternative
wavelength calibration, we then processed the data again in full to produce an alternative
differential light curve. The original and alternative wavelength calibrations were obtained
at 4 hours 57 minutes (08:25:00 UT) and 1 hour 26 minutes (04:54:00 UT) after the be-
ginning of the observing sequence, respectively. We plot the resulting alternative stellar and
companion fluxes, and the differential white-light curve (binned to 18 minutes) in Figure
3.7, alongside the originals from Figure 3.5 for comparison. The differential light curves in
each case are consistent within 1σ, indicating that the extracted photometry is sufficiently
robust to changes in the wavelength calibration and sub-pixel mis-registration of the spatial
profiles for each microspectrum.

In Section 3.3.2, we described our method for applying a flat-field correction to the data to
calibrate for the non-uniform response of the detector. Incorrect flat-fielding can lead to a
false variability signal if the companionmoves over regions of the detector with a non-uniform
response that has not been properly calibrated. To test the robustness of our differential light
curve to differences in the flat used we processed the data in two separate streams, using a
flat that had been smoothed over using a Gaussian filter and a median filter, respectively. We
plot the resulting differential light curves in Figure 3.8 for comparison. The two differential
light curves are in close agreement and every binned data point lies well within their 1σ error
bars, indicating that the method for producing the flat is robust and does not significantly
affect the final images or extracted photometry of the star or companion.

3.5 Detrending through linear regression

Trends shared by the star and companion fluxes are removed in the differential light curve
(see bottom panel of Figure 3.5), but any non-shared trends will still be present, including the
intrinsic companion variability signal that we aim to measure. To improve our sensitivity to
the companion’s variability, we needed to remove the non-astrophysical residual trends in the
differential light curve, which can arise from both telluric and instrumental sources. In the
field of exoplanet transmission spectroscopy, such systematic trends are generally modelled
and removed from light curves using either a polynomial model created by simultaneously
fitting several decorrelation parameters (e.g. de Mooij & Snellen 2009; de Mooij et al. 2011;
Brogi et al. 2012; Stevenson et al. 2014; Diamond-Lowe et al. 2018, 2020a; Todorov et al.
2019), or a non-parametric model produced using Gaussian processes (e.g. Gibson et al. 2012,
2013; Evans et al. 2013, 2015; Montet et al. 2016; Carter et al. 2020; Diamond-Lowe et al.
2020b; Panwar et al. 2022b,a). Unlike traditional transmission spectroscopy observations,
our target is significantly fainter than the simultaneous reference that we use for detrending.
Furthermore, the target was not pixel-stabilised for these observations and moved across
the detector throughout the night, so we might predict that the measured light curves could
be significantly correlated with the change in position of the companion and the star on
the detector over time. Knowing how to remove these systematics is key to obtaining high-
precision light curves in future observations of directly imaged exoplanets. For space-based
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Figure 3.7: Impact of different wavelength calibrations on the star-only and companion-only fluxes, and the differential
white-light curve, shown in 18minute binning. The alternate wavelength calibration was chosen as the one that diverged
most from the one originally used. The times at which the wavelength calibrations were obtained are indicated by
vertical dashed lines in the same colours as the corresponding light curve.
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Figure 3.8: The raw differential companion/star white-light curves that are produced when the flat-field correction
uses a flat that was smoothed using a median filter and a Gaussian filter, in turquoise and purple, respectively. The
latter light curve is the same as that in the bottom panel of Figure 3.5, reproduced here for comparison.
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observations the instrumentation is generally sufficiently stable such that the systematics
are repeatable over time, allowing them to be well characterised. This is more challenging
for ground-based observations, like those here, which are inherently less stable as Earth’s
atmosphere introduces systematics that can vary night by night.

As a basic demonstration of how to remove such residual trends from ground-based differ-
ential light curves of directly imaged planets, we here used a multiple linear regression
approach to simultaneously fit several possible sources of systematics. This is not intended
as a strictly rigorous statistical analysis of the trends in the light curve, but is done to per-
form an initial investigation into which parameters have the greatest impact and to illustrate
an example approach of how to do this for future observations. As studies move towards
increasing precision to measure smaller amplitude variability, one might instead consider
approaches using Gaussian processes or similar.

An investigation of the LBT telemetry and white light images revealed eight physical and
instrumental factors, shown plotted against time in Figure 3.9, that varied notably during
the observing sequence and may be correlated with the residual trends in the differential
light curve. We therefore included these parameters in the linear regression. The first three
of these were air temperature, wind speed, and wind direction, shown in the three panels
on the left-hand side of Figure 3.9. We also considered airmass, which is shown in the
top-right panel. While the light from the companion and its host star pass through almost
identical airmass (maximum difference ∼10−5), their significantly different colours mean
that atmospheric extinction due to absorption and e.g. Rayleigh scattering can result in a
differing airmass dependence, even when such scattering effects are reduced at our longer
2.8-4.2 µm wavelength range (Allen 1955; Broeg et al. 2005; Croll et al. 2015; Panwar et al.
2022b).

The remaining four parameters included in the linear regression were the x- and y- pixel po-
sitions of the star and the companion in the images prior to spatial and rotational alignment,
shown in the centre-right and bottom-right panels of Figure 3.9. The dgvAPP360 is located
in the pupil plane, meaning that drifts in the locations of the target PSFs on the detector do
not affect its response and performance as it applies the phase modification to every source
in the field of view (Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2022). However, systematics could
still be introduced by such drifts if there are variations in the instrumentation or detector
response. A number of sharp discontinuities in the y-position, and a singular discontinuity
in the x-direction, can be seen in Figure 3.9. These discontinuities are the result of man-
ual positional offsets applied during the observations to keep the star close to the centre
of the small (∼2.2′′x 2.2′′) ALES field of view. These offsets were always applied while in
the off-source nod position, and always along one axis at a time. The largest discontinuities
in the x- and y-positions correspond to shifts of 0.1′′ along the given axis. Neglecting the
discontinuities, the drift of the stellar PSF in both the x- and y-directions follow arcs with
turn-overs approximately 4.5 hours into the observing sequence. This slow drift is correlated
with the pointing altitude of the telescope and arises from flexure of the ALES lenslet array as
the telescope rotates. As the observations were obtained in pupil-stabilized mode such that
the field of view was rotating over time, the change in position of the companion throughout
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Table 3.2: The decorrelation parameters xi used for the linear regression and the corresponding coefficients ci and
intercept c0 of the resulting linear model fit to the raw differential light curve. The linear model fit is then given by
y = (

∑n

i=1
cixi) + c0.

Parameter (xi) Value (ci)
Airmass 0.28782524
Air temperature 0.10690617
Star x-position 0.04819219
Star y-position -0.04368692
Companion x-position -0.02608288
Companion y-position 0.02129148
Wind speed 0.00059976
Wind direction 0.00050927
Intercept (c0) -1.318553799

the data has an additional rotational component compared to the star. The drift arising from
the flexure of the lenslet array therefore instead produces an inflection point ∼4.5 hours in
the case of the companion.

We used the linear regression tools in version 1.0.2 of the scikit-learn Python package (Pe-
dregosa et al. 2011) to simultaneously fit these input parameters and produce a model fit
to our differential light curve. The coefficients of the linear model produced by the linear
regression are shown in Table 3.2, and the model itself is shown in green in the top panel
of Figure 3.10, relative to the raw differential white-light curve in grey. We then divided the
raw differential light curve by this model to produce a detrended version, shown in red in
the bottom panel of Figure 3.10. We also overplot the raw differential light curve from the
bottom panel of Figure 3.5, prior to detrending, in purple to allow the two to be compared.
We also repeated this detrending process to produce detrended differential light curves for
each of the 30 individual wavelength channels over the 3.59-3.99 µm wavelength range
that comprise the white-light curve. These are shown in Figure 3.11, again binned to 18
minutes. We note that while ALES has a resolution of R∼40, the raw data were spectrally ex-
tracted into 100 wavelength channels and so there is some correlation between wavelength
channels.

3.6 Results

The detrended differential white-light curve (Figure 3.10) shows sinusoidal-like variability
over a timescale of a few hours. In the binned light curve, the normalised flux ranges from a
minimum of 0.91 at 0.874 hours to a maximum of 1.13 at 2.961 hours. To better allow us to
estimate the differential precision that we achieve in our light curve, we fitted the variability
and removed it from our light curve. As the variability signal appears periodic, we used the
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Figure 3.9: The decorrelation parameters used when detrending the differential light curve via linear regression. From
top to bottom, the left panels show the air temperature (in ), wind speed (in m s−1), and wind direction (in degrees
east of north) at the observatory as a function of time, as extracted from the FITS headers of the raw data. The panels
on the right show airmass, the x- and y-positions of the star in pixels, and the x- and y-positions of the companion in
pixels, as a function of time. The gaps in time reflect the on/off nodding pattern of the observations. The companion
and star positions are those in the images prior to spatial and rotational alignment, and the sharp discontinuities in
pixel position are due to manual offsets applied to keep the star close to the centre of the small field of view. The stellar
positions follow arc-shaped trends aside from these discontinuities, which correlate with the pointing altitude of the
telescope and arise from flexure of the ALES lenslet array as the telescope rotates throughout the night. The change
in the companion position has an additional trend due to the 109.7° rotation of the field of view over the observing
sequence.
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Figure 3.10: The model produced by the linear regression using the decorrelation parameter coefficients (in Table 3.2)
is shown in the top panel in green alongside the raw differential light curve in grey. The bottom panel then shows in
red the light curve produced when the raw differential light curve is divided by the linear regression model to remove
the modelled trends that are not shared by the stellar and companion fluxes, binned to 18 minutes of integration
time per bin. The raw differential light curve (i.e. prior to detrending) is also shown faintly in purple, reproduced for
comparison from the bottom panel of Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.11: In red, we show the detrended versions of the individual differential light curves in each of the 30
wavelength channels that were combined to produce the white-light curve. These wavelength channels cover λ =3.59-
3.99 µm, and are binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin. An offset factor of 2 has been applied between
each light curve to separate them from each other. Overall variability appears to increase with longer wavelength.
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NASA Exoplanet Archive periodogram service1 to apply the Lomb-Scargle algorithm to the
unbinned detrended differential white-light curve and thereby search for sinusoidal periodic
signals (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982).

The strongest peak in the resulting periodogram (top panel, Figure 3.12) is at a period of
3.242 hours. We then fit a sinusoid to the light curve using this period as an initial guess,
which returned a function with the same period (3.239), a semi-amplitude of 0.088, a phase
shift of 0.228, and a y-offset of 0.993. This sinusoid is shown overplotted on the detrended
light curve in the centre panel of Figure 3.12. The differential light curve was then divided
by the fitted sinusoid to remove the variability signal to the first order (centre panel residuals,
Figure 3.12). The bottom panel of this figure is the same as the panel above but with the data
phase-folded to the period of the fitted sinusoid. Next, we followed the method of Kipping &
Bakos (2011) to assess the degree of ‘‘red’’ (correlated) noise in our light curve. We binned
our detrended differential white-light curve, with the sinusoid removed, to a range of bin
sizes, before normalising and subtracting one to centre around zero. We then measured the
RMS of each resulting binned light curve. These RMS values are plotted against bin size in
Figure 3.13, alongside the expectation of independent random numbers as a function of bin
size i.e. the white noise. For our chosen binning of 18 minutes of integration time per bin,
which has a bin size of 200 frames per bin, we find an RMS of 0.037. For comparison, the
RMS of the detrended differential white-light curve prior to the removal of the sinusoid, but
with the same binning, is 0.073. We therefore conclude that the light curve of HD 1160 B
shows variations with a semi-amplitude of ∼8.8% or peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼17.6%,
and that the differential precision achieved in the binned light curve is at the 3.7% level.
The amplitude of the variations is therefore above the measured precision. Furthermore, this
estimate of the precision is likely a conservative one; the variability signal is unlikely to have
been perfectly removed by the sine fit and so the measured RMS values may be higher than
the true limiting precision. A caveat of this result is that the baseline of our observations
is only ∼7.81 hours, so we only cover ∼2.4 periods. Additional data is therefore needed
to confirm the periodicity and amplitude of the variability of HD 1160 B. We discuss these
results further and compare the precision achieved to similar studies in the literature in
Section 3.7.2.

3.7 Discussion

In this section we discuss the relative impact of the decorrelation parameters on our results,
and the physical explanations of the systematics they introduce. We also compare the preci-
sion that we achieve to other variability studies in the literature that use different techniques,
and discuss the potential application of differential spectrophotometry in future work.

3.7.1 Impact of decorrelation parameters

Using the linear regression coefficients of each parameter from Table 3.2, we can assess
which parameters have the greatest impact on the light curve of HD 1160 B. The small

1 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Pgram/nph-pgram

https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Pgram/nph-pgram
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Figure 3.12: Top panel: the Lomb-Scargle periodogram for the unbinned detrended differential white-light curve.
The strongest peak is at a period of 3.242 hours. Centre panel: the same detrended differential white-light curve from
the bottom panel of Figure 3.10, unbinned in grey and binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin in red. The
blue line is the fitted sinusoid with a semi-amplitude of 0.088 and a phase shift of 0.228. The residuals when the fitted
sinusoid is divided out from the light curves are shown underneath. Bottom panel: the same as the panel above, but
phase-folded to a period of 3.24 hours.
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Figure 3.13: The RMS of the binned detrended differential white-light curve, after removing sinusoidal variability, is
shown in orange as a function of bin size. The black line shows the theoretical white noise model, or the expectation
of independent random numbers for a given bin size.
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angular separation of the companion and star might suggest that the effect of airmass would
be small. Airmass can be an important systematic for differential spectrophotometric obser-
vations where other stars are used as the simultaneous photometric reference as the angular
separation between the target and the reference can be large, causing the light from the two
objects to pass through different atmospheric columns (e.g. Broeg et al. 2005; Panwar et al.
2022b). However, in our case we use the companion’s host star as the photometric reference,
so the angular separation between the two is much smaller than is generally the case for
observations using reference stars in the field. However, there is a significant colour differ-
ence between the star and the companion, which leads to different degrees of extinction at
a given airmass. Therefore, we expect an airmass dependence and indeed it has the largest
coefficient in the detrending model. Similar extinction effects are often seen in studies of
transiting exoplanets, and can also exhibit a non-linear wavelength dependence (e.g. Panwar
et al. 2022b).

We also find the air temperature at LBT to be one of the parameters that is most correlated
with our differential light curve. As the air temperature changes, this can potentially cause
slight changes in the optical path of the telescope or instrument that lead to this correlation.

We further predicted that the positions of the companion and the star could introduce signif-
icant non-shared systematics to our measurements; as HD 1160 A was not pixel-stabilised
during our observations, we are sensitive to both intra- and interpixel variations as the star
and the companion move across the detector. Both the star and the companion changed
position on the detector due to flexure of the ALES lenslet array as the instrument moved
and positional offsets applied intentionally to keep the target close to the centre of the field
of view. We also nodded on and off of the target to enable background subtraction. While
the process of nodding is itself relatively accurate, it is not repeatable at a sub-pixel pointing
precision, introducing a slight offset error between nods. Furthermore, LBTI data is always
pupil-stabilized, so the field of view was rotating throughout the night. Although it may
have been optimal to fix the star and companion positions to the same detector pixels for
the duration of the observations, this was not possible due to the effect of the lenslet array
flexure and the lack of instrument derotator in the LBTI architecture (Doelman et al. 2022).
However, we find that these positional changes are not the most correlated with our differ-
ential light curve. It is possible that this is because the light from the star and companion is
spread out across multiple detector pixels when spectrally dispersed, reducing the impact
of any systematic issues arising from any single pixel. The light of our target is dispersed
across wavelength, similar to a technique often used for high-precision differential photome-
try whereby a telescope is intentionally defocused to disperse starlight over the detector (e.g.
de Mooij et al. 2011, 2013; Crossfield et al. 2012; Croll et al. 2015). This has the effect of
reducing systematics due to intrapixel variations and minimises the impact of any residual
flat-field errors. The step of recombining our data into a white-light curve may therefore
have helped to reduce systematic trends that would otherwise have been introduced by the
positional movement of the targets throughout the night. The use of a spectrograph also
has the additional benefit of allowing us to remove individual wavelength channels that are
found to contain defects. For this dataset, this allowed us to leave out channels affected by
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overlapping spectral traces, significant telluric absorption, and absorption by the glue layer
of the dgvAPP360, as described in Section 3.3.3.

Lastly, we find that the wind speed and direction are the least correlated with our differential
light curve, but note that the conditions on the night were exceptionally stable and so cannot
rule out that these factors could have an impact in less optimal conditions.

For future observations, residual systematics in differential light curves of directly imaged
companions could be removed using more advanced methods from the exoplanet transmis-
sion spectroscopy and high-precision secondary eclipse literature such as fitting the data
using a Gaussian process regression (e.g. Gibson et al. 2012; Evans et al. 2017; Nikolov
et al. 2018b,a; Diamond-Lowe et al. 2020a,b; Wilson et al. 2021). In general, methods used
to identify trends in transmission spectroscopy data also include a model of the exoplanet
transit itself, allowing the transit to be detected even when the strength of the signal is very
low. However, this is possible because the expected shape of the signal is well understood.
This is more difficult for searches for variability in directly imaged companions, where the
expected shape of the variability signal is not necessarily well-known in advance. Further-
more, many of these methods assume a linear relationship between systematics and trends
in the light curve, while the telluric and instrumental systematics present in time-series data
can be complex and non-linear. In the future, an optimal approach should account for the
functional form of the correlated parameters (Panwar et al. 2022b,a).

3.7.2 Differential light curves

3.7.2.1 Variability interpretation

In Section 3.6 we found that HD 1160 B shows variations with a semi-amplitude of ∼8.8%
(or peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼17.6%). To compare this result to literature observations of
similar objects, we must consider both spectral type and the wavelengths at which variability
has been observed. Vos et al. (2022) found that virtually all L dwarfs are likely to be variable
at the 0.05-3% range, and several studies have measured higher variability, up to 26% (e.g.
Radigan et al. 2012; Radigan 2014; Lew et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2018; Bowler et al. 2020b).
However, there is evidence that brown dwarf variability amplitude may have a strong wave-
length dependence. For example, HST observations of highly variable L dwarf companion
VHS 1256-1257 b identified a large variability amplitude of 24.7% at 1.27 µm, while Spitzer
observations at 4.5 µm found a far lower amplitude of 5.76±0.04% (Bowler et al. 2020b;
Zhou et al. 2020b; Miles et al. 2022). Zhou et al. (2020b) do note, however, that the HST
and Spitzer observations were not obtained contemporaneously and so the atmosphere of
VHS 1256-1257 b and hence its variability properties are likely to have changed substantially
over the intervening timescale. Comparisons of large surveys also suggest that variability am-
plitudes are lower in the mid-infrared than in the near-infrared, although there is evidence
for a weaker wavelength dependence and enhanced mid-infrared variability amplitudes for
the young isolated brown dwarfs most similar to substellar companions (e.g. Radigan et al.
2014; Metchev et al. 2015; Biller et al. 2018; Vos et al. 2022).
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The amplitude of the L-band variability wemeasure for HD 1160 B is quite extreme compared
to literature results, but it is important to note that there have been very few variability
studies for substellar companions in the mid-infrared, making direct comparison difficult.
High-amplitude variability in brown dwarfs is generally attributed to heterogeneous surface
features, such as spots or clouds of varying thickness, rotating in and out of view as the
object rotates (e.g. Apai et al. 2013; Biller 2017; Artigau 2018). Some light curves show
more complex features that cannot be modelled with a single atmospheric feature, or features
that evolve over short or long timescales (e.g. Artigau et al. 2009; Metchev et al. 2015). These
features and time evolution may arise from changing weather systems, or bands of clouds
which rotate within the target’s atmosphere and generate waves on a global scale (e.g. Apai
et al. 2017; Tan & Showman 2021). For HD 1160 B, observations over a longer baseline are
required to be able to characterise any time evolution in the variability signal.

However, the spectral type of HD 1160 B is unclear as it has a highly peculiar spectrum
that cannot be satisfactorily fit with spectral models or templates in current libraries, and
some studies suggest that it could instead be a late-M dwarf (Maire et al. 2016; Garcia et al.
2017; Mesa et al. 2020). If HD 1160 B is an M dwarf, its variability would most likely arise
from cool star spots caused by magnetic activity in its photosphere, which are common in
M-dwarfs and would rotate in and out of view in much the same way as the cloud features of
lower mass objects (e.g. Barnes et al. 2002; Frasca et al. 2009; Scholz et al. 2009; Goulding
et al. 2012; Ghosh et al. 2021; Johnson et al. 2021). The properties of such variability can be
highly dependent on the spot distribution and fractional spot coverage of a given object; some
M-dwarfs have a very high coverage with multiple starspots covering as much as 20-50% of
their fractional surface area inhomogeneously (e.g. O’Neal et al. 2004; Morales et al. 2010;
Irwin et al. 2011; Goulding et al. 2012; Jackson & Jeffries 2013). Spot-induced variability
amplitudes for M-dwarfs generally range from the subpercent level up to around ∼5% (e.g.
Rockenfeller et al. 2006; Charbonneau et al. 2009; Birkby et al. 2012; de Mooij et al. 2012;
Nefs et al. 2013). Although observed far less often in the infrared compared to the optical,
flaring events can induce far stronger variability in M-dwarfs at amplitudes ranging from
the subpercent level up to tens of percent (e.g. Goulding et al. 2012; Tofflemire et al. 2012).
Our measured variability amplitude for HD 1160 B is therefore also on the higher end of
what has been observed for earlier spectral types such as late M- and early L-dwarfs, barring
flares, although we again note the lack of literature studies of similar objects in the L-band.

While the variability observed for HD 1160 B appears high, another point to consider is its
orbital inclination, which the latest orbital fits suggest is close to edge-on as viewed from
Earth (92.0+8.7

−9.3°; Bowler et al. 2020a). If the obliquity of HD 1160 B is aligned with its orbit
such that we are viewing its rotation close to edge-on, the observed variability amplitude is
likely to compose a much larger fraction of its true variability compared to if it were viewed
face-on. Indeed, Vos et al. (2017) demonstrated that the highest variability amplitudes are
seen for targets with close to edge-on viewing angles.

If we interpret the 3.24 h sinusoidal variation we observed as the true rotation period of
HD 1160 B, we can further consider this within physical limitations. The breakup period of
a rotating object is dependent on its radius, which is itself age-dependent, and mass. Both
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age and mass are poorly constrained for HD 1160 B: literature results place the system’s
age in the 10-300 Myr range (Nielsen et al. 2012; Maire et al. 2016; Curtis et al. 2019),
and mass estimates range from ∼20 MJup to 123 MJup (Curtis et al. 2019; Mesa et al. 2020).
Vos et al. (2020) calculated the breakup periods of brown dwarfs as a function of age by
equating equatorial velocity with the escape velocity, accounting for radial contraction over
time. When we compare our measured HD 1160 B variability period of 3.24 hours to their
results (their Figure 13), we find that this is a physically feasible rotation period for most
possible combinations of mass and age from the literature, albeit very close to the breakup
period in many cases. An alternative explanation is that the 3.24 hour variability signal
that we see is produced by multiple features in the atmosphere of HD 1160 B, and that
its rotation period is actually longer (Leggett et al. 2016). Additional observations of this
variability over a longer baseline will help to further characterise its origin and confirm
whether its periodicity reflects that of the companion’s rotation.

The detrended differential light curves for each of the 30 individual wavelength channels over
the 3.59-3.99 µm wavelength range that comprise the white-light curve (Figure 3.11) show
increasing statistical errors at longer wavelengths, as expected as our S/N is lower here. Us-
ing the RMS of each light curve as a metric to compare the scatter in each channel, we do see
tentative evidence of increasing variability towards longer wavelengths beyond the increase
of RMS expected from the S/N. However, as the total baseline of our observations is only a
single night, we see too few repetitions to be confident of variability patterns in individual
wavelength channels. Additional spectrophotometric data will therefore be required to con-
firm this. Although we modelled the overall variability in our white-light curve with a single
sinusoid, it is also possible that the phase and amplitude is different per wavelength channel
as distinct atmospheric features at separate locations in the atmosphere of the companion
may produce variability with a different wavelength dependence. Furthermore, although
the overall wavelength range of these 30 channels is relatively small, different wavelengths
probe different pressure levels in the companion’s atmosphere, and hence different layers of
the atmosphere (e.g. Buenzli et al. 2012; Biller et al. 2013; Apai et al. 2017; Ge et al. 2019).

3.7.2.2 Light curve precision

In Section 3.6, we found that after removing a single sinusoid from the data, we achieved a
precision of 3.7% in the detrended differential light curve when it is binned to a bin size of
200 data points, corresponding to 11 bins of 18 minutes of integration time. There have been
three previous studies searching for variability in substellar companion from the ground;
Apai et al. (2016), Biller et al. (2021), and Wang et al. (2022) each conducted variability
searches on the HR 8799 planets using satellite spots as photometric references. In a pilot
variability study, Apai et al. (2016) reach a ∼10% planet-to-planet photometric accuracy for
SPHERE observations of 25 minute cadence when data from different nights are combined
for a total telescope time of 3.5 hours. Biller et al. (2021) goes further with SPHERE to
conduct a longer (>4 hours) search, successfully constraining the sensitivity to variability
to amplitudes >5% for HR 8799b and >25% for HR 8799c. More recently, Wang et al.
(2022) used SCExAO/CHARIS to improve the variability constraints of HR 8799c to the 10%
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level, and HR 8799d to the 30% level. They did this by combining the use of satellite spots
with a spectrophotometric approach similar to the one we present in this paper, using the
CHARIS IFS to disperse the light into individual spectra before recombining the channels
into wider bands. At first glance, the sensitivity that we achieve for HD 1160 B here may
appear to compare favourably with these results. However, it is important to consider a
number of caveats that make direct comparison unjustified. All three of the HR 8799 studies
were conducted at near-infrared wavelengths with 8.2-m telescopes, while ours was in the
mid-infrared with an 8.4-m telescope. More significantly, the HR 8799 planets are fainter
than HD 1160 B, with contrasts of ∆H = 8 − 10 mag compared to their host star, which has
a H-band magnitude of 5.28 mag (Marois et al. 2008, 2010b). HD 1160 B is brighter, with
a contrast of ∆L′ = 6.35 mag compared to a host star with an L′-band magnitude of 7.06
mag (Nielsen et al. 2012). The lower sensitivity to variability achieved by these studies is
therefore partially a reflection of the intrinsically lower fluxes of their targets, which leads
to higher errors on their photometry.

However, each of the HR 8799 variability studies also found that the satellite spots can
demonstrate individual variations of their own and are often anti-correlated with each other.
This means that they may not always serve as appropriate photometric references with which
to detrend the light curve of a companion. Wang et al. (2022) found that the flux ratio of
the SCExAO satellite spots shows time variation with a scatter of ∼3% across a night, and
can show even larger variations on a shorter timescale, up to 10%. This potentially sets a
limit to the precision that can be achieved using satellite spots, particularly on nights where
observing conditions are less stable.

A key advantage of the dgvAPP360 compared to satellite spots is its simplicity; the photo-
metric reference it provides is simply an image of the host star, and so it does not suffer from
the same correlated systematics as the satellite spots. Differential photometry between the
companion and the star can be carried out directly. It may be possible to reach an even deeper
precision through differential spectrophotometry with a dgvAPP360 than the 3.7% level that
we achieve here. Indeed, if we compare the detrended light curve RMS as a function of bin
size to the white noise expectation (Figure 3.13), it continues to follow the trend of the
white noise and does not plateau implying that we have not yet reached any noise floor. This
means that in principle the precision of the differential light curve would improve further if
more data from additional epochs was added. This also indicates that this technique should
remain usable for companions with less favourable contrasts than HD 1160 B, such as those
in the planetary-mass regime. However, more data per bin will be required to achieve the
same precision for a fainter companion, so the time-sampling in the binned light curves may
be less fine in these cases.

Many transiting exoplanet studies make use of a region of the target light curve that is
expected to be flat (i.e. an out-of-transit baseline) to test the degree to which systematics
have been corrected. While we have shown here that key systematic trends are successfully
removed in the detrended differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B, we do not have such a
baseline to verify the level of impact of any remaining systematics. The possibility therefore
remains that an unknown systematic could be present that has not been accounted for by
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any of the processes that we have applied here, and could be responsible for the variability
that we see in the light curve of HD 1160 B. However, this is also inherently the case for
any study that explores the variability of isolated brown dwarfs and planetary-mass objects,
stellar variability due to star spots or other sources, or transiting exoplanet studies where
exoplanets transit variable stars (e.g. Gelino et al. 2002; Rockenfeller et al. 2006; Biller et al.
2013, 2015, 2021; Girardin et al. 2013; Radigan et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2014; Naud et al.
2017; Eriksson et al. 2019; Vos et al. 2019; Manjavacas et al. 2021, 2022). A subsequent study
is forthcoming in which we further investigate the precision that can be reached with this
technique, and use injection-recovery tests to assess the extent to which known, simulated
variability signals can be recovered (Sutlieff et al., in preparation, Chapter 5 of this thesis).

Nonetheless, ground-based differential spectrophotometry with the vAPP is highly comple-
mentary and advantageous to space-based approaches for measuring the variability of high-
contrast companions. There have been many successful space-based measurements of com-
panion variability using HST, detecting variability with amplitudes down to the 1-2% level
in some cases (e.g. Manjavacas et al. 2018, 2019a; Bowler et al. 2020b; Zhou et al. 2020a,b).
Zhou et al. (2016) was further able to detect sub-percent variability using HST observations
of planetary-mass companion 2M1207b, which lies at roughly the same angular separation
as HD 1160 B, albeit with a more favourable contrast. Furthermore, the first variability mon-
itoring with JWST, which should reach an even greater precision, is currently underway
as part of the Early Release Science Program (Hinkley et al. 2022a). However, while JWST
has the sensitivity to image fainter, lower mass companions and measure their variability
with great precision, its ∼6.5 m mirror is smaller than those of the largest ground-based
telescopes, and thus is cannot outperform large ground-based telescopes with extreme AO
at small separations ® 0.5′′ at ∼3.5 µm (Girard et al. 2022). This means that companions at
the closest angular separations such as Jupiter analogues are for now likely only accessible
with ground-based monitoring techniques, for all but the nearest stars (Carter et al. 2021;
Kammerer et al. 2022). Ground-based telescopes also uniquely provide access to higher
resolution spectrographs, such that line profile variability could be used in Doppler imaging
to create 2D global maps of features in exoplanet atmospheres such as storms similar to
Jupiter’s Great Red Spot (e.g. Crossfield 2014).

3.7.3 Observing strategy

During the observing sequence, we obtained 6 wavelength calibrations at intervals through-
out the night to allow us to test whether differences in the wavelength calibration used would
lead to differences in the differential light curve. In Figure 3.7 in Section 3.4.3, we found that
the differential light curve is robust to changes in the wavelength calibration. It is therefore
preferable to acquire wavelength calibrations at the start or end of future observations, per-
haps along with a single precautionary wavelength calibration at high elevation, and instead
obtain additional data on target and minimise pixel offsets.

We also used an on/off nodding pattern to enable background subtraction. However, future
studies may wish to consider alternative methods to remove the thermal background such
that the amount of time spent on target can be doubled and the entire system stabilised.
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For example, Doelman et al. (2022) developed an approach whereby 93% of the frames
obtained were on-target and the thermal background was modelled and removed using the
science frames themselves and a small number of background frames obtained before and
after the observing sequence. As Figure 3.13 shows that we approach the photon noise limit,
increased on-target time would therefore allow a greater differential light curve precision to
be obtained in a single night of observations.

Lastly, the absence of an instrument derotator in the LBTI architecture meant that the field of
view was rotating throughout the observing sequence. In addition to the drift due to lenslet
flexure and the manual offsets applied to keep HD 1160 A centred in the field of view, this
meant that HD 1160 A and B were not pixel-stabilised during our observations. However, the
linear regression correlation coefficients of the positions of the star and the companion are
small relative to those of airmass and air temperature. This suggests that that, when present,
these factors dominate over any effect from HD 1160 A and B not being pixel-stabilised.

Understanding whether the host star of a given target is itself varying is important when
interpreting the trends in a differential light curve. Most, if not all, potential targets for dif-
ferential spectrophotometry will be present in at least the TESS full frame images available
on the MAST archive. Even though this data will most likely not be contemporaneous with a
particular set of observations, the total baseline of the coverage should be relatively long and
therefore sufficient to check a host star for variability at the required precision, especially if
the target appears in multiple TESS sectors. We therefore recommend this method as a good
way to verify the level of variation shown by the host star of a target for differential spec-
trophotometry, and hence whether it is stable enough to act as a simultaneous photometric
reference without requiring further analysis to account for stellar variability.

3.7.4 Outlook

In principle, the technique presented in this paper can be applied to any vAPP corona-
graph used in combination with an IFS. Although ALES is currently the only IFS operating
over the L and M bands (Doelman et al. 2021), a vAPP coronagraph is also available on
SCExAO/CHARIS on the 8.2-m Subaru Telescope, offering R∼19 spectrographic coverage
over the J, H, and K bands (1.13-2.39 µm) (Groff et al. 2016; Doelman et al. 2017; Bos
et al. 2019; Lozi et al. 2020; Miller et al. 2021). There will also be two different vAPPs on
the Mid-infrared ELT Imager and Spectrograph (METIS) instrument on the upcoming 39-m
Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), for which this work is a pathfinder. METIS will provide
high spectral resolution spectroscopy (R∼100,000) over the L and M bands (Carlomagno
et al. 2016; Brandl et al. 2018, 2021; Kenworthy et al. 2018a). Variability measurements
using a vAPP may even be possible for broad-band imaging data where an IFS is unavailable,
although sensitivity will be inherently more limited without the benefits of using differential
spectrophotometry to reduce the effects of systematics. There are several vAPPs currently
available on such coronagraphic imagers, such as MagAO (Morzinski et al. 2016; Otten et al.
2017; Sutlieff et al. 2021) and MagAO-X (Miller et al. 2019; Close et al. 2020a) on the 6.5-m
Magellan Clay Telescope, and the recently-commissioned Enhanced Resolution Imager and
Spectrograph (ERIS) instrument on the VLT (Boehle et al. 2018, 2021; Kenworthy et al.
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2018b; Dubber et al. 2022), with more planned, including for GMagAO-X on the GMT (Close
et al. 2020b) and MICADO on the ELT (Clénet et al. 2018; Perrot et al. 2018). Using the
vAPPs that will be available on larger telescopes, variability monitoring through differential
spectrophotometry will be possible for fainter companions at closer angular separations,
including those in the exoplanet mass regime. While this will be inherently more challeng-
ing for such companions at greater contrasts, these will remain accessible to this technique
through the addition of data from multiple epochs as long as the systematic noise floor is
not reached, albeit with a trade-off between light curve precision and time-sampling.

In the era of extremely large telescopes, high-contrast imaging combined with high resolu-
tion spectroscopy will provide access to fainter companions at lower masses and older ages
and allow their orbital velocities and spin to be measured (e.g. Snellen et al. 2014, 2015;
Schwarz et al. 2016; Birkby 2018; Wang et al. 2021b; Xuan et al. 2022). Measurements
of how individual absorption lines change in depth and width as an exoplanet rotates will
allow two-dimensional surface maps of exoplanet atmospheres and weather to be produced,
through techniques such as Doppler imaging (e.g. Crossfield 2014; Crossfield et al. 2014;
Luger et al. 2021; Plummer & Wang 2022). Further in the future, multi-wavelength variabil-
ity measurements obtained in reflected light may even enable exo-cartography of directly
imaged Earth-like exoplanets (e.g. Luger et al. 2019, 2022; Kawahara 2020; Kuwata et al.
2022; Teinturier et al. 2022).

A limitation of using the dgvAPP360 for variability measurements is that post-processing
algorithms relying on angular diversity, such as ADI and PCA, cannot be used without also re-
moving the central PSF of the star that we use as the simultaneous photometric reference. Fur-
thermore, the stellar PSF must remain unsaturated throughout the observing sequence. This
potentially limits the sample of targets with bright enough companions. Although HD 1160 B
is bright enough that additional noise reduction techniques were not necessary to produce a
detection of ample S/N, this may not be the case for fainter directly imaged companions in
the exoplanet mass regime. However, it may be possible to use novel alternative algorithms
to reach deeper contrasts.

For example, the Temporal Reference Analysis of Planets (TRAP; Samland et al. 2021, Liu
et al., submitted) algorithm instead relies on temporal diversity. TRAP reconstructs the
systematics in a given region in the data using reference pixels that share the same underlying
noise sources. By simultaneously fitting the model of a companion signal ‘transiting’ over
detector pixels and the light curves of the reference pixels, TRAP can then remove these
systematics. It may be possible to leverage the information provided by TRAP to improve the
companion S/N without removing the stellar PSF, or even to extract detrended light curves
directly. Another option would be to use the gvAPP coronagraph, which is different from the
dgvAPP360 in that it creates two images of the target star each with a 180° D-shaped dark
hole on opposing sides, as well as an additional ‘leakage term’ positioned between the two
(Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014b; Sutlieff et al. 2021). The leakage term is an entirely
separate PSF of the star that appears at a fraction of its full brightness, making it ideal as
a simultaneous photometric reference and enabling observations of systems with host stars
that would otherwise be too bright. Post-processing algorithms can be applied to the main
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PSFs to reach deeper contrasts without impacting the leakage term, enabling differential
variability measurements provided that the impact of the algorithms on the photometry of
the companion can be characterised precisely. However, the gvAPP coronagraph can suffer
fromwavelength-dependent smearing, which would make such measurements more complex
than those obtained with a dgvAPP360 (Otten et al. 2017). In addition to the leakage term,
some vAPPs (such as the VLT/ERIS gvAPP) produce other faint reference spots specifically for
use as photometric references in situations where the core of the target star PSF is saturated
(Doelman et al. 2021; Kravchenko et al. 2022).

In addition to probing the intrinsic variability of high-contrast companions, differential spec-
trophotometry could also be used to observe the transits of satellites such as exomoons or
binary planets passing in front of these companions (e.g. Heller 2016; Lazzoni et al. 2022).
Candidate satellites have been identified around transiting exoplanets, directly imaged com-
panions, and isolated planetary-mass objects using a range of techniques, but none have yet
been definitively detected (e.g. Teachey & Kipping 2018; Rodenbeck et al. 2018; Heller et al.
2019; Kreidberg et al. 2019; Lazzoni et al. 2020; Teachey et al. 2020; Limbach et al. 2021;
Vanderburg & Rodriguez 2021; Kipping et al. 2022). For directly imaged companions, vari-
ability arising from transit events could be distinguished from that caused by inhomogeneous
atmospheric features in similar ways to transiting exoplanets and star spots, by considering
the companion light curves across the different wavelength channels. Transit signals are ex-
pected to be almost achromatic, while intrinsic variability is generally wavelength-dependent
(Manjavacas et al. 2019b; Limbach et al. 2021, 2023; Lazzoni et al. 2022). Lazzoni et al.
(2022) found using simulations that although the probability of successfully detecting smaller
exomoons around a directly imaged companion is very low with current instrumentation and
techniques, detections of larger binary planets are already within reach. New techniques to
improve differential light curve precision for directly imaged companions, including differen-
tial spectrophotometry with the dgvAPP, will help to increase these probabilities further and
potentially enable the first definitive detections of satellites around substellar companions.

3.8 Conclusions

We present a novel, ground-based approach for constructing differential light curves of high-
contrast companions through direct differential spectrophotometric monitoring, using the
double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraph and the ALES integral field
spectrograph. The dgvAPP360 allows high-contrast companions to be detected while also
providing an image of the host star, which crucially can be used as a simultaneous photometric
reference. We combine the dgvAPP360 with ALES to follow the highly successful technique
of differential spectrophotometry used in exoplanet transmission spectroscopy, where light
is spectrally-dispersed to reduce systematic effects that otherwise dominate the variability
signal we aim to measure, and then recombined into white-light flux measurements.

We demonstrated this approach using a full night of observations of substellar companion
HD 1160 B. The time-series fluxes of the companion and the star in each wavelength channel
were extracted simultaneously using aperture photometry. We then produced white-light
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measurements for both the companion and the star at each time frame by taking the median
combination of the photometry in the wavelength dimension. The companion flux was then
divided by that of the star to eliminate trends common to both, arising from Earth’s atmo-
sphere and other systematics, producing a differential white-light curve that only contains
non-shared variations and covers a wavelength range of 3.59-3.99 µm. We find that the
shape of the resulting light curve is robust against issues arising from instrumental flexure,
as tested using calibration frames collected throughout the observation sequence. Using a
multiple linear regression approach with eight decorrelation parameters, we modelled and
removed non-shared trends from the differential white-light curve. We find that airmass
and air temperature are the most correlated parameters with the light curve. We also anal-
yse publicly available data from the TESS mission to check for variability in the host star
HD 1160 A, and confirm that it is non-varying at the 0.03% level.

We find that the detrended differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B shows sinusoidal-like
variability over a short timescale. By fitting the unbinned light curve with a sinusoid, we
identify that the variability has a semi-amplitude of ∼8.8% and a period of ∼3.24 hours.
When binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin, we achieve a light curve precision
at the 3.7% level. After thorough investigation and rejection of systematic noise sources,
we attribute this variability as likely due to heterogeneous features in the atmosphere of
the companion, rotating in and out of view as it rotates. We find that if the period of this
variability reflects the rotation period of HD 1160 B, physical limitations suggest that it
is rotating at close to its breakup period. Alternatively, the short period variability in the
light curve of HD 1160 B may arise from multiple periodic features in its atmosphere with
different phase offsets. Furthermore, light curves in the 30 individual wavelength channels
in the 3.59-3.99 µm range show tentative evidence of an increase in variability amplitude
at longer wavelengths. Further observations at additional epochs will help to confirm and
characterise the variability of HD 1160 B and to determine its physical explanation.

The precision that we achieve in the detrended differential white-light curve is the greatest
achieved from ground-based studies of sub-arcsecond high-contrast companions to date.
However, direct comparisons to other ground-based studies that instead use satellite spots to
search for variability in the light curves of high-contrast companions are not straightforward
due to the different magnitude and contrast of the observed systems, with HD 1160 B having
a more favourable contrast (Apai et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022). The RMS of
the detrended differential light curve for HD 1160 B as a function of bin size follows the same
trend as the theoretical white noise expectation with no evidence of yet approaching a noise
floor. This indicated that the single night of data analysed here is not yet systematic-limited,
and that further observations from additional epochs could enable greater sensitivity to be
reached. A deeper investigation of this type of data and its precision, including injection-
recovery tests to test how effectively known variability signals can be recovered and which
systematics have the greatest impact, is forthcoming (Sutlieff et al., in preparation, Chapter 5
of this thesis).

While JWST will measure the variability of fainter, lower mass companions from space with
unprecedented precision, its comparatively smaller aperture means it cannot outperform the
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largest AO-equipped ground-based telescopes at separations ® 0.5′′ at ∼3.5 µm (Girard et al.
2022), so companions such as Jupiter analogues at the closest angular separations, for all but
the nearest stars, remain accessible only to ground-based monitoring techniques for the com-
ing decade. Ground-based differential spectrophotometry with the vAPP is therefore highly
complementary to space-based approaches for measuring the variability of high-contrast
exoplanet and brown dwarf companions, and for searching for their transiting exomoons or
binary planets. Moreover, ground-based telescopes can reach much higher spectral resolution,
which then enables line profile variability studies to map atmospheric features, including
storms and hurricanes like Jupiter’s Great Red Spot, via Doppler imaging. These results are
promising for further variability studies using vAPP coronagraphs on current and upcoming
instruments and telescopes, which include ERIS on the VLT and METIS on the ELT.
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Abstract

The time variability and spectra of directly imaged companions provide insight into their
physical properties and atmospheric dynamics. We present two nights of R∼40 spectropho-
tometric monitoring of substellar companion HD 1160 B at 2.8-4.2 µm using the double-
grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase Plate (dgvAPP360) coronagraph and ALES integral field
spectrograph on the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI). We use the recently
developed technique of vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometric monitoring to produce
differential light curves for HD 1160 B. Although we recover the ∼3.2 h periodic variability
seen previously on the first night, we do not detect periodic variability on the second night,
potentially indicating rapid time evolution in the variability of HD 1160 B. We also extract
complementary spectra of HD 1160 B for each night and find that the two are consistent
at most wavelengths, but that the companion appears systematically fainter on the second
night at 3.0-3.2 µm. Fitting atmospheric models to these spectra produces different values
for physical properties depending on the night considered. We find an effective tempera-
ture Teff = 2804+152

−74 K on the first night, consistent with the literature, but a much cooler
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Teff = 2310+93
−82 K on the second night. We estimate the mass of HD 1160 B to be 16-81 MJup,

depending on the age of the system. We also present R = 50,000 high-resolution optical
spectroscopy of host star HD 1160 A obtained simultaneously with the PEPSI spectrograph
on the LBTI, with which we re-evaluate its spectral type to A1 IV-V and characterise its
properties including a first estimate of its vsini = 96+ 6

− 4 km s−1. We thus highlight that vAPP-
enabled differential spectrophotometry can achieve a repeatable precision at the ∼4% level
and does not currently reach a systematic noise floor, suggesting greater precision could be
achieved with additional data or advanced detrending approaches such as Gaussian process
regression.

Key words: infrared: planetary systems – instrumentation: high angular resolution – stars:
individual: HD 1160 – planets and satellites: detection – brown dwarfs – planets and satellites:
atmospheres
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4.1 Introduction

With the aid of the latest advancements in adaptive optics and coronagraphic instrumenta-
tion, the technique of direct high-contrast imaging has uncovered numerous planetary-mass
companions in wide orbits around their host stars (e.g. Marois et al. 2010b; Bailey et al.
2014a; Bowler et al. 2017; Keppler et al. 2018; Haffert et al. 2019; Bohn et al. 2020a,b,
2021; Currie et al. 2022c,b; Hinkley et al. 2022b). Furthermore, searches for such objects
have also identified a population of higher mass substellar companions up to the brown dwar-
f/stellar boundary (e.g. Biller et al. 2010; Mawet et al. 2015; Konopacky et al. 2016; Milli
et al. 2017; Rickman et al. 2020; Bonavita et al. 2022; Kuzuhara et al. 2022; Franson et al.
2023; Li et al. 2023). These brown dwarf companions are generally brighter than exoplanets
and hence easier to observe, yet often appear to have similar properties to giant exoplanets,
including effective temperatures, surface gravities, and weather (e.g. Dupuy & Kraus 2013;
Faherty et al. 2013, 2016; Helling & Casewell 2014; Skemer et al. 2016a; Morley et al. 2018;
Vos et al. 2019; Ashraf et al. 2022). Studies of brown dwarfs as exoplanet analogues may
therefore also help us to understand the underlying processes in exoplanet atmospheres and
to break degeneracies surrounding formation mechanisms.

While spectroscopic observations allow us to derive values for the physical parameters of
brown dwarfs through comparisons of companion spectra to atmospheric models, high-
cadence variability monitoring provides insight into the dynamics and structure of atmo-
spheric features such as clouds and storms (e.g. Kostov & Apai 2013; Crossfield et al. 2014;
Karalidi et al. 2016; Manjavacas et al. 2019a, 2021, 2022; Vos et al. 2022, 2023). Variability
has now been detected in the light curves of numerous planetary-mass and brown dwarf
companions using observations obtained with space-based telescopes (e.g. Zhou et al. 2016,
2020b, 2022; Miles-Páez et al. 2019; Miles-Páez 2021; Bowler et al. 2020b; Lew et al. 2020b).
However, obtaining similar measurements using ground-based telescopes, which have the
large diameters needed to resolve companions at close angular separations, has proven
more challenging. Non-astrophysical variability induced by turbulence in Earth’s atmosphere
overwhelms any variability signal from the atmosphere of a faint companion. While the
companion’s host star would be an ideal photometric reference with which to divide out
these systematics and recover its intrinsic variability, this is often obscured by the focal-plane
coronagraphs used by most coronagraphic imagers (e.g. Ruane et al. 2018). Nonetheless,
ground-based variability studies with coronagraphic imagers have been shown to be possible
using satellite spots as photometric references for the companion light curve, with which
upper limits for variability have been found for the exoplanets orbiting HR 8799 (Apai et al.
2016; Biller et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022).

Another, more recently developed approach for exploring the variability of high-contrast
companions from the ground is that of differential spectrophotometry used in combination
with a vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraph (Sutlieff et al. 2023). Unlike focal-
plane coronagraphs, vAPP coronagraphs enable observations of high-contrast companions
at close separations while maintaining a Point Spread Function (PSF) of the target star that
can be used as a simultaneous photometric reference (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014a;
Doelman et al. 2021; Sutlieff et al. 2021). To obtain differential spectrophotometry, a vAPP
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can be combined with an integral field spectrograph (IFS) to spectrally disperse the light
from the target. The spectra can then be recombined into white-light, reducing the impact of
systematic errors in any single wavelength channel and therefore producing light curves with
higher precision (Sutlieff et al. 2023). The light curve of the companion is then divided by
the light curve of the photometric reference (in this case the host star) to remove systematic
variability trends shared by both objects. This concept was also used for the satellite spot
study of Wang et al. (2022), and is commonplace in the field of exoplanet transmission
spectroscopy (Diamond-Lowe et al. 2018, 2020a, 2022; Todorov et al. 2019; Arcangeli et al.
2021; Panwar et al. 2022b,a). To demonstrate this technique, Sutlieff et al. (2023) observed
HD 1160 B, a companion with a peculiar spectrum at the brown dwarf/stellar boundary, for
one night with the double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase Plate (dgvAPP360, Doelman
et al. 2017, 2020, 2021) coronagraph combined with the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet
Spectroscopy (ALES) integral field spectrograph (IFS) on the Large Binocular Telescope.
They detected significant sinusoidal variability in the differential white-light curve of this
companion with a semi-amplitude of 8.8% and a period of ∼3.24 hours. Furthermore, they
obtained a 3.7% precision in bins of 18 minutes, after a multiple linear regression approach
was applied to the differential white-light curve to remove residual systematics arising from
non-astrophysical sources such as airmass and detector position. This study found no evidence
of having reached a systematic noise floor in their single epoch of observations, indicating
that the data was not systematic-limited and that additional data could further improve the
sensitivity to variability.

In this work, we further characterize HD 1160 B and its host star HD 1160 A using additional
observations obtained with the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT). In addition to a further
epoch of variability monitoring of HD 1160 B with ALES+dgvAPP360, we also conduct a
complementary spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B using the 2.8-4.2 µm spectra from
both epochs and separately of HD 1160 A using data obtained simultaneously with the
PEPSI high resolution spectrograph. The differential spectrophotometry observations with
ALES+dgvAPP360 also allow us to test the repeatability of the light curve precision achieved
by Sutlieff et al. (2023) in their pilot study. In Section 4.2, we review the properties of the
HD 1160 system. Our observations of this system are then described in Section 4.3, and
in Section 4.4 we describe the methods used to reduce the data from each instrument and
extract photometry of the targets. In Section 4.5, we investigate the variability of HD 1160 B
by using the ALES+dgvAPP360 data to produce differential spectrophotometric light curves.
We also use this data in Section 4.6 to produce and study the spectrum of HD 1160 B. The
data obtained with PEPSI is analysed in Section 4.7, in which we explore the spectrum of
HD 1160 A. The results found in each of these three sections are then discussed in Section
4.8. Finally, we summarise the conclusions of the paper in Section 4.9.

4.2 Target Properties

The HD 1160 system is located at a distance of 120.7±0.5 pc (Gaia Data Release 3, Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016, 2022). In Table 4.1, we summarize literature values for key prop-
erties of the stellar primary component HD 1160 A, for which Houk & Swift (1999) assigned
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a spectral type of A0V using photographic plates on the 0.61-m Curtis Schmidt telescope at
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). Using observations from the Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission, Sutlieff et al. (2023) found that HD 1160 A
is non-variable at the 0.03% level, and Spitzer observations by Su et al. (2006) found no
infrared excess, suggesting that there is not significant circumstellar dust present. Nielsen
et al. (2012) identified two comoving companions to HD 1160 A at separations of ∼80 au
(∼0.78′′) and ∼530 au (∼5.15′′), known as HD 1160 B and C, respectively, during the Gem-
ini Near-Infrared Coronagraphic Imager (NICI) Planet-Finding Campaign (Liu et al. 2010).
HD 1160 B has a contrast of∆L′ = 6.35±0.12 mag relative to the L′ = 7.055±0.014 mag of
HD 1160 A, and its orbit is almost edge-on, with an inclination angle of 92+8.7

−9.3°(Leggett et al.
2003b; Nielsen et al. 2012; Bowler et al. 2020a). The wide angular separation of HD 1160 C
places it beyond the fields of view of the data sets in this paper.

Nielsen et al. (2012) found HD 1160 B to be a L0±2 brown dwarf based on their near-
infrared photometry, and that their near-infrared spectrum of HD 1160 C best matches that
of an M3.5±0.5 low-mass star. They found that both companions are redder than similar
objects, which combined with an apparent underluminosity of HD 1160 A suggests a young
age of 50+50

−40 Myr. Combining this age range with the luminosity of HD 1160 B, they derived
a value for its mass of 33+12

−9 MJup.

Using observations from the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast imager for Exoplanets RE-
search (SPHERE, Beuzit et al. 2019) instrument on the Very Large Telescope (VLT), Maire
et al. (2016) concluded that the 1.0-1.6 µm spectrum of HD 1160 B best matched that of
a M6.0+1.0

−0.5 dwarf. Unlike Nielsen et al. (2012), they did not find unusually red colours for
either companion. They also found higher estimates for its mass; 79+65

−40 MJup based on its
luminosity and 107+59

−38 MJup based on its effective temperature. The wide range of possible
masses is driven by the uncertain age used, 100+200

−70 , which was chosen due to the lack of
reliable age indicators with the upper limit given by the 300 Myr predicted main-sequence
lifetime of an A0 star (Siess et al. 2000).

Garcia et al. (2017) also observed the HD 1160 system, using the Subaru Coronagraphic
Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO Jovanovic et al. 2015b) instrument and the Gemini Planet
Imager (GPI, Macintosh et al. 2014). They too found that HD 1160 B has typical colours for
a mid-M dwarf and assign it a spectral type of M5.5+1.0

−0.5, in good agreement with Maire et al.
(2016), and rule out earlier spectral types. Considering a range of different evolutionary
models, they report two different possible system ages; 20-125 Myr if HD 1160 A is consid-
ered alone, and 80-125 Myr if HD 1160 A, B, and C are considered jointly. These lead to mass
values for HD 1160 B of 35-90 MJup and 70-90 MJup, respectively. However, they note that
the derived mass of HD 1160 B is highly dependent on its surface gravity and age. Garcia
et al. (2017) further found that HD 1160 B likely has approximately solar metallicity, which
is consistent with almost all systems in the solar neighbourhood (e.g. Dias et al. 2002).

Based on its Gaia kinematics, Curtis et al. (2019) found that the HD 1160 system could be
part of the Pisces-Eridanus stellar stream, indicating an age on the order of ∼120-135 Myr
if this were to be confirmed (Meingast et al. 2019; Röser & Schilbach 2020).
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The most recent spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B was carried out by Mesa et al. (2020),
who again observed the system with SPHERE and found it to have a peculiar spectrum that
is not well matched by any spectra in current spectral libraries, but concluded a spectral
type of M5-M7 based on the best fits to individual spectral bands. They propose that this
peculiarity could be explained by the presence of dust in its photosphere, or if it has a young
age and is not yet fully evolved. By fitting the spectrum of HD 1160 B with atmospheric
models and considering alkali lines that become weaker at lower surface gravities, Mesa et al.
(2020) found a low surface gravity of log(g) = 3.5-4.0 dex. This suggests that HD 1160 B
may actually have a low age of 10-20 Myr, and a mass of ∼20 MJup, in contrast to previous
results. However, they noted that they cannot rule out older ages.

While the studies above explored the spectrum of HD 1160 B, it was also the target of a
variability monitoring search by Sutlieff et al. (2023). As described in Section 4.1, they found
8.8% semi-amplitude variability with a period of ∼3.24 hours in the differential white-light
curve of HD 1160 B during a pilot study combining the technique of differential spectropho-
tometry with the dgvAPP360 coronagraph. They attribute this variability to heterogeneous
features in the atmosphere of the companion, such as clouds or cool star spots, but conclude
that additional data is needed to confirm its periodicity and establish its physical explanation.

4.3 Observations

We observed the HD 1160 system on the nights of 2020 September 25 (03:27:31 - 11:16:14
UT) and 2020 September 26 (03:20:16 - 10:46:09 UT) using the 2 x 8.4-m Large Binocular
Telescope (LBT) at the Mount Graham International Observatory, Arizona. On the left-hand
side aperture of the LBT, we used the dgvAPP360 coronagraph (see Section 4.1) in combina-
tion with the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES) IFS (Skemer et al. 2015;
Hinz et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2018). ALES is located in the focal plane of the LBT mid-infrared
camera (LMIRcam, Wilson et al. 2008; Skrutskie et al. 2010; Leisenring et al. 2012) and
mounted inside the LBT Interferometer (LBTI, Defrère et al. 2015; Hinz et al. 2016; Ertel
et al. 2020), which uses the LBTI adaptive optics (AO) system to provide a Strehl ratio up
to 90% at 4 µm (Hinz et al. 2012; Bailey et al. 2014b; Pinna et al. 2016, 2021). These
observations were obtained using the ALES L-band prism, providing R∼40 spectroscopy over
a 2.8-4.2 µm wavelength range simultaneously, with a 2.2′′x 2.2′′ field of view and plate
scale of ∼35 mas spaxel−1 (Skemer et al. 2018).

The first night of these LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 observations has previously been described
in Sutlieff et al. (2023). On the second night, we obtained 2000 ALES frames with 5.4 s
of integration time per frame, ensuring that the stellar PSF remained unsaturated in each
frame. The total time on-target was therefore 10800 s or 3 h (compared to ∼3.32 h on the
first night, Sutlieff et al. 2023). However, this on-target integration time is spread out over
∼7.43 h due to time spent on nodding, wavelength calibrations, and readout time. When we
combine both nights of data, the total on-target integration time is 22734 s (6.32 h) over a
timescale of 112718 s (∼31.31 h, ∼1.30 days). To enable background subtraction, we used
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Table 4.1: Literature properties of host star HD 1160 A.

Property Value Ref.
Right Acension (J2000, hh:mm:ss.ss) 00:15:57.32 (1)
Declination (J2000, dd:mm:ss.ss) +04:15:03.77 (1)
RA proper motion (mas yr−1) 20.150±0.040 (1)
Dec. proper motion (mas yr−1) -14.903±0.034 (1)
Parallax (mas) 8.2721±0.0355 (1)
Radial velocity (km s−1) 13.5±0.5 (1)
Distance (pc) 120.7±0.5 (1)
Extinction AV (mag) 0.16 (1)
Spectral Type A0V (2)

A1 IV-V (3)
Mass (M�) ∼2.2 (4)
Teff (K) 9011±85 (5)

9200+200
−100 (3)

log(g) (dex) ∼4.5 (6)
3.5+0.5

−0.3 (3)
vsini (km s−1) 96+6

−4 (3)
log(L/L�) 1.12±0.07 (5)
[Fe/H] ∼solar (6)
V (mag) 7.119±0.010 (7)
G (mag) 7.1248±0.0004 (1)
J (mag) 6.983±0.020 (8)
H (mag) 7.013±0.023 (8)
K (mag) 7.040±0.029 (8)
L′ (mag) 7.055±0.014 (9)
M′ (mag) 7.04±0.02 (9)
System age (Myr) 50+50

−40 (4)
100+200

−70 (10)
20-125 (5)
∼120 (11)
10-20 (6)

References: (1) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016, 2022); (2) Houk & Swift (1999); (3) This
work; (4) Nielsen et al. (2012); (5) Garcia et al. (2017); (6) Mesa et al. (2020); (7) Tycho-2
(Høg et al. 2000b,a); (8) 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006); (9) Leggett et al.
(2003b); (10) Maire et al. (2016); (11) Curtis et al. (2019)
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an on/off nodding pattern, switching position every 10 min except when interrupted by an
open AO loop or to take wavelength calibrations. We also obtained 6 wavelength calibrations
at irregular intervals throughout the night, and dark frames at the end of the night with
the same exposure time as the science and calibration frames. At a separation of ∼0.78′′,
HD 1160 B remained in the coronagraphic dark hole of the dgvAPP360 at all wavelengths
throughout the observations, while HD 1160 C was beyond the 2.2′′× 2.2′′ field of view of
ALES at ∼5.1′′.

On the right-hand side LBT aperture, we used the Potsdam Echelle Polarimetric and Spectro-
scopic Instrument (PEPSI), a fiber-fed white-pupil echelle spectrograph (Strassmeier et al.
2015, 2018c). We obtained high resolution (R = 50,000) optical spectra using the 300 µm
diameter PEPSI fiber, which operates over a wavelength range of 383-907nm. This fiber has a
diameter of 2.25′′ which encompasses the angular separation of HD 1160 B from HD 1160 A
(∼0.78′′), so the obtained PEPSI spectra are combined spectra of both objects. HD 1160 C
was located outside of the fiber at a separation of ∼5.1′′. Data were obtained with the first
three and the sixth PEPSI cross dispersers (CDs), which cover wavelength ranges of 383.7-
426.5 nm, 426.5-480.0 nm, 480.0-544.1 nm, and 741.9-906.7 nm, respectively, but not with
the fourth and fifth CDs. We observed using two CDs at any given time; the sixth CD was
always in use, and was paired with one of the other three on a rotating cycle. The total
on-target integration times obtained with each CD were 14713 seconds, 14761 seconds,
14666 seconds, and 44723 seconds for CDs 1, 2, 3, and 6, respectively.

No time was lost to weather and the observing conditions were stable with no cloud cover.
The seeing ranged from 0.7-1.5′′. As LBTI does not use an instrument derotator, all data
were obtained in pupil-stabilized mode such that the companion rotated in the field of view.
The total field rotation over the course of the night was 108.2°. This is comparable to the
109.7° of field rotation on the first night, on which the observing conditions were similarly
clear with a seeing of 0.7-1.4′′ (Sutlieff et al. 2023).

4.4 Data reduction and spectral extraction

4.4.1 LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 data processing

Our goal is to use the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 observations to characterise HD 1160 B by
measuring both its spectrum and its time variability. We therefore need to make a flux-
calibrated spectrum of the companion by summing the observations in the time dimension,
and a ‘white-light’ curve of the companion by summing the observations in the wavelength
dimension.

Several data processing steps are required to convert the raw ALES data from 2D grids
of micro-spectra on the detector into 3D image cubes of x,y-position and wavelength and
prepare them for our analyses (Briesemeister et al. 2019; Doelman et al. 2022; Stone et al.
2022). The data from the first night of LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 observations was previously
processed (for a time variability study only) in Sutlieff et al. (2023). We reprocessed this
first night of data here following the same method as Sutlieff et al. (2023), and also used
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this approach for the data from the second night to ensure consistency between the two
epochs. We briefly summarise the steps in this process here. We first used the sky frames
from the off-source nod position to subtract the background in each frame, before extracting
the micro-spectra into 3D cubes through weighted optimal extraction, where the extraction
weights were defined by the wavelength-averaged spatial profiles of the micro-spectra in
the sky frames (Horne 1986; Briesemeister et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2020). Next, the data
were wavelength calibrated using four narrow-band filters operating upstream of the ALES
optics. Each of these filters produced a single-wavelength spot on the LMIRcam detector. We
performed the wavelength calibration for the 63×67 micro-spectra in the ALES grid by fitting
the positions of these four spots with a second-order polynomial to derive the necessary wave-
length solution (Stone et al. 2018, 2022). This process produced 3D wavelength-calibrated
data cubes of x- and y-position, and wavelength λ, with 100 wavelength channels spanning
the 2.8-4.2 µm wavelength range of ALES.

Continuing to follow the data reduction method of Sutlieff et al. (2023), we removed 8
frames from the first night that were unsuitable as the AO loop opened during the exposure.
No frames were removed from the dataset from the second night. We then performed a bad
pixel correction for each frame and applied a flat-field correction using a flat frame created
from images obtained in the off-source nod position. ALES images also contain systematic
time-varying row and column discontinuities caused by the intersection of the ALES micro-
spectra with the channels of the LMIRcam detector (Doelman et al. 2022). To correct for the
column discontinuities, we first masked HD 1160 A and B in each frame before fitting third-
order polynomials to each column. These values were then subtracted and the process was
repeated for each row to remove the row discontinuities. The frames were then shifted using
a spline interpolation to centre the star in each frame and derotated using their parallactic
angles to align them to north. A final image from the second night, obtained by median-
combining every frame in the 3.59-3.99 µm range in both time and wavelength, is shown in
the top panel of Figure 4.1. Both HD 1160 A and B are clearly visible.

As the data were obtained in pupil-stabilized mode, we could have applied post-processing al-
gorithms reliant on angular diversity (e.g. Angular Differential Imaging, Marois et al. 2006a)
to further remove quasistatic speckle noise and increase the S/N of the targets. However,
we chose not to do this so that we could make use of the stellar PSF provided by the dg-
vAPP360 as a simultaneous photometric reference when characterising the variability of
HD 1160 B in Section 4.5. If we had applied an ADI-based algorithm the stellar PSF would
have been removed, meaning there would be no photometric reference with which to divide
out time-varying systematics from the companion flux.

4.4.1.1 Photometric extraction

Once the data had been fully processed to correct for the systematic discontinuities we
extracted simultaneous aperture photometry of HD 1160 A and B, again following the ap-
proach of Sutlieff et al. (2023). Although some of the 100 ALES wavelength channels are not
suitable for analysis (see Sections 4.5.1 and 4.6.1), we nonetheless performed this step for
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Figure 4.1: Top panel: the final LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 image of the HD 1160 system from the second night, produced
by taking the median combination of all frames in the 3.59-3.99 µm range over both time and wavelength. This image
covers a total integration time of 10800 s (3 h). Bottom panel: A single frame of data from the 3.69 µm wavelength
channel, overplotted with the apertures and annuli used to obtain flux and background measurements for the host
star HD 1160 A (in orange) and companion HD 1160 B. Each image uses a different arbitrary logarithmic colour scale,
and both are north-aligned, where north is up and east is to the left.
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every frame in each of the 100 channels to allow a selection to be carried out at a later stage
in the process. To do this, we extracted photometry in circular apertures with radii of 9 pixels
(3.1 λ/D) for HD 1160 A and 2.5 pixels (0.9 λ/D) for HD 1160 B. The background flux was
near zero following the removal of the row and column discontinuities in the previous section.
However, we nonetheless estimated the residual background at the locations of the star and
companion such that we could correct our flux measurements for any remaining offset. The
background flux at the location of HD 1160 A was estimated by extracting photometry in
a circular annulus with inner and outer radii of 11 and 16 pixels, respectively. The drift
of the star combined with the rotation of the field over the course of the night means that
HD 1160 B was close to the edge of the field of view in some frames, meaning that we could
not use a similar annulus to estimate the background at its location. Instead, we did this by
masking HD 1160 B and then extracting photometry in another annulus centred on the star,
this time with a 6-pixel width around the radial separation of HD 1160 B (Biller et al. 2021;
Sutlieff et al. 2023). We show these apertures and annuli overplotted on a single frame of
data in the bottom panel of Figure 4.1. We then corrected our aperture photometry of the
star and companion by subtracting the mean counts per pixel in the corresponding annulus
multiplied by the area of the respective aperture.

This extracted spectrophotometry of HD 1160 A and B is used to investigate the time vari-
ability of HD 1160 B in Section 4.5 and its spectrum in Section 4.6.

4.4.2 PEPSI data processing

In this paper we aim to use the LBT/PEPSI observations to characterise the physical prop-
erties of host star HD 1160 A. The PEPSI data were reduced using the Spectroscopic Data
Systems for PEPSI (SDS4PEPSI) generic package written in C++ under Linux and based
on the 4A package for processing data from the SOFIN spectrograph on the Nordic Optical
Telescope (Ilyin 2000; Strassmeier et al. 2018a,b; Keles et al. 2022). SDS4PEPSI applied
a fully automated set of standardised data reduction steps to the raw data, including CCD
bias removal, photon noise estimation, flat-field correction, and scattered light subtraction.
It then performed a weighted optimal extraction of the spectral orders to maximise the S/N
of the target, and wavelength calibration. The spectra were then normalised to the contin-
uum by fitting the extracted spectral orders with a 2D smoothing spline on a regular grid
of CCD pixels and echelle order numbers, and then shifted to the stellar rest frame. Each of
these steps carried out by SDS4PEPSI is described in full detail in Strassmeier et al. (2018a).
Finally, we combined the spectra from all of the exposures obtained with a given CD by
interpolating them to the same wavelengths and summing them according to their weights.

4.5 Analysing the variability of HD 1160 B

In this sectionwe use the aperture photometry of HD 1160 A and B obtained in Section 4.4.1.1
to explore the time variability of HD 1160 B via the technique of differential spectrophotom-
etry. This method applied using the dgvAPP360 coronagraph was first described by Sutlieff
et al. (2023). While we are interested in the intrinsic variability arising from the atmosphere
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of the companion, the raw flux that we obtained through aperture photometry is inherently
polluted by additional variability caused by Earth’s atmosphere and systematics originating
from the instrumentation. This unwanted variability can be mitigated using an independent,
simultaneous photometric reference, but this is generally problematic for ground-based vari-
ability studies of high-contrast companions, as field stars are rarely available and focal-plane
coronagraphs block the host star in order to allow companions to be detected (e.g. Mawet
et al. 2012; Ruane et al. 2018). The dgvAPP360 coronagraph uniquely enables host stars and
their companions to be imaged simultaneously, thus we can use the simultaneous aperture
photometry of HD 1160 A as a photometric reference to remove variability arising from
non-astrophysical sources external to HD 1160 B (Doelman et al. 2020, 2021; Sutlieff et al.
2023). As Sutlieff et al. (2023) previously found no evidence for variability in HD 1160 A
above the 0.03% level in Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) observations over a
51 day baseline, we proceed with the assumption that HD 1160 A does not have intrinsic
variations of its own.

4.5.1 ALES wavelength channel selection

The first step in the process of making a differential white-light curve for HD 1160 was to
select which wavelength channels should be included. A benefit of the spectrophotometric
approach is that channels with low target S/N or issues that could introduce false variabil-
ity signals can be excluded, allowing the light curve precision to be maximised. Our data
cubes consist of 100 wavelength channels ranging from 2.8-4.2 µm. However, wavelength
channels at the start and end of this range are unsuitable for analysis as the photometry is
contaminated by flux from the neighbouring spaxel in the dispersion direction, and those in
the ∼3.25-3.5 µm wavelength range are significantly impacted by absorption caused by the
glue molecules in the dgvAPP360 (Otten et al. 2017; Doelman et al. 2021, 2022). Sutlieff
et al. (2023) selected the 30 wavelength channels in the 3.59-3.99 µm range that had a
high target S/N for inclusion in their time variability analysis of the first night of data. We
therefore chose to use these same channels for our analysis in this paper such that we could
directly compare the light curves from each night of data.

4.5.2 Differential spectrophotometric light curves

We produced our differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B following the technique pre-
sented by Sutlieff et al. (2023), using HD 1160 A as a simultaneous photometric reference.
First, we separately prepared white-light time series for HD 1160 A and HD 1160 B. We
did this by taking the median combination of the photometry for each object over the 30
wavelength channels chosen in the previous section, thereby obtaining a single white-light
measurement for each object at each time. These are shown in grey in the top two rows
of Figure 4.2, and binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin in blue and yellow for
the host star and companion, respectively. The time series shown here are plotted on the
same axes and were normalised over the full sequence, including both epochs, to allow com-
parison between each night. Aside from the change in the normalisation, the data points
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on the first night are identical to those in Sutlieff et al. (2023). The gaps in integration
time in the unbinned data are due to the on/off nodding pattern used when observing. To
produce a differential white-light curve, we then divided the unbinned, unnormalised flux
of HD 1160 B by that of HD 1160 A. This raw differential light curve is plotted unbinned
in grey, and binned in purple, in the third row of Figure 4.2. We also plot a closer view of
the same binned light curve in the fourth row. We calculated the errors on the binned fluxes
by taking the 1.48 × median absolute deviation (MAD) of the fluxes in each time bin, then
dividing these values by

√
N − 1, where N is the number of frames per bin. Dividing the

two time series in this way has the effect of removing most of the variability due to shared
systematics arising from the instrumentation or telluric effects. HD 1160 A is known to be
non-varying to at least the 0.03% level (Sutlieff et al. 2023), so remaining variability trends
in this differential light curve are therefore only those arising from HD 1160 B itself and
from any contaminating systematics that are not shared by the star and the companion.

4.5.3 Detrending

In this section we attempt to fit and remove several residual (i.e. non-shared) systematic
trends from the differential light curve, with the aim of producing a detrended differential
light curve containing only the intrinsic variability of HD 1160 B. These residual systematics
are likely due to differences in brightness, colour, or position of the companion and host
star, and can arise from both instrumental and telluric sources (e.g. Broeg et al. 2005; Pont
et al. 2006; Gibson et al. 2012; de Mooij et al. 2013; Diamond-Lowe et al. 2018; Panwar
et al. 2022b,a). Here, we applied a multiple linear regression including six different possible
sources of systematics as decorrelation parameters. These parameters are shown plotted
against time in hours after midnight, for each epoch, in Figure 4.3. Sutlieff et al. (2023)
found that airmass and external air temperature were the most parameters that were the
most correlated with the differential light curve from the first night alone, so we chose to
include both of these again here. We also again included the x- and y- pixel positions of
HD 1160 A and B in the original images, before centering and rotational alignment were
carried out. These parameters probe any remaining systematics arising from the response
of the detector or other instrumental effects. The sharp jumps in position seen in Figure 4.3
arise from manual positional offsets performed during the observing sequence to ensure
star did not drift too far from the centre of the small field of view. We further considered
including wind speed and wind direction, but Sutlieff et al. (2023) found that wind speed
and wind direction were not significantly correlated with the trends in the light curve from
the first night. We found that this was also the case for the second night, so chose not include
these as parameters in the linear regression here.

We used a multiple linear regression to simultaneously fit these six decorrelation parameters
to the differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B. This process was carried out for the light
curve on each night separately, in case the systematics induce different trends on each night.
The resulting model fits are shown in dark green in the top panels of Figure 4.4, overplotted
on the raw differential white-light curves (in grey). The corresponding coefficients and
intercept of these two models are given in Table 4.2. We detrended the two differential white-
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Figure 4.2: Top two rows: the rawwhite-light fluxes of host star HD 1160 A and companion HD 1160 B from both nights
are plotted in grey, and binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin in blue and yellow, respectively. The time series
were normalised over the full time series covering both epochs, and consist of the data in the 3.59-3.99 µm wavelength
range. The data from the first night is reproduced from Sutlieff et al. (2023), but the normalisation is different here.
Bottom two rows: the raw differential white-light curve obtained by dividing the unnormalised, unbinned companion
flux by that of the star, shown unbinned in grey and binned in purple. The bottom row shows a zoomed-in view of the
binned version. This division removes variability shared by both the star and the companion from the companion flux,
leaving a differential light-curve containing only variability arising from the companion’s atmosphere and non-shared
systematics.
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Table 4.2: The decorrelation parameters xi included in the linear regression used to detrend the differential white-light
curve of HD 1160 B at each epoch. The resulting linear model fit was given by y = (

∑n

i=1
cixi) + c0, where c0

is the intercept and ci are the coefficients of each parameter. The parameters are ordered by the magnitude of the
corresponding coefficients on the first night.

Parameter (xi) Value, 1st night (ci) Value, 2nd night (ci)
Airmass 0.34590456 -0.46758893
Air temperature 0.11689032 -0.12725877
Star x-position 0.04596314 -0.08979261
Star y-position -0.04426898 0.02947633
Companion x-position -0.02499303 0.00674422
Companion y-position 0.01966123 -0.01849457
Intercept (c0) -1.23206397 5.45860550

light curves by dividing by these linear regression models, respectively. The final detrended
differential white-light curves are plotted in the bottom panels of Figure 4.4, alongside the
raw differential white-light curves for comparison (in light purple, reproduced from the
bottom panel of Figure 4.2).

4.5.4 Period analysis and light curve precision

Sutlieff et al. (2023) identified sinusoidal-like variability in the first night of the detrended
differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B and produced a periodogram to search for peri-
odicity. They then fit a sinusoid to the light curve and measured the period of this variability
as 3.239 hours. This trend is still present in the first night of our new light curve (Figure 4.4).
However, while some individual data points appear to deviate from a flat line, it is not visually
clear whether or not the detrended differential white-light curve from the second night is
also variable. The maximum normalised flux is 1.07, but the RMS of the light curve is 0.035.
We therefore carried out a similar analysis to Sutlieff et al. (2023) to search for periodic
variability using periodograms.

We produced periodograms for the unbinned detrended differential white-light curve using
the Lomb-Scargle algorithm (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982). These are shown in Figure 4.5; the
top panel was produced using both nights combined, while the centre and bottom panels
show the periodograms produced using only the data from the first and second nights,
respectively. Each of these power spectra has been normalised by dividing them by the
variance of the data points in the light curve (Horne & Baliunas 1986). The blue dashed
line is the power threshold that corresponds to a false-alarm probability of 0.1 (i.e. 10%),
and the horizontal brown dotted line on the periodogram for the first night is the power
threshold for a false-alarm probability of 0.01 (i.e. 1%).

We find that the strongest peak in the periodogram of the first night is at approximately the
same period as Sutlieff et al. (2023), with a period of 3.227 hours, peak power of 14.67,
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Figure 4.3: The six decorrelation parameters used in the linear regression to detrend the differential white-light curve
of HD 1160 B, shown for both nights. To allow the trends at each epoch to be overplotted and compared, 24 hours has
been removed from the x-axis for the second night. As with the time series photometry, the gaps in the data arise from
the use of the on/off nodding pattern. The top two panels show the air temperature in and the airmass as a function
of time. The remaining four panels show the x- and y-positions (in pixels) of host star HD 1160 A and companion
HD 1160 B in the original 3D image cubes (i.e. before spatial and rotational alignment) as a function of time. The
large jumps in these positions were caused by manual offsets applied to maintain the central location of HD 1160 A
within the small field of view, and the slowly varying trends arise from lenslet array flexure as the telescope rotates.
For HD 1160 B, the rotation of the field of view itself (109.7° and 108.2° for the first and second nights, respectively)
induces an additional component to its positional trends.
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light differential light curves from each night using the decorrelation parameters from Figure 4.3. The corresponding
coefficients and intercept of each model are given in Table 4.2. The raw differential white-light curve is shown in
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Figure 4.2 is also shown for comparison in purple.
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and false-alarm probability of 0.009. This slight difference in period is due to the different
normalisation used here and the different linear regression model produced by not including
wind speed and wind direction as decorrelation parameters. The second strongest peak
in this periodogram, with a period of 1.370 hours, peak power of 13.26, and false alarm
probability of 0.035, does not appear to be harmonic with the strongest peak. However, there
are no significant peaks present in the periodograms of the second night or of both nights
combined. All of the features in these periodograms have false-alarm probabilities greater
than 0.5. When the light curves are combined, the periodicity in the first night appears to be
diluted by an absence of constructive addition from periodicity in the second night, causing
there to be no significant peaks in the combined periodogram.

We also carried out a comparative analysis of the precision achieved in each detrended
differential white-light curve. When estimating the precision achieved for the first night,
Sutlieff et al. (2023) fitted and removed the observed periodic variability signal from the
light curve. They did this using a non-linear least squares approach, assuming that it followed
a sinusoidal trend and using the period of the highest peak in the periodogram as an initial
guess for the fit. They thenmeasured the precision using the residual light curve. As we do not
detect a clear periodicity in the light curve from the second night, we could not do this here if
we wished to compare the precision achieved on each night. We therefore instead performed
our assessment of the precision using the detrended differential white-light curves from
each night, and both nights combined, noting that any variations intrinsic to HD 1160 B
would make these values appear higher and therefore above the true limiting precision.
We did this by following the approach used by Kipping & Bakos (2011) and Sutlieff et al.
(2023) for assessing the impact of correlated noise on time-series data. First, we binned
our detrended differential white-light curves into a range of different bin sizes. We then
renormalised the resulting binned light curves and subtracted one to centre them around
zero, before measuring the root mean square (RMS) of each one. We plot these values as a
function of bin size for each light curve in Figure 4.6. The black line shows the expectation
of independent random numbers with increasing bin size. If we take the RMS values at each
night for the bin size that we used for our binned white-light curves in Figures 4.2 and 4.4
(i.e. 200 frames per bin, or 18 minutes of integration time), we find RMS values of 0.075
and 0.035 for the first and second nights, respectively. The RMS value at this bin size for
the light curve covering both nights combined is 0.060. The higher RMS for the first night
(and both nights combined) reflects the higher variability that we see here compared to the
second night. We discuss these results further in Section 4.8.1.

4.6 Spectral analysis of HD 1160 B

In addition to investigating the brightness fluctuations of HD 1160 B, we also extracted its
spectrum on each night to allow us to characterise its physical properties through the fitting
of atmospheric models.
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Figure 4.5: Lomb-Scargle periodograms produced using the unbinned, detrended differential white-light curves from
Figure 4.4. The top panel shows the periodogram for the full light curve over both nights, whereas the centre and
bottom panels are those for the light curves of the first and second nights only, respectively. The blue dashed lines
indicate the power threshold corresponding to a false-alarm probability of 0.1 (10%), and the horizontal brown dotted
line is that for a false-alarm probability of 0.01 (1%). The vertical dotted line highlights the 3.227 h period of the
strongest peak in the periodogram for the first night.
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Figure 4.6: The RMS of the binned detrended differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B for the first and second
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4.6.1 Spectral extraction

We measured the contrast between host star HD 1160 A and companion HD 1160 B in
each wavelength channel using the aperture photometry of each object obtained in Section
4.4.1.1. To do this, we took the median combination of these flux measurements over the
time sequence, producing single flux measurements for the companion and the star at each
wavelength. As with the time-dependent fluxes obtained in Section 4.5.2, the errors on each
measurement were calculated as the 1.48 × MAD of the fluxes in each wavelength channel
(bin), divided by the square root of the number of frames per channel minus one. Next, we
divided the companion flux at each wavelength by that of the star to produce a contrast
spectrum. We carried out this process separately for each night of data.

We then converted our contrast spectra of HD 1160 B on each night to physical flux units by
multiplying them by a flux calibrated spectrum of HD 1160 A. To do this, we used the Virtual
Observatory SED Analyzer (VOSA, Bayo et al. 2008) to plot the Spectral Energy Distribution
(SED) of HD 1160 A, including literature data from the 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), Tycho-
2 (Høg et al. 2000b,a), and WISE (Wright et al. 2010) catalogues. We assumed a distance
of 120.7 pc and an extinction of AV = 0.16 mag (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2022). The
SED was dereddened using the extinction law of Fitzpatrick (1999) and Indebetouw et al.
(2005). Using a chi-square test to fit the SED with a grid of BT-Settl models (Allard et al.
2011, 2012), we selected a model with effective temperature Teff = 9200 K, surface gravity
log(g) = 4.5 dex, metallicity [Fe/H] = 0.0, and alpha element abundance α = 0.0, consistent
with that found by Mesa et al. (2020) using the same approach. The literature photometry
of HD 1160 A and this model are shown in Figure 4.7. We then convolved this model to
the resolution of ALES (R∼40, Skemer et al. 2018) and evaluated it at the wavelengths
of our observations, before multiplying it by our contrast measurements to produce a flux
calibrated spectrum of HD 1160 B on each night. These spectra are shown in Figure 4.8, with
the flux measurements from the first and second nights in blue and orange, respectively. The
shaded areas indicate regions in the observed 2.8-4.2 µm wavelength range where the data
is unreliable and excluded from our analysis, due to contamination from the neighbouring
spaxels or the dgvAPP360 glue absorption.

We note that while the spectra from each night are in good agreement in the wavelength
region redward of the dgvAPP360 glue absorption, there appears to be a slight offset between
the two nights at 3-3.2 µm, which we discuss further in Section 4.8.2.

4.6.2 Spectral fitting

Once we had obtained a flux calibrated spectrum of HD 1160 B for each night, we fit
this data with atmospheric models to characterise its physical properties. We used a set
of BT-Settl grid models (Allard et al. 2011, 2012, 2013) which were downloaded from
the Spanish Virtual Observatory (SVO) Theory Server1. We restricted the models to those
with effective temperatures between 400 K and 4600 K, surface gravities between 3.5 and
5.0 dex, metallicities between -0.5 and 0.5, and an α-enhancement of 0. The grid step sizes

1 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov2/

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov2/
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Figure 4.7: Literature photometry of the host star HD 1160 A from the Tycho, 2MASS, and WISE catalogues. The grey
line shows the model fit to this photometry. The model has been convolved to a resolution of R = 100,000 for visual
purposes. The uncertainties are shown but are much smaller than the symbols.

for temperature and surface gravity were 100 K and 0.5 dex, respectively, and metallicity
could have values -0.5, 0, 0.3, or 0.5. We chose to restrict the range of possible surface
gravities to these values based on the predicted physical limitations of objects with ages
and masses within the ranges found for HD 1160 B in the recent literature, which are 10-
125 Myr and ∼20 MJup to 123 MJup, respectively (Garcia et al. 2017; Curtis et al. 2019; Mesa
et al. 2020). According to the isochrones and evolutionary tracks of the BT-Settl models, the
surface gravities of objects with ages and masses within these constraints should always be
≥3.5 and ≤5.0 (Baraffe et al. 2015; Stone et al. 2016). Maire et al. (2016) did previously use
a higher age upper limit of 300 Myr for the HD 1160 system, which would allow a HD 1160 B
surface gravity of up to log(g) = ∼5.2, but Garcia et al. (2017) later found that such high
ages were not consistent with the properties of the host star.

Each model was convolved to the R∼40 spectral resolution of ALES and sampled at the
wavelengths of our spectral data points. By fitting eachmodel to the data, we then determined
the scaling factor that minimises the Euclidean norm of the residual vector between the two
i.e. the value multiplied by each model to best match it to the companion spectrum, and
calculated the χ2 value for each fit accounting for the errors on each data point (e.g. Bohn
et al. 2020a; Sutlieff et al. 2021). The model that produced the smallest χ2 value was then
taken as the best-fitting model to the data. When performing this fitting procedure we
excluded the data points in the shaded regions of Figure 4.8, which were not suitable for
analysis as described in Section 4.6.1. We performed the fitting process three times; once
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Figure 4.8: The flux calibrated spectrum of HD 1160 B obtained with LBT/ALES. Data points from the first and second
nights are shown in blue and orange, respectively. The shaded regions indicate data points which are not suitable
for analysis due to contamination arising from overlapping spectral traces or absorption caused by the carbon-carbon
bonds in the glue layer of the dgvAPP360. The wavelength channels used for the variability analysis are those in the
3.59-3.99 µm wavelength range.
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Table 4.3: The physical properties of HD 1160 B as derived by fitting BT-Settl models to its spectrum from the first
night, the second night, and both nights combined. These values are the weighted means calculated based on the
chi-square values of each model fit. The uncertainties reported here are only the statistical errors based on sided
variance estimates. Where the fitting procedure tends to prefer models at the edge of the allowed parameter range, we
instead report upper/lower limits. The bottom part of the table shows the estimated mass ranges for HD 1160 B and
the corresponding mass ratios q relative to HD 1160 A, as found in Section 4.8.2.1 by evaluating BT-Settl isochrones
at our luminosity values. These ranges are wide due to the wide age range considered, 10-125 Myr.

Property First night Second night Both nights
Teff (K) 2804+152

−74 2310+93
−82 2597+12

−98

log(g) (dex) ≥4.27 ≥4.48 ≥4.50
Metallicity ≤0.18 0.00+0.40

−0.00 ≤0.00
Radius (RJup) 1.46+0.05

−0.06 1.75+0.05
−0.06 1.57+0.02

−0.01

log(L/L�) -2.91+0.03
−0.02 -3.08+0.04

−0.03 -2.97+0.01
−0.01

Mass (MJup) 18.2-81.2 15.9-66.7 17.6-72.6
Mass ratio q 0.008-0.038 0.007-0.031 0.008-0.034

each for the spectra from the first and second nights separately, and a third time considering
both nights of data together. The best-fitting model in each case is shown overplotted on
the companion spectrum in Figure 4.9. The best-fitting model to the first night of data alone
has Teff = 2800 K, log(g) = 4.5 dex, and metallicity [Fe/H] = -0.5 (purple line, Figure 4.9).
When the second night of data is considered alone, the best-fitting model instead has solar
metallicity and is slightly cooler, with Teff = 2300 K, log(g) = 5.0 dex (red line). This is
likely due to the lower flux recorded in the 3-3.2 µm region of the spectrum on this night.
The effective temperature of the best-fitting model to both nights of data then lies between
the two, as would be expected, with Teff = 2600 K, log(g) = 4.5 dex, and metallicity [Fe/H]
= -0.5 (green line). Using the χ2 values of each model fit as weights, we also calculated the
weighted means and sided variance estimates (i.e. statistical errors) of these atmospheric
parameters using the approach of Burgasser et al. (2010a,b); Stone et al. (2016). These
results are presented in Table 4.3. The weighted means and their uncertainties are biased in
some cases, where the preferred model fits lie at the edge of the allowed parameter range.
We therefore instead report upper/lower limits in these instances.

We further inferred estimates of the radius and luminosity of the companion using the
scaling factor for each model, which is equal to the squared ratio of the companion’s radius
and distance. As the distance to the HD 1160 system is well-known (120.7±0.5 pc Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016, 2022), we are able to solve for radius. The luminosity can then
be inferred by integrating each model over its full wavelength range and multiplying by
4π times the radius squared. These values are also shown in Table 4.3, where the reported
uncertainties are again the statistical errors. These results are discussed further in Section
4.8.2.
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Figure 4.9: The best-fitting models to the flux-calibrated ALES spectrum of HD 1160 B. The large difference in the
temperatures of the best-fitting models appears to arise from the difference in flux between the two nights in the
3.0-3.2 µm region. Data points in the shaded regions in Figure 4.8 were not included in these fits and are therefore
not shown.

4.7 Characterising HD 1160 A with PEPSI

In addition to characterising HD 1160 B using the data obtained with ALES+dgvAPP360,
the simultaneous high resolution PEPSI spectrum of the HD 1160 system in the optical (383-
542nm) further allows us to assess the properties of the host star HD 1160 A, which was
originally classified as an A0V star by Houk & Swift (1999). Although HD 1160 C lies at an
angular separation far beyond the 2.25′′ diameter of the PEPSI fiber, HD 1160 B lies within
this fiber diameter at a separation or ∼0.78′′, so the obtained PEPSI spectrum contains
the spectra of both HD 1160 A and B. However, the contrast between the two is very large:
7.72±0.01 mag in the 1.25 µm J-band, and even larger at the shorter wavelengths covered by
PEPSI (Garcia et al. 2017). We therefore assumed that the contribution of HD 1160 B to the
PEPSI spectrum was negligible and treated the PEPSI spectrum as solely that of HD 1160 A
(see Figure 4.10).

To estimate the properties of HD 1160 A, we compared the spectrum to BT-NextGen atmo-
spheric models, which are computed with the use of the PHOENIX code (Hauschildt et al.
1999; Allard et al. 2012). The input parameters for the model spectra were effective temper-
ature (Teff), surface gravity (log(g)), and metallicity, the latter of which was taken as solar
for HD 1160 A. The models were convolved to the resolution of the PEPSI instrument and
broadened by the rotation of the star (vsini). We identified the best fit values for these param-
eters by determining the χ2 values for a grid of models, varying Teff (9200-9800K in steps of
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Figure 4.10: The left panel shows the PEPSI spectrum of the host star HD 1160 A in blue, overplotted with the
best-fitting model from BT-Nextgen in orange. The contour plot in the right panel shows the χ2 distribution for several
temperatures and vsini at fixed log(g) of 3.5.

200K), log(g) (1.5-4.5 in steps of 0.5), and vsini (80-120 km s−1 in steps of 1 km s−1). The
ranges of these parameters were chosen based on an initial visual inspection of the PEPSI
spectrum using the digital spectral classification atlas of Gray (2000). The model grid spectra
were normalised with splines fitted at similar (continuum) points for a given Teff. The same
continuum points are used for a re-normalisation of the PEPSI spectrum with a spline to
match the normalisation of the grid spectra. However, the shape of the Balmer lines appears
to be inconsistent between lines, which is hard to explain with any intrinsic properties for
this type of star (Gray 2000). We interpret this as a systematic error arising from the order
merging and initial normalisation performed by the automated data reduction pipeline, and
therefore excluded the region around the Hβ and Hγ lines from the fitting procedure.

The errors on the PEPSI data points given by the automated pipeline are on average 0.0003%
of the flux, which corresponds to an extremely high S/N of ∼3300 that we interpret as
implausible since the PEPSI exposure time calculator requires ∼120000 s while exposure
times were ∼14800 s. Furthermore, the spectrum seems to contain a low level sinusoidal-
like structure, which most likely arises from systematics introduced by the unusually long
duration of the observations. We therefore recalculated the error on each data point using the
S/N instead measured from the normalised spectrum by taking the inverse of the standard
deviation of the flux in the continuum, which gives S/N = ∼500 (or ∼0.2% of the normalized
flux). This value is then weighted by

√
Fi, where Fi is the flux for a given wavelength point i,

to calculate the observed errors for each wavelength point.

We found that the resulting best fit model, taken as that with the lowest χ2 value (= 14.46),
has Teff = 9200+ 200

− 100 K, vsini = 96+ 6
− 4 km s−1 and log(g) = 3.5+ 0.5

− 0.3 dex. This corresponds to
an A1 IV-V classification for HD 1160A. This best-fitting model is shown overplotted on the
PEPSI spectrum of HD 1160 A in the left panel of Figure 4.10. The right panel then shows
the χ2 distribution for models with a log(g) of 3.5 over temperature and vsini. The relatively
high χ2 values, even for the best fit model, are due to normalisation differences between the
model and the spectrum, the very small errors on the flux, and the large grid separation for
Teff and log g for BT-Nextgen models. We discuss these results further in Section 4.8.3.
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4.8 Discussion

4.8.1 HD 1160 B light curves

4.8.1.1 The variability of HD 1160 B

In Section 4.5.4, we recovered the high-amplitude ∼3.2 h periodic variability signal identified
by Sutlieff et al. (2023) in the first night of the detrended differential white-light curve of
HD 1160 B. We also found that some data points in the light curve from our additional night
deviate from equilibrium flux, albeit with a smaller amplitude. However, we do not identify
any periodic signals in the light curve from this second night, nor in the full light curve
covering both epochs. In both of these cases, all peaks in their respective periodograms lie
well below the 1σ level.

Let us first consider the case that HD 1160 B is variable. There are several physical mech-
anisms that could potentially explain the decrease or absence of variability that we see on
the second night. Variability in substellar objects arises from clouds or other atmospheric
features, such as magnetic spots if the object is of higher mass, rotating in and out of view
over their rotation periods (e.g. Ackerman & Marley 2001; Morales et al. 2010; Goulding
et al. 2012; Radigan et al. 2014; Metchev et al. 2015; Tan & Showman 2019; Vos et al. 2022).
Where multiple such features with different sizes are present in the atmosphere of a compan-
ion at different locations, the resulting variability signal can appear irregular in amplitude,
phase, and/or periodicity (e.g. Tackett et al. 2003; Leggett et al. 2016). It is possible that
we are seeing this effect in the full light curve of HD 1160 B; if its true rotation period is in
fact longer than ∼3.2 h (and perhaps even longer than the baseline of a single epoch), then
we could be viewing it at a different phase in its rotation on the second night. In this case,
additional observations would be required to cover the full rotataion period of HD 1160 B
and verify whether or not these trends repeat. Another possibility is that the difference in the
level of variability is due to evolution in the surface features and atmospheric dynamics that
cause the variability (e.g. Tan & Showman 2021). Many studies have identified changing
variability in the light curves of brown dwarfs and planetary-mass objects, including both
long-term trends over hundreds of rotation periods and rapid light curve evolution from one
night to the next or even between consecutive rotations (e.g. Gelino et al. 2002; Artigau et al.
2009; Radigan et al. 2012; Gillon et al. 2013; Karalidi et al. 2016; Apai et al. 2017, 2021;
Zhou et al. 2022). If the rotation period of HD 1160 B is ∼3.2 h, it would have completed
∼5 rotations between the end of the observing sequence on the first night and the start of
observations on the second night, which may be long enough for rapid evolution to have
occurred.

Several studies exploring the variability of substellar objects in different wavebands have
further found that light curves can have similar shapes at different wavelengths, but with
an offset in phase as different wavelengths probe different atmospheric pressures (Buenzli
et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2013, 2018; Ge et al. 2019). Since our differential
light curve of HD 1160 B is a white-light curve integrated over a wide wavelength range,
such wavelength-dependent phase offsets could lead to a ‘cancelling out’ effect if they were
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of certain magnitudes. This effect could impact the light curve of HD 1160 B if its variability
has different periods at different wavelengths, such that their phases mismatch at certain
times.

Sutlieff et al. (2023) highlighted that if HD 1160 B is a low-mass M-dwarf, a short-lived
flaring period could be the cause of its ∼8.8% semi-amplitude variability on the first night. If
this is indeed the case for HD 1160 B, this would be consistent with both the high-amplitude
variability seen on the first night and its decrease or absence on the second night. However,
while flaring events of this magnitude have been observed in the infrared, they are expected
to be rare (e.g. Davenport et al. 2012; Goulding et al. 2012; Tofflemire et al. 2012).

We must now also consider the possibility that one or more unknown systematics could be
responsible for the high-amplitude periodic variability that we see on the first night. However,
it is not clear what systematic effect could induce such high-amplitude periodic variations on
one night and not do so on the following night, given that the same methodology was applied
to each epoch. The observing conditions were very similar and highly stable on both nights.
If we consider the decorrelation parameters used in the detrending procedure (Figure 4.3),
we see that the airmass, companion position, and stellar position all follow approximately
the same trends on each night. This would appear to rule out residual systematics arising
from these parameters as the source of the light curve differences between each night. The
air temperature does differ slightly in the second half of each night but is otherwise broadly
similar, and any correlation arising from this difference is unlikely to be significant enough
to explain what we see, particularly after the detrending process has been applied. One
possibility could be that there is an additional systematic connected to the flexure of the
ALES lenslet array as the telescope rotates. However, any such effects should already be
accounted for by the inclusion of the pixel positions of HD 1160 A and B in the detrending
process. An alternative parameter probing this flexure would be the pointing altitude of
the telescope, which again follows the same trend on each night (and follows an inverse
relationship to airmass). Furthermore, Sutlieff et al. (2023) found that the shape of the raw
light curves is robust against issues arising from lenslet flexure by comparing data processed
using wavelength calibration frames obtained at different pointing altitudes.

Although the nature of the variability of HD 1160 B remains unclear, the additional night
of variability monitoring presented here shows that this variability does not follow a simple
periodic trend and highlights the complexities of interpreting the light curves of high-contrast
substellar companions. Future ground-based observations will help to shed light on the trends
in the light curves of HD 1160 B through additional epochs that provide a longer baseline,
and the greater photometric precision provided by space-based facilities such as JWST could
further help to constrain its variability amplitudes.

4.8.1.2 Precision of vAPP differential spectrophotometric monitoring

Our additional night of variability monitoring through differential spectrophotometric mon-
itoring combined with the dgvAPP360 allows us to test whether this recently-developed
technique can achieve the same precision at multiple epochs. Sutlieff et al. (2023) found
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that this technique did not reach a systematic noise floor on the first night, suggesting that
the precision would continue to improve with a longer baseline and increasing bin size. In
Section 4.5.4, we measured the RMS as a function bin size for the detrended differential
white-light curves on each night and both nights combined (Figure 4.6). As noted previously,
the RMS trends for the first night and both nights combined cases do sit at a slightly higher
level than on the second night, but this is expected as no variability signal has been removed
from either night and the variability is of higher amplitude on the first night. Aside from this
offset, we see that the RMS follows the same trend on both nights; both decrease according
to the trend of the white noise and do not level off. This is also the case for the light curve
covering both nights combined. This suggests that the data possesses similar noise properties
at both epochs and therefore that the precision reached with this technique can be reliably
repeated. Since we do not appear to reach the photon noise limit with these observations, fu-
ture observations may be able to achieve a greater precision by using more complex methods
to detrend the differential light curve of the companion, such as approaches using Gaussian
processes (e.g. Gibson et al. 2012; Evans et al. 2013; Nikolov et al. 2018a; Carter et al.
2020; Diamond-Lowe et al. 2020a,b; Panwar et al. 2022b). However, we note that robustly
assessing the true deviation of these trends from the white noise model is difficult due to the
possible astrophysical variability.

4.8.2 Spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B

In Section 4.6.1, we presented the extracted spectra of HD 1160 B for each night and
noted an offset in the spectra of HD 1160 B from each night in the 3-3.2 µm wavelength
region, where the data points from the second night appear to lie slightly lower than those
from the first night. The cause of this offset is unclear. A possibility is that this feature is
astrophysical and arises from the intrinsic variability of HD 1160 B, with it appearing fainter
in this wavelength region on the second night. In addition to this feature, the scatter of the
datapoints at longer wavelengths (e.g. 3.6-4.0 µm) is also larger than would be expected
from the fitted models. If our uncertainties are correctly estimated, then this may also be due
to the effects of variability; a greater scatter in the spectrum of HD 1160 B would be expected
if its variability has different properties at different wavelengths. However, we cannot rule
out that this scatter is a systematic effect.

Regardless of the origin of the offset at 3-3.2 µm, it has a significant impact on the results of
the atmospheric model fitting described in Section 4.6.2. This process produced significantly
different values for the physical properties of HD 1160 B depending on whether the models
were fit to the spectra from the first night alone, the second night alone, or both nights
combined (Table 4.3). The values for effective temperature Teff cover a particularly large
range, from 2310+93

−82 K for the fit to the second night to 2804+152
−74 K on the first night (a

>1σ difference). The effective temperatures derived from the second night and both nights
combined spectra are much cooler than those in the literature, but the higher temperature
from the first night is consistent with previous measurements to within 1σ. Maire et al.
(2016) determined a Teff for HD 1160 B of 3000±100 K through atmospheric modeling,
consistent with the 3000-3100 K value found by Garcia et al. (2017), although the latter
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study noted that they could not rule out slightly cooler temperatures. Our value derived
from the spectrum from the first night also overlaps with the 2800-2900 K range estimated
by Mesa et al. (2020).

All three of our constraints for surface gravity log(g) are consistent with the 4.0-4.5 dex
range estimated by Garcia et al. (2017) (who also could not rule out slightly higher values),
and consistent within 2σ with Mesa et al. (2020), who estimated a lower log(g) of 3.5-4.0
dex. Maire et al. (2016) were not able to constrain the surface gravity in their study. However,
we note that surface gravity is not strongly constrained by our atmospheric model fitting.
Our inferred radii from the fits to the first night and both nights spectra are consistent with
the 1.55±0.1 RJup radius inferred by Garcia et al. (2017), but our radius for the second
night spectrum is slightly larger. Finally, all three of our inferred luminosities log(L/L�)
are lower than the -2.76±0.05 dex value measured by Garcia et al. (2017). However, our
luminosity from the first night is consistent within 1σ with that found by Maire et al. (2016),
log(L/L�) = -2.81±0.10 dex.

If we consider these results in full, the spectrum of HD 1160 B on our second night of
observations does not appear to be consistent with the literature. If the differences between
the spectra from each night at bluer wavelengths are due to astrophysical variability in the
atmosphere of HD 1160 B, this highlights the impact that this can have on the results of fitting
models to the atmospheres of substellar companions. Difficulties in fitting the spectrum of
HD 1160 B have also been noted previously. When analysing the SPHERE spectra in the Y,
J, and H bands, Mesa et al. (2020) found that HD 1160 B has a spectrum that is not well
matched by any spectra in current spectral libraries, and were only able to obtain good fits by
considering the Y+J and H bands separately. Several studies of other substellar companions
have also reported such issues when trying to fit their spectra, sometimes finding wide-
ranging results depending on the wavebands considered (e.g. Stone et al. 2020; Ward-Duong
et al. 2020; Sutlieff et al. 2021; Whiteford et al. 2023).

Simultaneous observations over a broad wavelength range with facilities such as JWST
may help to break these degeneracies between wavebands and further identify whether
the differences in the spectrum of HD 1160 B between epochs are due to time variability
(Gardner et al. 2006; Hinkley et al. 2022a; Kammerer et al. 2022). Ground-based high-
resolution spectroscopy may further help us to determine its nature by resolving specific
molecular lines that constrain effective temperature, surface gravity, and other physical
properties (Birkby et al. 2013; Birkby 2018; Hoeijmakers et al. 2018; Brogi & Line 2019;
van Sluijs et al. 2022).

4.8.2.1 The mass of HD 1160 B

It is further possible to infer estimates for the mass of HD 1160 B using our luminosity
estimates from Section 4.6.2 and values for the age of the HD 1160 system. We used the
BT-Settl (Allard 2014; Baraffe et al. 2015) isochrones for this purpose, which are valid for
brown dwarfs and low mass stars. To obtain mass estimates, we first interpolated over the
model grid of each isochrone and then evaluated them at our luminosity values. As the
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resulting mass estimates are highly age-dependent and the age of the HD 1160 system is not
well-constrained, we carefully considered the range of age estimates in the literature and
chose to use a 10-125 Myr range. This is a combination of the 20-125 Myr age range found
by Garcia et al. (2017) considering the properties of HD 1160 A and a range of evolutionary
models, and the lower 10-20 Myr ages favoured by the results of Mesa et al. (2020) (the
former study also produced a range based on HD 1160 ABC together, but this was narrower
80-125 Myr). Our chosen range also covers the ∼120 Myr age that the HD 1160 system
would be expected to have if it is a member of the Psc-Eri stellar stream, as suggested by
Curtis et al. (2019). Maire et al. (2016) did allow ages up to 300 Myr in their study, but ages
this old appear to be ruled out by Garcia et al. (2017).

The resulting estimated mass ranges are shown in Table 4.3. We also include the correspond-
ing values for the mass ratio relative to HD 1160 A, q, assuming a stellar mass of 2.05 M�

(A1V, Pecaut & Mamajek 2013). Our full range of allowable values covers 16-81 MJup. This
places HD 1160 B comfortably above the deuterium burning limit (∼11-16.3 MJup, Spiegel
et al. 2011), but does not rule out the possibility that it is a low mass star above the hy-
drogen burning limit (78.5 MJup, Chabrier et al. 2022). This is fully consistent with mass
estimates in the literature, as we might expect given the broad age range assumed. Nielsen
et al. (2012) estimated the mass of HD 1160 B to be 33+12

−9 MJup upon its discovery, and Maire
et al. (2016) found a mass range of 39-166MJup based on their wider range of allowable
system ages. Garcia et al. (2017) later found a mass range of 35-90 MJup. Finally, Mesa et al.
(2020) estimated a mass of ∼20 MJup for HD 1160 B, which falls at the lower end of our
range.

Our ability to precisely estimate the mass of HD 1160 B is severely limited by the highly
uncertain age of the HD 1160 system, thus it will be difficult to further constrain the mass
of this companion without either tighter constraints on its age or a dynamical mass measure-
ment (e.g. Konopacky et al. 2010; Crepp et al. 2012; Dupuy et al. 2016; Dupuy & Liu 2017;
Brandt et al. 2019; Biller et al. 2022; Rickman et al. 2022).

4.8.3 PEPSI characterisation of HD 1160 A

In Section 4.7, we fitted BT-NextGenmodels to the PEPSI data of HD 1160 A and estimated its
physical properties, finding Teff =9200+ 200

− 100 K, vsini=96+ 6
− 4 km s−1 and log(g)= 3.5+ 0.5

− 0.3 dex.
If we compare these physical properties to those of the best-fitting model found by using
VOSA to fit the literature SED of HD 1160 A for the flux calibration process in Section 4.6.1,
the temperature and metallicity have the same values but the surface gravity here is lower
than that of the log(g) = 4.5 dex model found with VOSA. This difference in surface gravity
does not significantly impact the flux calibration of the spectra of HD 1160 B in Section 4.6.1,
as the best-fitting model found with VOSA is convolved to the R∼40 resolution of ALES prior
to being used for this purpose. At this resolution, the two stellar models are indistinguishable
and do not lead to differences in the HD 1160 B spectral fitting results.

If we assume the BT-Settl model grid spacing for log(g), 0.5 dex, as the uncertainty on
the VOSA result, the two values are consistent within 1σ. We note that surface gravity is
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difficult to constrain with atmospheric models, and similarly good fits to the PEPSI data
could also be obtained with slightly higher surface gravities. However, if HD 1160 A does
have log(g) = 3.5, this may be an indicator of youth, as older objects are likely to have higher
surface gravities (e.g. Baraffe et al. 2015).

Our derived values for the physical properties of HD 1160 A from the PEPSI spectrum
correspond to an A1 IV-V spectral type. This is a slightly later spectral type than the A0V
classification found by Houk & Swift (1999) using photographic plates. Nielsen et al. (2012)
previously noted that HD 1160 A is underluminous for its position on the HR diagram, based
on it being an A0V star, and interpreted this as a sign of youth (e.g. Jura et al. 1998). But if
HD 1160 A is an A1V star, this may partially account for this apparent underluminosity. As we
also measured the vsini of HD 1160 A, we further considered the alternative possibility that
gravity darkening could help to explain this. If a star rotates rapidly it becomes oblate, leading
to a greater radius and hence lower temperature and brightness at its equator compared
to its poles (Monnier et al. 2007; Espinosa Lara & Rieutord 2011; Lipatov et al. 2022). As
HD 1160 A has an almost edge-on inclination angle (92+8.7

−9.3°, Bowler et al. 2020a), rapid
rotation would therefore lead to an apparent decrease in its luminosity as viewed from Earth.
However, a typical A-type star has a much faster rotation (e.g. ∼190 km s−1 for an A0 star)
than our rotational velocity measurement vsini = 96+ 6

− 4 km s−1 (McNally 1965; Nielsen et al.
2013). This indicates that gravitational darkening cannot explain any underluminosity of
HD 1160 A, and that this is better accounted for by it being of a later spectral type than
previously thought.

4.9 Conclusions

We present here a new study of the HD 1160 system using two nights of observations ob-
tained with the Large Binocular Telescope. This work is divided into three parts: variability
monitoring of substellar companion HD 1160 B with the dgvAPP360 coronagraph and the
ALES IFS; a R∼40 spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B using the same data; and lastly
a spectral characterisation of host star HD 1160 A using R = 50,000 high resolution spec-
troscopy obtained with the PEPSI spectrograph.

The variability analysis of HD 1160 B was conducted following the technique of vAPP-enabled
differential spectrophotometric monitoring recently presented by Sutlieff et al. (2023), who
demonstrated this approach with the first night of observations used here. We first processed
the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 data and extracted aperture photometry of both HD 1160 A
and B, before combining the data in the wavelength dimension and dividing the companion
flux by that of the star to produce a differential white-light curve for HD 1160 B spanning
both nights. We then further detrended the light curve using a multiple linear regression
approach. We find that we recover the high-amplitude ∼3.2 h periodic variability identified
by Sutlieff et al. (2023) in the first night, but that the second night light curve does not contain
significant periodic variability, potentially indicating rapid time evolution in the atmosphere
of HD 1160 B and highlighting the complexity of interpreting the light curves of high-contrast
substellar companions. We also analysed the precision achieved in the detrended differential
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white-light curve on each night and found that the noise properties were similar. This suggests
that vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometric monitoring achieves a repeatable precision
at the ∼4% level over multiple epochs and that we do not reach the photon noise limit. Thus, a
greater precision could be achieved in future studies if residual systematics in the differential
light curves can be further mitigated using more advanced detrending approaches such as
those using Gaussian processes (e.g. Gibson et al. 2012; Panwar et al. 2022b).

We conducted our spectral characterisation of HD 1160 B by instead combining the
LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 observations over the time sequence for each night, thereby produc-
ing 2.8-4.2 µm spectra of the companion. These spectra are the first for this target in the
mid-infrared and are therefore highly complementary to previous studies in the literature.
We find that the spectrum of HD 1160 B from the second night is systematically fainter in
the 3.0-3.2 µm wavelength range than on the first night, which could be due to the intrinsic
variability of the companion if this difference is astrophysical. We then fit these spectra with
BT-Settl atmospheric models, considering each night separately and both nights together,
and found that the results differ considerably depending on the data being fitted. Our ef-
fective temperature Teff estimates range from 2310+93

−82 K for the second night spectrum to
2804+152

−74 K on the first night. This first night Teff is consistent with the literature, but those
derived from the second night and both nights combined spectra are cooler. Our inferred
luminosities are lower than those in the literature, but our radius estimates are mostly con-
sistent. Overall, we conclude that the spectrum of HD 1160 B on the second night of our
observations is not consistent with the literature. The differences in the results obtained for
each spectrum highlights the impact that variability can have on atmospheric model fitting
for substellar companions. Simultaneous observations over a broad wavelength range with
facilities such as JWST may help to break the degeneracies arising from these model fits and
determine whether the differences in the spectrum of HD 1160 B between epochs are due
to time variability.

By evaluating our luminosity estimates with BT-Settl isochrones over an age range of 10-
125 Myr, we also estimated the mass of HD 1160 B. We report a 16-81 MJup mass range,
consistent with previous estimates in the literature. This places HD 1160 B comfortably
above the deuterium burning limit, but also allows the possibility that it is a low mass star
above the hydrogen burning limit.

Lastly, we performed a new characterisation of host star HD 1160 A by comparing the
R∼50,000 high resolution spectrum obtained with PEPSI to BT-NextGen atmospheric models.
We found values for the physical properties of HD 1160 A; Teff =9200+ 200

− 100 K, log(g)= 3.5+ 0.5
− 0.3,

and vsini = 96+ 6
− 4 km s−1, the first vsini estimate obtained for this target. This model corre-

sponds to a spectral type of A1 IV-V, which is slightly later than the literature A0V classifica-
tion found by Houk & Swift (1999) using photographic plates. This may explain the apparent
underluminosity of HD 1160 A previously noted by Nielsen et al. (2012). By considering our
rotational velocity vsini measurement alongside the known near edge-on inclination angle
of the HD 1160 system, we find that HD 1160 A rotates slower than the typical A-type star,
and hence rule out gravitational darkening as the cause of any underluminosity.
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Tighter limits on the age of the HD 1160 system or dynamical mass measurements of each
component are key if the physical properties of HD 1160 A and B are to be constrained
further. Observations over a broad wavelength range or at a high spectral resolution will
also help to break the degeneracies in the spectrum of HD 1160 B, while additional epochs
of ground-based differential spectrophotometric monitoring or high-precision space-based
monitoring will shed light on its variability.
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Abstract

Substellar companions such as exoplanets and brown dwarfs exhibit changes in brightness
arising from surface inhomogeneities, providing insights into their atmospheric structure
and dynamics. This variability can be measured in the light curves of faint companions
from the ground by combining the technique of differential spectrophotometric monitoring
with high-contrast imaging. However, ground-based observations are inherently sensitive
to the effects of turbulence in Earth’s atmosphere, and while extreme adaptive optics (AO)
systems and bespoke data processing techniques help to mitigate these, residual systematics
can limit photometric precision. Here, we inject artificial companions to data obtained with
an AO system and a vector Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraph to test the level to which
telluric and other systematics contaminate such light curves, and thus how well their known
variability signals can be recovered. We find that varying companions can be distinguished
from non-varying companions, but that variability amplitudes and periods cannot accurately
be recovered when observations cover only a small number of periods. Based on how the
root mean square values of the differential light curves vary with binning, we find that
there are still residual systematics but that we do not reach a noise floor, thus the precision
can be improved further with increased bin sizes. We also simulate observations to assess
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how specific systematic sources, such as non-common path aberrations and AO residuals,
can impact aperture photometry as a companion moves through pupil-stabilised data. We
show that only the lowest-order aberrations are likely to affect flux measurements, and that
thermal background noise is the dominant source of scatter in raw companion photometry.
Predictive control and focal-plane wavefront sensing techniques will help to further reduce
systematics in data of this type.

Key words: planets and satellites: atmospheres – exoplanets – methods: observational –
techniques: imaging spectroscopy – atmospheric effects – software: simulations
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5.1 Introduction

Periodic variations in the brightness of exoplanets and brown dwarfs provide a unique avenue
to explore their atmospheric structures and how they change over time. Such variations
can arise from a range of sources, including inhomogeneous cloud cover, magnetic spots,
aurorae, and temperature fluctuations caused by radiative convection, and can have different
amplitudes and phases at different wavelengths (e.g. Goulding et al. 2012; Apai et al. 2013,
2017; Radigan et al. 2014; Hallinan et al. 2015; Tremblin et al. 2016, 2020; Yang et al.
2016; Tan & Showman 2019; Vos et al. 2023). Thus, the variability properties of substellar
objects yield valuable information about the underlying physical processes that govern their
atmospheres. Time-resolved photometric monitoring has now identified variability in the
light curves of many substellar companions and isolated objects (e.g. Metchev et al. 2015;
Cushing et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2018; Manjavacas et al. 2019a, 2021; Miles-Páez et al. 2019,
2023; Vos et al. 2022; Lew et al. 2020b,a; Tannock et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2016, 2022).
The large diameters, coronagraphic imagers, and adaptive optics (AO) systems of ground-
based telescopes allow us to resolve substellar companions at close angular separations
that are otherwise inaccessible to space-based observatories with smaller mirrors. However,
achieving the photometric precision required to measure the variability of these companions
can be challenging, as ground-based observations inherently suffer from systematics caused
by turbulence in Earth’s atmosphere. High-contrast imaging data are often limited by quasi-
static speckles of residual starlight at the smallest separations, as well as the wind-driven
halo effect that arises when atmospheric turbulence varies faster than the AO system can
correct for it (e.g. Hinkley et al. 2007; Cantalloube et al. 2018, 2020a; Madurowicz et al.
2019; Males et al. 2021). Non-common path aberrations (NCPAs), introduced by differences
in the optical paths that lead to the wavefront sensor of the AO system and the detector,
further give rise to changes in the shapes and sizes of the Point Spread Function (PSF) of
the target (e.g. Sauvage et al. 2007; N’Diaye et al. 2013, 2014; Miller et al. 2018; Bos et al.
2019; Menduiña-Fernández et al. 2020; Vigan et al. 2019, 2022; Skaf et al. 2022). Although
extreme AO systems and optimised data processing strategies help to significantly reduce
these effects, remaining systematics can produce non-astrophysical variability in the light
curves of companions.

For observations of isolated objects that are observed without a coronagraph, non-variable
comparison stars are often used as simultaneous photometric references to divide out this
systematic variability from the photometry of the target (e.g. Artigau et al. 2009; Wilson
et al. 2014; Biller et al. 2015; Naud et al. 2017; Vos et al. 2019). However, there are often no
comparison stars available in the small fields of view of the coronagraphic imagers used to
observe faint companions, and the companion’s host star is typically obscured by the corona-
graph itself (e.g. Ruane et al. 2018). Nonetheless, differential light curves of close-separation
companions can be produced using the technique of differential spectrophotometry when
combined with a vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraph (Sutlieff et al. 2023, Sut-
lieff et al. in prep.). Uniquely, the vAPP coronagraph preserves an image of the target star for
use as a photometric reference, while simultaneously producing a coronagraphic dark hole
in which high-contrast companions can be detected (Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al. 2014a,b;
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Doelman et al. 2021). By further combining the vAPP with an integral field spectrograph
(IFS), the light from both the host star and the companion are dispersed into spectra, which
can then be extracted through aperture photometry and recombined to obtain a white-light
time series for each object. This step helps to minimise the impact of any wavelength-specific
flat-fielding errors, improving the precision of the light curves compared to broad-band pho-
tometric observations. A differential light curve for the companion can then be produced
by dividing the companion flux by that of the host star, thereby eliminating trends arising
from systematics shared by both objects, leaving behind only non-shared variations. However,
while this includes the intrinsic variability of the companion, any remaining systematics not
shared by the star and companion also remain. These can be further corrected to some ex-
tent, where their sources are known; in a pilot study of this technique, Sutlieff et al. (2023)
used a parametric linear regression approach to fit and remove residual trends from sources
such as airmass, achieving a 3.7% precision per 18-minute bin in their differential light curve
of substellar companion HD 1160 B. Similar studies of transiting exoplanet transmission
spectroscopy and secondary eclipses often correct for non-shared systematics using more
comprehensive polynomial models or Gaussian processes (e.g. de Mooij et al. 2011; Gibson
et al. 2012; Diamond-Lowe et al. 2018, 2022; Todorov et al. 2019; Diamond-Lowe et al.
2022; Panwar et al. 2022b,a). Yet, understanding the sources and magnitudes of the system-
atics that impact light curves obtained through ground-based differential spectrophotometry
is key to accurately estimating the precision achieved with this method, and for devising new
approaches to mitigate these systematics and hence reach greater precision in the future.

In this paper, we assess the extent to which telluric and instrumental systematics contaminate
the differential light curves obtained with the technique of vAPP-enabled ground-based
differential spectrophotometry. We do this by injecting artificial companions with andwithout
variability to real data to test the shapes of the recovered light curves, and by producing
simulated data to explore the impact of specific systematics. Artificial companion injection
is an ideal way to assess the extent to which unknown systematics limit the precision that
we achieve with this technique, while simulated data allows us to measure the strength of
some of the systematics that we are aware of, such as those caused by Zernike modes. In
Section 5.2, we describe the methods used to inject the artificial companions, process the
data, and produce differential white-light curves for each companion. The simulated data
is described in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we test how well the injected variability signals
are recovered. We discuss these results and their implications for the light curve precision in
Section 5.5, and lastly summarise the conclusions of this work in Section 5.6.

5.2 Artificial companion injection

By injecting artificial companions with simulated variability signals into real observational
data, we can assess the level of variability that can be recovered in this type of data and
whether it can be recovered consistently at different locations in the data. Furthermore,
injecting companions with no variability (i.e. a flat signal) allows us to test the extent to
which the differential light curves are affected by systematics. Such tests are not possible
using real companions, as their level of variability is usually not known a priori, and itself can
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change over time (e.g. Zhou et al. 2022). In this section, we inject artificial companions with
and without variability signals into an observational dataset, reduce the data, and produce
differential light curves for these companions following the standard method used for real
companions by (Sutlieff et al. 2023, Sutlieff et al. in prep.). We then compare the recovered
variability signal to that which was originally injected.

5.2.1 Ground-based differential spectrophotometry dataset

The vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometric monitoring dataset used here for our ar-
tificial planet injection and recovery tests is that presented by Sutlieff et al. (2023), who
conducted a variability study of substellar companion HD 1160 B. This dataset was obtained
with the left-side aperture of the 2 x 8.4-m Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) in Arizona, using
the double-grating 360° vector Apodizing Phase Plate (dgvAPP360; Doelman et al. 2017,
2020, 2021) coronagraph. The Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES) IFS was
used with an L-band prism to spectrally disperse the light from the target over a 2.8-4.2 µm
wavelength range with an R∼40 spectral resolution (ALES; Skemer et al. 2015, 2018; Hinz
et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2018, 2022). ALES works alongside the LBT Mid-InfraRed Camera
(LMIRcam) as part of the LBT Interferometer (LBTI), providing a 2.2′′x 2.2′′ field of view
with a ∼35 mas spaxel−1 plate scale (Skrutskie et al. 2010; Leisenring et al. 2012; Hinz et al.
2016; Ertel et al. 2020). Sutlieff et al. (2023) obtained ∼3.32 hours of integration time on
the HD 1160 system over ∼7.81 hours using an on/off nodding pattern, with 109.7° of field
rotation and stable weather conditions. Importantly, companion host star HD 1160 A has
been shown to be non-variable, making it suitable for use as a simultaneous photometric
reference (Sutlieff et al. 2023). To avoid any issues arising from micro-spectra overlap and
the dgvAPP360 glue absorption feature at ∼3.25-3.5 µm, we chose to use a subset of this
data set covering a wavelength range of 3.59-3.99 µm for our analysis (Otten et al. 2017;
Doelman et al. 2021).

To enable artificial companions to be injected to the data easily, the raw ALES micro-spectra
grids were first converted into 3D image cubes of spatial position and wavelength according
to the procedure described by (Sutlieff et al. 2023); once the sky background had been
subtracted using the data obtained in the off-source nod position, the micro-spectra were
extracted using weighted optimal extraction (Horne 1986; Briesemeister et al. 2018, 2019;
Stone et al. 2020). Wavelength calibration of the micro-spectra was carried out using four
four fiducial spots provided by narrow-band filters located upstream of ALES which were
fitted using a second-order polynomial, allowing pixel position to be mapped to wavelength
(Stone et al. 2018, 2022). The final image cube consisted of 30 wavelength channels, with
2200 frames per channel.

5.2.2 Injecting artificial companions

Artificial companion injection is widely used in high-contrast imaging studies as a method
for obtaining photometric measurements of bona fide companions (e.g. Lagrange et al. 2010;
Marois et al. 2010a; Bonnefoy et al. 2011; Apai et al. 2016). This is generally done using an
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unsaturated PSF of the host star, obtained separately, which acts as the artificial companion.
The brightness of the real companion is thenmeasured by subtracting the artificial companion
at its location in the images, while iteratively scaling the artificial companion’s brightness
until the residuals at this location are minimised. Here, we instead apply the concept of
artificial planet injection to insert additional companions into the images. Furthermore, we
use the instantaneous PSF of host star HD 1160 A provided by the dgvAPP360 in each frame
as the template for the artificial companion in that frame. This is usually not possible for
high-contrast imaging data as the host star is often blocked by a focal-plane coronagraph in
such observations (e.g. Mawet et al. 2012; Ruane et al. 2018). However, this novel frame-
dependent approach is advantageous because the template PSFs will reflect frame-to-frame
changes, caused by time-varying systematics, in the shapes and sizes of the PSFs of real
companions and their host stars.

We produced the artificial companion template PSF for each frame by first duplicating the
frame, then dividing it by a flat frame produced by combining off-source frames from the
same wavelength channel. We then cropped the template to a 12-pixel radius, and shifted
it to the image coordinates where we wished to inject an artificial companion. Both the
rotation of the field and drifts in the position of the star on the detector were taken into
account in calculating these coordinates, such that the companion was injected at the desired
separation and position angle relative to the star. Next, we set all pixels less than 1% of the
peak flux to zero, and scaled the flux to the required star-companion contrast. Where we
wanted to simulate a variability signal, we did this by further multiplying the template
by a sinusoidal function with the corresponding amplitude, period, and phase. Finally, we
multiplied the template by the flat frame again and added it to the original data frame to
inject the companion.

We injected six companions, three with no variability and three with simulated sinusoidal
variability. Only one companion was injected per iteration. We did not attempt to remove
the real companion HD 1160 B from the data, but ensured that the artificial companions
were physically separated from it by choosing position angles at 90°, 180°, and 270° offset
from that of HD 1160 B. We used the physical separation of HD 1160 B (∼0.78′′) for the
separation of the artificial companions, as this placed them centrally in the coronagraphic
dark hole of the dgvAPP360. We also used the flux of HD 1160 B as a baseline flux for many
of the injected companions, assuming an L’-band contrast of contrast of ∆L′ = 6.35 mag
(Nielsen et al. 2012). Sutlieff et al. (2023) found sinusoidal-like variations in their light
curve of HD 1160 B and fitted them with a 8.8% semi-amplitude sinusoid with a period of
3.239 h, phase shift of 0.228, and y-offset of 0.993. To enable a comparison to their results,
we simulated this variability signal for the time-varying artificial companions.

5.2.3 Data processing and extracting spectrophotometry

Once an artificial companion had been injected to the data, we followed the standard steps
for processing data of this type and extracting photometry of the targets, as described by
Sutlieff et al. (2023).
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Firstly, we corrected for errors in the response of the detector by dividing each frame by the
flat frame previously used in the preparation of the artificial companion templates. We then
masked the host star HD 1160 A, the companion HD 1160 B, and the artificial companion,
before fitting and removing a third-order polynomial from each image column and then
repeating this process for each row. This was done to correct for systematic discontinuities
that exist in ALES data, arising from the overlap of the micro-spectra with different LMIRcam
detector channels (Doelman et al. 2022). We then shifted the frames to align the star to
the centre of each frame, and derotated them to account for the field rotation and align the
data to north. Examples of the final images are shown in the left-hand and centre panels
of Figure 5.1, median combined in time and wavelength to highlight the companions by
increasing their signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The left-hand panel shows the final image with
no artificial companions; the real companion, HD 1160 B, can be clearly seen. This is the same
as the left-hand panel of Figure 3 in Sutlieff et al. (2023). The centre panel then additionally
contains three artificial companions with the same contrast as HD 1160 B, but located at
positions offset from it by intervals of 90° in position angle. This image is a composite; in
practice, only one artificial companion was injected into the data at a time, but we show
multiple artificial companions per frame here to demonstrate the relative locations at which
they were injected.

Next, we extracted aperture photometry for the host star and each artificial companion in
each frame in both wavelength and time. We used the same aperture radii as Sutlieff et al.
(2023), which were 9 pixels (3.1 λ/D) and 2.5 pixels (0.9 λ/D) for the star and artificial
companions, respectively. We also subtracted any residual background flux in these apertures
using the annuli to estimate the background at their locations. For the star, we did this using
an annulus centred on the star with an inner radius of 11 pixels and an outer radius of 16
pixels. For the companions, we also used an annulus centred on the star, but with a width
of 6 pixels at the radial separation of the companion. Both the artificial companion and
HD 1160 B were masked for this process, so that they did not contaminate our estimate of
the background. An example of these apertures and annuli for an artificial companion 180°
offset from HD 1160 B can be seen in the right-hand panel of Figure 5.1, superimposed on
a single frame of data.

5.2.4 Companion light curves

Once we had extracted photometric measurements for the host star and each artificial com-
panion in each wavelength channel, we applied the steps of Sutlieff et al. (2023) to create
detrended differential white-light curves for each companion. We first took the median com-
bination of the photometric measurements over the 3.59-3.99 µm range, producing single
white-light flux measurements for each object at each time. For each companion, we then
divided these white-light flux measurements by the white-light flux measurements of the
host star. This step has the effect of removing any systematic trends shared by the time
series of both objects from the flux of the companion, leaving behind a differential light
curve containing non-shared variations only. This includes both the simulated variability
signal of the injected companion and any residual systematic trends. Such systematics can
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arise from the effects of Earth’s atmosphere, as well as from the instrumentation and data
reduction process, and many of them will be the result of differences in the properties of the
star and companion (e.g. Broeg et al. 2005; Pont et al. 2006). However, we note that while
the artificial companions that we inject here do differ from the host star in brightness and
position in the data, they do not reflect the difference in colour that would exist for a real
companion because their template PSFs were constructed using the PSF of the star. In this
regard, the artificial companions are not perfectly reflective of true companions and thus
these residual systematics may differ slightly.

Nonetheless, we proceeded to detrend the differential white-light curves of each artificial
companion further using a multiple linear regression approach with the same decorrela-
tion parameters used by Sutlieff et al. (2023), thereby partially mitigating any residual
systematics from these known sources. These decorrelation parameters were airmass, air
temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and the x,y-positions of both the star and com-
panion in the original data cubes. We produced a linear regression model for each artificial
companion using these parameters, and then divided the model out of the light curve of
the corresponding companion. The final, detrended, differential white-light curves for each
artificial companion are shown in Figure 5.2, binned to 18 minutes of integration time per
bin. The left-hand panels are those that were injected with no variability signal, and the
right-hand panels are those that were injected with the variability signal found by Sutlieff
et al. (2023) for HD 1160 B. The raw differential white-light curves, prior to detrending and
again in 18 minute bins, are also shown overplotted in lighter colours for comparison. The
error bars are the median absolute deviation (MAD) × 1.48 of the data points in each bin
divided by

√
N − 1, where N is the number of frames in each bin. We analyse the detrended

differential white-light curves in Section 5.4.

5.3 Simulations

Artificial planet injection and recovery allows us to characterise the overall effect of system-
atics present in the data on differential light curves produced through the process described
in Section 5.2. In this section, we take an additional step to understand the individual con-
tributions of known sources of systematic errors: non-common path aberrations (NCPAs)
and residual wavefront errors generated by the correction of atmospheric turbulence using
adaptive optics (AO), i.e. AO residuals. Both effects can generate varying speckles at the
location of a companion, influencing the flux measured with aperture photometry.

We used the Python package HCIPy (Por et al. 2018) to produce simulated LBT/ALES+dg-
vAPP360 data including NCPA and AO residuals, allowing us to test their impact on variabil-
ity measurements obtained using vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometric monitoring.
HCIPy is capable of generating both static wavefront errors and dynamic turbulence phase
screens, simulating adaptive optics systems, propagating aberrations through the corona-
graph to the focal plane, and simulating realistic camera images from the resulting PSF.
We simulated the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 system in HCIPy by propagating an unpolarized
wavefront through the dgvAPP360 optic to the focal plane. This input wavefront had an
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Figure 5.2: The raw differential white-light curves for each of the injected artificial companions are shown in lighter
colours in each panel, binned to 18 minutes of integration time per bin. The detrended differential white-light curves,
after division by the multiple linear regression model to remove the modelled systematic trends, are then overplotted
in darker colours. The left-hand panels show the light curves for the artificial companions injected without variability,
whereas the right-hand panels are those injected with a simulated sinusoidal variability signal. The root mean square
(RMS) shown are those of the detrended light curves.
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amplitude given by the LBT pupil without secondary support and with no phase aberrations.
We downsampled the dgvAPP360 design by a factor of 4.3 using matrix Fourier transforms
to improve the simulation speed while minimizing the impact on the performance of the
coronagraph. The focal plane sampling was chosen to closely match that of a single wave-
length channel of LBT/ALES data after it has been extracted into a 3D cube of 63 x 63 pixel
images. We directly compared our simulations to the background-subtracted images of the
HD 1160 system described in Section 5.2.1, allowing us to match this sampling to real data
to the sub-pixel level. These simulations are monochromatic at a wavelength of 3.75 µm.

We then simulated a companion using the same steps, except that the input wavefront
was given an additional tip and tilt phase ramp to place the source off-axis at the desired
companion location. The location of the companion was matched with the photometric mask
(i.e. aperture) used by Sutlieff et al. (2023) to extract the flux of HD 1160 B. We also scaled
the companion flux level to match that of HD 1160 B, assuming an L’-band contrast of contrast
of ∆L′ = 6.35 mag (Nielsen et al. 2012). We did not provide the simulated companion with
a variability signal. As the simulated and real data were closely matched in this way, we were
able to perform aperture photometry for the simulated star and companion using the same
focal plane aperture masks used for the original analysis (see right-hand panel of Figure 5.2).
However, we first injected the desired aberrations (e.g. NCPA and AO-residual wavefront
aberrations) to the data to simulate their effect on the photometric measurements. These
are described in the following subsections.

5.3.1 Impact of low-order aberrations

NCPAs are aberrations generated by the optical system after the beam splitting of incoming
light into the two paths that lead to the AO wavefront sensor and to the detector, respectively.
These aberrations also vary in time due to effects such as atmospheric turbulence, thermal
drifts, and vibrations in the instrumentation, with timescales ranging from a few seconds
to several hours (e.g. Sauvage et al. 2007; N’Diaye et al. 2014; Vigan et al. 2019, 2022;
Skaf et al. 2022). In principle, slowly varying NCPAs could induce a false variability signal
in differential light curves obtained using differential spectrophotometry, if they impact
the extracted photometry of the star and the companion differently. To the first order, the
dgvAPP360 coronagraph is insensitive to these aberrations as the impact on the Strehl ratio is
the same for both the star and the companion. However, changes in the shapes and the sizes
of the companion and star PSFs over time can impact the ratio of their fluxes, particularly if
different aperture sizes are used for each object. The companion may also move over stellar
speckles caused by NCPAs as the field rotates, contaminating its flux. Mitigating NCPAs is
challenging, as they are introduced after the incoming light is split by the beam splitter
and therefore cannot be corrected even by the most powerful AO systems. Furthermore,
the properties of NCPAs cannot be inferred from observational data itself as the photon
noise from the thermal background is too high. Here, we used HCIPy to investigate which
aberrations have the largest effect on companion and stellar photometry and whether or not
a realistic distribution of NCPAs can have a significant impact on variability measurements
obtained through vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometry.
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We added simulated NCPAs to our simulated data using the first 100 Zernike modes, a series
of polynomials that describe wavefront aberrations in optical systems (Zernike 1934; Noll
1976; Niu & Tian 2022). We added one mode per iteration, allowing us to measure their
individual impact on the companion flux over the observing sequence. The Zernike modes
were scaled to 120 nm RMS in the pupil. We varied the companion location by rotating
it according to the 109.7° of field rotation of the real data set described in Section 5.2.1.
However, the aberrations remained static with respect to the pupil as the observations were
pupil-stabilised. We show the impact of three low-order aberrations (defocus, coma and
quadrafoil) on the star and companion PSFs at three different observing times in Figure 5.3.
These images highlight how even a static aberration can affect the observed flux of a com-
panion over an observing sequence as it moves over the spatially-varying structure of the
stellar PSF. Symmetric modes will inherently induce less systematic variability, while asym-
metric modes will have a greater impact. For example, variability induced by the quadrafoil
aberration will have a higher frequency than that of the coma aberration. We also note that
all variability induced by static modes is a direct function of the angular rotation rate, and
is thus observatory dependent for a given object (and vice versa).

We then derotated the data by the rotation angles and extracted stellar and companion
photometry for each of the 100 simulated Zernike modes, where the modes were all scaled
to the same 120 nm RMS wavefront error. The time-averaged normalised fluxes of each
object are shown as a function of Zernike mode (represented by its Noll index, Noll 1976) in
the top panel of Figure 5.4. The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum measured
fluxes (i.e. the peak-to-peak variability amplitude) over the observing sequence covering the
109.7° of field rotation. The error bars for the star are too small to be visible. For the stellar
flux, we find a decrease in flux and larger differences per mode for higher Noll indices. This
is the direct result of scaling by RMS wavefront error, as higher-order modes will have a
larger peak-to-valley error for the same RMS wavefront error. Interestingly, the measured
companion fluxes do not match the same pattern as the stellar fluxes. Dividing the companion
flux by the stellar flux therefore does not improve the photometric stability.

In this scenario, where the wavefront error is 120 nm RMS for a single mode, the offset of
the companion flux from a normalised flux of one is on the order of a few percent for most
Zernike modes. The speckles generated by a single Zernike mode dominate the measured
companion flux for this ∆L′. The level of variability in the measured flux of the companion,
arising from the changing rotation angle, also changes significantly between modes. We find
that most modes induce ∼1% variability over the observing sequence, most likely due to
rotation and derotation interpolation effects which could also be present in real data of this
type. However, the change in companion flux is much higher for some modes, up to ∼10%.

At first glance, this paints a worrisome picture for the determination of companion variability
in the presence of static NCPAs. However, the outcome is different if we consider a more
realistic system. While the total residual wavefront error for high-contrast imaging systems
can be on the order of 120 nm RMS (e.g. Hartung et al. 2014; Males et al. 2016; Rabien
et al. 2019), the wavefront error per mode is generally not as strong as assumed in the
simulations above. The aberrations described by Zernike modes are expected to follow an
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inverse power law in aberration strength, and therefore quickly reduce in amplitude with
increasing Noll index (e.g. Sauvage et al. 2007; Lamb et al. 2018). We therefore repeated our
simulations testing the impact of individual Zernike modes, this time applying a power law
with a slope of -1.5 (a conservative estimate) as a function of radial frequency. The resulting
time-averaged normalised fluxes for the star and the companion in this scenario are shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 5.4. These more realistic simulations indicate that only the
lowest-order aberrations are likely to significantly impact measurements of companion flux.

5.3.2 Realistic simulations of vAPP-enableddifferential spectrophotometrydata

In addition to our analysis of NCPAs, we also attempted to produce a more realistic simulation
of the observational dataset targeting the HD 1160 system described in Section 5.2.1. With
this goal, we used HCIPy to generate several noise factors including wavefront aberrations
arising from atmospheric turbulence. Uncorrected wavefront aberrations can produce a vary-
ing field of residual stellar speckles that can impact companion variability measurements in
much the same way as NCPAs (e.g. Hinkley et al. 2007; Martinez et al. 2012, 2013; Males
et al. 2021).

First, we used the wind speed, wind direction, and airmassmeasurements obtained by Sutlieff
et al. (2023) for the HD 1160 data set to generate representative turbulence phase screens.
We set the seeing to 1.1′′, the coherence time 15 ms, and we scale the Fried parameter
with the airmass. We simulated the adaptive optics system using the HCIPy adaptive optics
layer, with 500 Zernike modes and a lag of two frames. The seeing and the AO loop speed
were chosen such that a Strehl ratio of around 85% was achieved in H-band and 98% at 3.7
micron, similar to the performance reported in Skemer et al. (2014a). We generated 100
random realizations simulating Earth’s atmosphere and run the AO-system for 22 frames
in 0.4 seconds, thereby producing 2200 frames, the same number as the HD 1160 data set.
This allowed us to match each frame with a frame from the HD 1160 data and move the
companion according to the rotation angle of that frame. We did not add NCPAs for this
simulation.

Next, wemade the framesmore reflective of real data by adding photon noise and background
noise using the NoisyDetector module of HCIPy. We calculated the photon noise for each
frame using a total power of 40.000 photons, which we matched empirically to the count
levels of the HD 1160 data. The background noise comes from the photon noise of the
thermal background; as the HD 1160 frames were background-subtracted before the multi-
wavelength image cubes were extracted, it is difficult to estimate the actual background
levels for our simulated wavelength channel. We therefore chose to include the photon noise
of the background through the read noise option of the NoisyDetector module, empirically
matching the noise levels to the HD 1160 data as 12 counts. Example frames from these
simulations showing the PSFs of the star and the companion are shown in Figure 5.5. The
left-hand panel shows the PSFs when we only include the residual wavefront error due to
uncorrected atmospheric turbulence in the simulation. This turbulence generates speckles in
the wind direction, which add up to form a faintly visible wind-driven halo (e.g. Cantalloube
et al. 2018, 2020a; Madurowicz et al. 2019). The excellent performance (i.e. high Strehl
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Defocus Coma Quadrafoil

Simulated Point Spread Functions for three different Zernike modes and three different observing times, assuming pupil stabilized mode. 

The symmetry in the Zernike mode and the location of the companion together determine the measured planet flux in an aperture.

Figure 5.3: Simulated PSFs of a star and companion for a different Zernike mode are shown in each column at three
different observing times. The data are in pupil-stabilised mode, so the aberrations remain static while the companion
rotates over time. The symmetry in the Zernike mode and the location of the companion together determine the
measured companion flux in an aperture.
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WFE: 120 nm RMS per mode

WFE: 120 nm RMS per mode 
scaled with power law

Simulated normalized flux of the star (black) and the companion (orange) for the first 100 Zernike aberrations. Top: all modes have 120 nm RMS wavefront.

Bottom: The power in the modes is scaled with a power law with a slope of -1.5, similar to expected NCPA [ref]. Figure 5.4: Simulated normalized flux of the star (black) and the companion (orange) for the first 100 Zernike modes,
given by their Noll indices. The errors bars indicate the maximum and minimum retrieved companion flux over the
observing sequence. The error bars for the star are too small to be visible. Top panel: all Zernike modes have the same
120 nm RMS wavefront error. Bottom panel: The power in the modes is scaled by a power law with a slope of -1.5,
similar to expected NCPAs. In this more realistic scenario, we find that only the lowest-order aberrations are likely to
significantly impact the average flux of the companion over the observing sequence.
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ratio) of the simulated adaptive optics system in the L-band means that residual speckles are
minimal and are less bright than the companion. The centre panel is the same as the left-hand
panel, but with photon noise added to the simulation. Now, only the core of the companion
is visible due to the low number of counts. Finally, in the right-hand panel, we also add
background noise. The companion is no longer visible in a single frame as the background
dominates its signal at its location. The background also significantly contributes to the
measured stellar flux.

We then extracted photometry for the star and the companion in each frame for each of
the three scenarios shown in Figure 5.5, again using the same photometric masks after
derotating the frame. These normalised fluxes are shown as a function of time in Figure 5.6.
The left-hand panels are the fluxes of the star and the right-hand panels are those of the
companion. We find that the star varies by less than 1% in the residual wavefront error case.
This variation shows a clear trend and can be attributed to the reduced AO performance
for the larger airmasses at the start and end of the observing sequence. In this case, the
companion flux shows higher amplitude trends with a more complex shape than a simple
airmass correlation. However, its variability is nonetheless only on the order of 1%. When
photon noise is added (second row panels), the stellar flux shows a significantly increased
scatter. Moreover, the scatter in the companion flux is between ±30% and binning is required
to recover precise photometry. Finally, in the case where all three noise factors are included
(bottom row panels), the scatter in the stellar flux is not much greater than before. However,
the scatter in the measured companion flux has increased dramatically and sometimes even
negative flux values are measured. We note that the scatter in the companion flux that is
generated in the simulation has a similar magnitude to the scatter in the raw companion
flux in the HD 1160 data set as measured by Sutlieff et al. (2023), whereas the scatter of the
simulated stellar flux is less than that of the raw stellar flux in the HD 1160 data. However,
this simulation has several key caveats and is not a perfect reflection of real data. There are
several important effects that we did not include in the simulation, such as the reduction of
atmospheric transmission with increasing airmass.

We further compared the normalised flux distributions of the 2200 simulated frames in all
three scenarios, allowing us to explore the respective contributions of each noise source to the
measured photometry. These are shown in Figure 5.7, where the left-hand and right-hand
panels show the histograms of the stellar and companion fluxes, respectively. If we consider
the stellar flux, we see that the stellar flux measurements are dominated by the photon noise
of the star itself. The background noise has a far more dramatic impact for the companion
and dominates the recovered photometry, as we might intuitively expect from the PSFs in
Figure 5.5. Both photon noise and the background noise are random, and so binning the
frames will reduce the scatter with the square root of the number of frames per bin (see
Section 5.4). This behaviour of the noise was also demonstrated for the HD 1160 data set in
Sutlieff et al. (2023), and can be seen following the white noise trend in their Figure 13.

To allow a comparison to the differential light curves of the injected companions shown in
Figure 5.2, we divided the simulated companion flux for the scenario including all three
noise sources by the simulated stellar flux, thereby producing a raw differential light curve.
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WFE only WFE + photon noise WFE + photon noise + 
background

Figure 5.5: Simulated point-spread functions. The left-hand panel shows the PSF for the residual wavefront error after
adaptive optics correction. The centre panel shows the same PSF simulated with photon noise, assuming a photon flux
of 40.000 photons for a single image. This photon number is empirically matched to the counts in a single frame of
the HD 1160 data. The right panel shows the same PSF as the left panel with photon noise and noise from the thermal
background. This background noise is implemented as read noise and the amount is also empirically matched with the
statistics in a single frame of the HD 1160 data.

Star Companion

WFE only

WFE onlyWFE + photon noise

WFE + photon noise + background

Figure 5.6: Simulated aperture photometry measurements for the star (left panels) and the companion (right panels)
for the three aberration and noise scenarios.
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the simulated photometric measurements for the star in the left panel and the companion
in the right panel. The three colors indicate the three aberration and noise scenarios; residual wavefront error after
adaptive optics correction, photon noise, and noise due to the thermal background.

We then binned this light curve to the same binning used for the light curves of the injected
companions in Section 5.2.4 (i.e. 11 bins of 200 frames per bin). The obtained raw differential
light curve is shown in Figure 5.8, and has a scatter and error bars that closely match those of
the non-varying artificial companions shown in Figure 5.2. This suggests that the dominant
effects in the real data have been accurately accounted for in our simulations.

5.4 Artificial companion variability analysis

In this section, we search for periodic signals in the detrended differential white-light curves
of the artificial companions. This allows us to test not only whether we can recover the
variability properties that were used for the time-varying artificial companions, but also
whether residual systematics induce false periodic trends in the light curves of the non-
varying artificial companions. We then use the light curves of the non-varying companions
to further assess the limiting precision of this data set.

We produced Lomb-Scargle periodograms for each artificial companion using their unbinned
detrended differential white-light curves (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982). Each periodogram was
normalised by the variance of the datapoints in the corresponding light curve, following the
implementation of (Horne & Baliunas 1986). The periodograms for the artificial companions
that were injected without and with variability are shown in the left-hand and right-hand
columns of Figure 5.9, respectively, horizontal black dashed lines and brown dotted lines
representing the 10% and 1% false-alarm power thresholds, respectively. The powers, periods,
and false alarm probabilities of the strongest peaks in the periodograms for each of the
companions injected with a variability signal are given in Table 5.1. We find no peaks above
1σ for the artificial companions injected without any variability at 90° and 180° offsets
from HD 1160 B, as would be expected for a flat light curve. For the artificial companions
injected with variability at the same positions, we find ∼5-6σ peaks at approximately the
injected period. However, the periodograms for the companions injected at a 270° offset
are more surprising. The periodogram of the non-varying companion at this location shows
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Figure 5.8: The raw differential light curve for the simulated companion in the scenario that includes the residual
wavefront error after adaptive optics correction, the photon noise, the photon noise, and the noise due to the thermal
background.

a strong peak at a 0.619 hour period, with several other peaks above the 1% false-alarm
power threshold. The strongest peak in the 270° time-varying companion periodogram is
also at this period, albeit with a lesser power. This may indicate that the light curves of the
injected companions at this location are contaminated with one or more short-period periodic
systematics. The second strongest peak in the periodogram of the time-varying companion
does lie close to the injected period, although it has a shorter period of 2.638 hours.

We further fitted sinusoids to the detrended differential white-light curves of the time-varying
artificial companions so that we could directly compare the amplitude and phase of their
variability to that of the injected signal. We did this using a non-linear least squares approach
with the 3.34 hour and 3.03 hour periods obtained from the periodogram peaks as the initial
guesses for the fits to the 90° and 180° light curves, respectively. For the 270° light curve, we
used the 2.64 hour period of the second strongest peak in its periodogram as the initial guess,
assuming that this peak does arise from the variability signal that we injected. The properties
of these sinusoidal fits are given in Table 5.1, and the fits themselves are shown overplotted
in purple on the corresponding light curves in the left-hand column of Figure 5.10. The top
panel of this figure shows the original injected variability signal, for comparison. The panels
in the right-hand column are the same as on the left, but phase-folded to the periods of
the respective sinusoids. We can see that while the recovered sinusoids are broadly similar
to the injected variability, their amplitudes are consistently slightly higher than what was
injected. The phases of the recovered variability signals are also different, although these
values appear to be correlated with the recovered period values such that the peaks and
troughs of the injected and recovered sinsuoids are roughly aligned. We discuss these results
further in Section 5.5.1.
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Figure 5.9: The Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the differential white-light curves of each artificial companion. The
left-hand panels are the periodograms for the companions injected without any variability, while the right-hand panels
are those for the companions injected at the same coordinates but with a sinusoidal variability signal. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the ∼3.24 h period of the injected variability signal. The horizontal black dashed lines and
brown dotted lines show the power thresholds corresponding to false-alarm probabilities of 0.1 (10%) and 0.01 (1%),
respectively.

We also assessed the noise properties of each light curve using the method used by Kipping &
Bakos (2011) and Sutlieff et al. (2023). We first binned the unbinned detrended differential
white-light curve of each artificial companion to a range of bin sizes, then normalised the
data and subtracted one to centre each light curve around zero. The RMS of each light curve
was then measured for each bin size. These values are plotted in Figure 5.11, with a black
line showing the theoretical white noise model. We find that the RMS values of the light
curves of the artificial companions injected with time variability sit higher than those without
variability.
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Figure 5.10: The top row shows the sinusoidal variability signal that was given to the artificial companions injected
with variability, as a function of time in the left-hand panel and phase-folded to its 3.24 hour period on the right. The
left-hand panels of the following three rows show the detrended differential white-light curves of the three artificial
companions that were injected with this variability, reproduced from the right-hand column of Figure 5.2, and the
purple lines show the best-fitting sinusoids to these light curves. These light curves and sinusoids are then phase-folded
to their respective periods in the right-hand panels.

Table 5.1: The properties of the injected variability signal and the sinusoidal variability recovered from the detrended
differential white-light curves of each of the time-varying artificial companions. The powers, periods, and false alarm
probabilities of the strongest peaks in the periodogram for each of these companions are also given.

Variability Injected 90° 180° 270°
property variability injection injection injection
Pgram. peak power – 23.9 28.6 22.6
Pgram. peak period – 3.337 3.027 0.622
Pgram. peak FAP – 7.13e-07 5.99e-09 2.85e-06
Period 3.239 3.324 3.038 2.644
Semi-amplitude 0.088 0.121 0.120 0.098
Phase 0.228 0.269 0.080 -0.118
y-offset 0.993 0.991 0.988 1.001
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Figure 5.11: The RMS of the binned detrended differential white-light curves of the six injected artificial companions
as a function of bin size. The theoretical white noise model is also shown.
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5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Artificial companions

In Section 5.4, we produced Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the detrended differential light
curves of each of the six injected artificial companions. We find that we successfully recover
the expected variability signals for the companions injected at 90° and 180° offsets from the
real companion HD 1160 B. We find no significant peaks for those injected with no variability
signal (i.e. a flat line) at these locations, and detected strong peaks at the expected period for
those that were injected with sinusoidal variability matching that of HD 1160 B (as measured
by Sutlieff et al. 2023). Although the injected variability was chosen to match the fitted
sinusoid obtained for the variability of HD 1160 B, these periodogram peaks (5-6σ) are more
significant than that measured for the periodic variability of HD 1160 B (∼2.5σ, Sutlieff
et al. 2023, Sutlieff et al. in preparation). This could be because the intrinsic variability of
HD 1160 B is complex and cannot be perfectly described by a singular sinusoid with a regular
period. The variability signals of several other substellar companions in the literature have
been attributed to multiple atmospheric features, and in many cases have been seen to evolve
over time (e.g. Artigau et al. 2009; Metchev et al. 2015; Karalidi et al. 2016; Apai et al. 2017;
Zhou et al. 2022). However, the strength of our recovery of the variability of our artificial
companions is more likely a reflection of the caveats of our artificial companion injection
approach. The PSF template that we used for the injected companions was produced using
the instantaneous PSF of the star in a given frame. This is unique in direct imaging and
highly advantageous, as it allows us to capture the frame-to-frame changes due to time-
varying systematics that would impact a real companion. However, this also means that the
companion has the same colour as the star, so the difference in colour between a star and a
real companion are not taken into account. The artificial companions therefore do not suffer
from additional systematics that would arise for two objects of different colours, such as their
different response to changes in airmass, for which accurate detrending is key (e.g. Broeg
et al. 2005; Panwar et al. 2022b). Furthermore, the variability signal that we injected for
the time-varying companions was the same in each of the 30 wavelength channels that were
combined to produce their white-light fluxes. The variability of real substellar companions
such as HD 1160 B is unlikely to be achromatic (e.g. Biller et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2016;
Manjavacas et al. 2019b; Zhou et al. 2020b; Bowler et al. 2020b).

While the 90° and 180° injected companions produced the expected results, those at an offset
of 270° did not. Although a significant peak was detected close to the injected period for
the time-varying companion at this location, a stronger peak was detected at a far shorter
0.619 hour period. Moreover, this peak and others above the 1% false-alarm power threshold
are also present in the periodogram of the companion injected with a flat signal. It is clear
that the fluxes of the companions at this location are contaminated by periodic systematics.
However, the cause of these systematics is not clear from the data.

If we consider the properties of the sinusoids that were fitted to the unbinned differential
white-light curves (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.10), we find that their periods and phases are
different and that none are a perfect match for the injected sinusoid. This suggests that a
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single night of data is insufficient to accurately and reliably measure variability properties
for variability of this period. The ∼7.81 hour duration of the data used here only covers
∼2.41 periods of the 3.239 h period of the injected variability, so it might be the case that a
longer baseline covering more periods would achieve more consistent results. We also find
that the recovered amplitudes are all greater than the injected amplitude. This may indicate
that the approach of fitting simple sinusoids to light curves to measure variability tends to
produce overestimated amplitudes.

5.5.2 Light curve precision

We also assessed the noise properties of the detrended differential white-light curves of each
injected companion by measuring their RMS for a range of bin sizes (Figure 5.11). If we
compare the RMS trend for the time-varying artificial companions to those injected without
variability, we see that the RMS measurements of those with variability are generally higher,
demonstrating that the level of scatter of the datapoints is distinct for companions with
and without variability. We also see that these RMS trends do not plateau, matching the
conclusion of Sutlieff et al. (2023) that this data set has not yet reached a noise floor and that
further increasing the bin size with additional data would lead to an even greater precision.

If we take the RMS values of the non-varying artificial companion light curves at the bin size
used in Figure 5.2 (200 frames per bin), we can produce a range for the limiting precision
achieved at this bin size. These RMS measurements are 0.0492, 0.0513, and 0.0696 for the
90°, 180°, and 270° companions, respectively, giving a precision range of ∼4.9-7.0%. We
note that the RMS measurement for the 270° companion is higher than the other two, likely
due to the greater impact of systematics in this light curve, and thus the upper extent of
this range is higher. For comparison, the RMS values at this bin size for the corresponding
varying companions are 0.0921, 0.827, and 0.0830. We can also compare these results to
those found by Sutlieff et al. (2023) for HD 1160 B. They measured ∼8.8% semi-amplitude
variability in their detrended differential white-light curve, with a precision of 3.7% for a
bin size of 200 frames. This precision was calculatded by dividing the unbinned detrended
differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B by the fitted sinusoid to remove the intrinsic
variability of the companion, then taking the RMS value (0.037) of the resulting light curve
when binned to 200 frames per bin. This 8.8% variability is greater than the precision range
estimated above and thus is likely to be astrophysical variability. The RMS values measured
for the non-varying artificial companions are broadly consistent with the precision measured
by Sutlieff et al. (2023) for HD 1160 B after the variability had been divided out, albeit
slightly higher.

5.5.3 Non-common path aberrations

In Section 5.3, we produced a simulated differential spectrophotometry data set and added
different aberrations to test their impact on the measured fluxes of the target PSFs.

We found that NCPAs have a significant impact on the measured fluxes of the star and the
companion when we assume a wavefront error of 120 nm RMS per Zernike mode, but that
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this is significantly lessened when we scale each mode by a more realistic (yet conservative)
power law with a slope of -1.5. We see from the bottom panel of Figure 5.4 that in this latter
case, high-order modes have minimal impact on the measured fluxes. However, some specific
low-order modes can still lead to a reduction in the measured average companion flux over
the observing sequence. This is because some modes (i.e. defocus, see Figure 5.3) cause
the flux of the target to spread out more than others, hence less flux is contained within an
aperture of the same size. Despite this average reduction in flux for some modes, we note
that the error bars for these modes are small (±<1%) compared to some of those in the
top panel. This suggests that for a given mode, the flux of the companion remains relatively
stable over the observing sequence as it rotates through the field of view, and so the impact
of these modes on companion variability measurements may be relatively minimal. In real
differential spectrophotometry data, time variability arising from these modes is also likely
partially mitigated by the detrending process applied to the differential white-light curves.
In Section 5.2.4, we detrended the differential white-light curves of the artificial companions
using a multiple linear regression approach including the positions of the companion and
the star as decorrelation parameters. Thus, systematic trends associated with the movement
of the companion over aberrations may be accounted for in the linear regression model.

For future observations with other instruments, systematics such as these could be further
mitigated using focal-plane wavefront sensing techniques that remove NCPAs, such as phase
diversity (e.g. Gonsalves 1982; Paxman et al. 1992; Doelman et al. 2017; Miller et al. 2018)
or Fast & Furious wavefront sensing (e.g. Keller et al. 2012; Korkiakoski et al. 2014; Wilby
et al. 2018; Bos et al. 2020b, 2021). Predictive wavefront control algorithms that predict
the evolution of atmospheric turbulence over short timescales will also help to reduce their
impact (e.g. Guyon & Males 2017; Jensen-Clem et al. 2019; van Kooten et al. 2020, 2022;
Haffert et al. 2021; Fowler et al. 2022).

5.5.4 Simulated noise sources

We also produced a separate simulation in which we attempted to simulate some of the key
noise sources that affect real differential spectrophotometry data obtainedwith LBT+ALES/dg-
vAPP360; realistic residual wavefront errors, photon noise, and thermal background noise.

We found that the star is bright enough that measurements of its flux are dominated by its
photon noise, but that flux measurements of the far fainter companion are instead dominated
by noise arising from the thermal background (see Figure 5.7). When we then used this
simulation to produce a raw differential light curve of a simulated companion and binned
it to the same binning used for the injected companions (Figure 5.8), we found that the
scatter of the data points is very similar to those of the non-varying artificial companions.
Although this simulation is by no means comprehensive and does not include every source
of systematics, this suggests that a significant fraction of the RMS measured for the real
data in Section 5.5.2 can be accounted for by the photon noise and thermal background.
As mentioned previously, the scatter due to both of these effects can be reduced by binning
frames. This is therefore consistent with the trends that we see in Figure 5.11, which show
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that increasing the bin size with additional data will continue to improve the precision
achieved in differential light curves.

5.6 Conclusions

We present an analysis of the vAPP-enabled ground-based differential spectrophotometry
technique for measuring the variability of high-contrast substellar companions, in which we
explore the systematics that limit the precision achieved with this technique.

We injected artificial companions with and without simulated variability signals into real
observational data at different locations. The data used for this study were the LBT/ALES+dg-
vAPP360 observations of the HD 1160 system first presented by Sutlieff et al. (2023), who
used this technique to measure the variability of substellar companion HD 1160 B. Injecting
artificial companions with no variability allowed us to assess the extent to which telluric,
instrumental, and other systematics contaminate the data, while artificial time-varying com-
panions let us test how well the injected variability can be recovered. Uniquely for a direct
imaging study, we used the instantaneous stellar PSF in each frame as the template for the
artificial companion, thus capturing frame-to-frame systematic variations that would affect
a real companion. We injected artificial companions at 90° interval offsets from HD 1160 B,
and used the methodology presented by Sutlieff et al. (2023) to process the data and extract
spectrophotometry for the host star and each artificial companion. We then produced differ-
ential white-light curves for each companion and detrended them using a multiple linear
regression approach.

Using Lomb-Scargle periodograms, we find that we successfully recover the injected variabil-
ity signal to a high significance for the time-varying companions at 90° and 180° offsets from
the real companion, and do not find any significant peaks for the non-varying companions
injected at these positions. However, the periodograms for both the varying and non-varying
companions injected at a 270° offset contain multiple peaks with false-alarm probabilities
smaller than 1%, suggesting that companions at this location suffer from periodic systematics.

We also find that the properties of the recovered sinusoids (amplitude, period, and phase)
do not perfectly match the injected sinusoid, indicating that a single night of data (∼7.81 h)
is insufficient to accurately measure variability properties for variability of a 3.24 h period.
Observations with a longer baseline covering a larger number of periods is therefore required
to obtain accurate measurements of companion variability properties.

We find that the RMS of the detrended differential white-light curves of the injected compan-
ions decreases with increasing bin size according to the white noisemodel without plateauing,
consistent with the result found by Sutlieff et al. (2023) for their light curve of HD 1160 B.
This suggests that the data is not systematic-limited and that additional data could allow a
greater precision to be reached. We also find that the RMS measurements of the artificial
companions injected with variability are generally higher than those without variability. The
RMS values for the light curves of the non-varying companions range from 0.0492-0.0696
for a binning of 200 frames per bin, suggesting a limiting precision of 4.9-7.0% at this bin
size. The 8.8% semi-amplitude variability measured by Sutlieff et al. (2023) for HD 1160 B
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is higher than this level and so we conclude that this remains consistent with astrophysical
variability.

We also used simulated data, produced using the Python package HCIPy (Por et al. 2018), to
test the effects of specific and known sources of systematics such as NCPAs and AO residuals.
We simulated the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 instrumental setup and a simulated star-planet
system with the same positions and contrast as those of the HD 1160 system. We also
simulated the field rotation of the dataset, allowing us to extract photometry for the simulated
star and companion using the same focal plane masks used for the real data. First, we
tested the impact of NCPAs on the star and companion photometry by adding them to the
simulated data using 100 Zernike modes. We find that when we scale the wavefront error of
these aberrations with a realistic power law, high-order aberrations do not have a significant
impact on the fluxes of the targets, but low-order modes can cause a significant reduction in
the average measured flux of the companion over the observing sequence. However, we find
that the variation in flux over the observing sequence for a given mode is <1%, suggesting
that companion variability measurements may be minimally affected by these aberrations.

We then simulated realistic residual wavefront errors, photon noise, and thermal background
noise. We showed that flux measurements of the bright host star are dominated by its photon
noise, while thermal background noise is the dominant effect for flux measurements of the
simulated companion. We used this simulation to produce a detrended differential light curve
and found that the scatter on the datapoints closely match those of the non-varying injected
artificial companions when binned to the same bin size, suggesting that these same noise
sources are the dominant effects in the real data. As the effects of both photon noise and
background noise decrease with increasing bin size, this is consistent with the RMS trends
that we measured for the injected companions.

For future observations, techniques such as predictive control and focal-plane wavefront
sensing can help to further mitigate systematics arising from wavefront aberrations, and
may therefore enable a greater precision to be achieved with vAPP-enabled differential spec-
trophotometry.
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English summary

The planets of our own Solar System possess cloud structures and weather systems with a
great diversity of shapes, sizes, lifetimes, and brightnesses. Here on Earth, we experience
small, short-lived storms, as well as hurricanes that can last for several days. Jupiter is
famous for its iconic ‘Great Red Spot’, a gigantic storm that has raged on for centuries, and
its distinct latitudinal cloud bands (Figure A). As a planet rotates on its axis, these features
rotate in and out of view and thereby induce changes in the total brightness of the planet
as seen from afar. The motivation for this thesis was to look for similar brightness changes
in exoplanets – planets beyond our own solar system – and hence gain an insight into their
weather, atmospheric structure, and visual appearance. The properties of these variations,
such as their amplitude, periodicity, and shape, provide a unique avenue to obtain valuable
information about the physical processes that govern exoplanet atmospheres. Clouds and
weather are not the only sources of brightness variability in substellar companions; such
changes can also arise from aurorae, similar to the aurora borealis and aurora australis on
Earth, or magnetic spots if the object is of a higher mass. Another possible source of variability
in exoplanets could be satellites in orbit around the exoplanet, such as exomoons or binary
planets. Such satellites would cause periodic drops in the brightness of an exoplanet if its
orbit happened to be aligned with the line of sight of the observer. To date, no exomoons
have been conclusively detected around an exoplanet, although several candidates have been
identified.

Observations with space-based facilities such as the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have
detected brightness variability in the light curves of several substellar companions, consistent
with both ground- and space-based studies of isolated brown dwarfs and planetary mass
objects. A wide range of variability amplitudes have been detected, from ubiquitous ≥0.2%
variability found in surveys of L and T dwarfs, up to the 38% peak-to-valley variations seen in
the light curve of VHS1256-1257b, the most variable planetary-mass companion observed to
date. The periodicity of such variability is typically short, ranging from ∼1 hour to ≥20 hours,
and generally reflects the rotation period of the substellar object. Furthermore, variability
evolution has been seen in the light curves of several substellar objects, caused by evolution
in the atmospheric features that give rise to the variability. Such evolution has been observed
over a range of timescales, including both rapid evolution from one night to the next and
longer-term trends over months or years.

Although variability has been successfully measured for numerous substellar companions
using space-based telescopes, it is highly challenging to obtain precise photometric measure-
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Figure A: A view of Jupiter taken by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft. Large storms and atmospheric turbulence can be
seen at the interfaces between Jupiter’s latitudinal cloud bands. The dark spot is a shadow cast by Io, one of Jupiter’s
Galilean moons, which itself can be seen slightly to the right of its shadow. Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.
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ments for the population of close-separation, high-contrast, directly imaged exoplanets only
accessible to ground-based observatories. The larger mirror diameters and high-contrast
imaging systems of ground-based telescopes allow us to detect these companions, but any
intrinsic variability signal in their light curves is overwhelmed by non-astrophysical vari-
ability introduced by turbulence in Earth’s atmosphere and instrumental systematics. This
contaminant variability can be removed by dividing the light curve of the companion by
that of a simultaneous photometric reference; a separate source that is also contaminated by
these systematics but is otherwise non-variable, observed simultaneously to the companion.
Variability studies of stars or isolated substellar objects often use known non-variable field
stars for this purpose. However, the fields of view of ground-based high-contrast imaging sys-
tems are generally narrow, so field stars are rarely available for use as photometric references.
Furthermore, these systems generally use focal-plane coronagraphs to block the target star.
This is a critical step needed to achieve the necessary contrast to observe faint companions,
but this means that an exoplanet’s host star also cannot be used as a photometric reference.

In this thesis, one of my main goals is to explore new approaches for measuring the variability
of directly imaged exoplanets using ground-based telescopes. The vector Apodizing Phase
Plate (vAPP) coronagraph is a unique type of coronagraph that does not block the light from
the target star, but rather enables the detection of high-contrast companions by modifying its
phase (Figure B). Thus, the light from the host star is preserved and may be suitable for use
as a simultaneous photometric reference, enabling measurements of exoplanet variability.

In Chapter 2, I present observations of brown dwarf companion HR 2562 B with the 180°
grating-vAPP (gvAPP) coronagraph and the Magellan Adaptive Optics (MagAO) system on
the 6.5-m Magellan Clay telescope at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile. These are the first
reported observations of a substellar companion obtained with a vAPP coronagraph. I process
the data using three different post-processing techniques to test which approach recovers
the companion at the highest signal-to-noise (S/N). One of these is Flipped Differential
Imaging (FDI), a new algorithm I developed to take advantage of the symmetry of the
two complementary PSFs of the vAPP. Although I am unable to recover HR 2562 B in our
FDI processed image, I explain the impact of instrumental scattered light and wind-driven
halo which degrade the symmetry of the vAPP and consequently reduce the effectiveness
of the algorithm, and thus that FDI may still prove effective for future datasets obtained
under more optimal atmospheric conditions. The companion is detected in the images pro-
duced by applying classical Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) algorithms. Although HR 2562 B was not recovered at a sufficient S/N to
allow for a variability analysis in this instance, I am nonetheless able to obtain 3.94 µm
narrow-band photometry of this faint companion, which is complementary to previous stud-
ies at other wavelengths. I combine my complementary 3.94 µm narrow-band photometry
of HR 2562 B with literature data obtained with the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Ex-
oplanet REsearch (SPHERE) instrument and the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI), and compare
its spectrum to atmospheric models to derive values for its physical properties. I find that the
results of these comparisons are highly dependent on the wavebands considered, leading
to a wide range of allowable values for the physical properties of HR 2562 B, including
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Figure B: Example observations of stars observed with a gvAPP (left-hand panel) coronagraph and dgvAPP360 coron-
agraph (right-hand panel). The gvAPP produces three images of the target star; two of which have 180° ‘dark holes’
allowing high-contrast exoplanets to be detected. The dgvAPP360 instead produces a 360° dark hole around an un-
saturated image of the target star in the centre. Credit: Leiden University; University of Arizona (left-hand panel),
Sutlieff et al. (2023); Chapter 3 (right-hand panel).
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effective temperatures of 1200≤Teff(K)≤1700 and surface gravities of 4.0≤log(g)(dex)≤5.0.
Although I am therefore unable to significantly further constrain the physical parameters
of the companion, these consistent measurements lend additional weight to those found in
the literature and highlight the degeneracies that arise from fitting atmospheric models to
brown dwarf atmospheres. I further highlight that future observations between 2.4-3.2 µm
will be more effective in distinguishing cooler brown dwarfs due to the onset of absorption
bands in this region. By also comparing the spectrum of HR 2562 B to template spectra, I
conclude that it has a spectral type at the L/T transition and a mass of 29±15 MJup.

In Chapter 3, I present a novel, ground-based approach for constructing light curves of high-
contrast companions directly by combining the technique of differential spectrophotometric
monitoring with the vAPP coronagraph. Here, the vAPP coronagraph provides an image
of the star for use as a simultaneous photometric reference to eliminate systematics from
the light curve of a companion. The vAPP is combined with an integral field spectrograph
(IFS) to disperse the light from the target into individual spectra. These spectra can then be
recombined into a single ‘white-light’ data point. This has the advantage of smoothing out
wavelength-dependent flat-fielding errors and allows wavelength regions with instrumental
absorption or highly variable telluric bands to be excluded, meaning systematic effects can
be significantly reduced, thus yielding greater stability and precision in the final white-light
curve. This allows me to search for variability arising from clouds and other features in the
atmospheres of exoplanets and brown dwarfs. I test this approach using 2.8-4.2 µm obser-
vations of substellar companion HD 1160 B obtained with the 360° double-grating vAPP
(dgvAPP360) and the Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES) IFS on the Large
Binocular Telescope in Arizona. I develop a new data reduction pipeline to process this data
and extract aperture photometry, producing a differential white-light curve for the compan-
ion. I then use a linear regression approach to fit and remove residual systematics from the
light curve. I find significant 8.8% semi-amplitude sinusoidal variability in the single-night
light curve of HD 1160 B, with a ∼3.24 h period. Individual wavelength channels spanning
3.59-3.99 µm further show tentative evidence of increasing variability with wavelength.
After thorough investigation and rejection of systematic noise sources, I attribute this vari-
ability as likely due to heterogeneous features in the atmosphere of HD 1160 B, rotating
in and out of view as it rotates. If the period of this variability reflects the rotation period
of HD 1160 B, physical limitations suggest that it is rotating close to its breakup period.
The precision achieved in the detrended differential white-light curve of HD 1160 B is the
greatest yet reached in ground-based high-contrast imaging light curves of sub-arcsecond
companions, with a 3.7% precision per 18-minute bin. I find no evidence yet of a systematic
noise floor, indicating that additional observations would further improve the precision. This
new technique is therefore a promising avenue for future work aiming to map storms or
find transiting exomoons around giant exoplanets. In this chapter, I also use observations
obtained by NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) to confirm that the host
star HD 1160 A is non-varying to the 0.03% level.

In Chapter 4, I present further observations of HD 1160 B with the LBT dgvAPP360 and
ALES. I use the differential spectrophotometry approach described in the previous chapter
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to aim to confirm the variability of this companion over the course of a second night of
observations. Although I recover the ∼3.2 h variability seen on the first night, I do not detect
periodic variability on the second night. This may indicate that the variability, and therefore
the atmosphere, of HD 1160 B is undergoing rapid time evolution, and highlights the com-
plexity of interpreting the light curves of high-contrast substellar companions. I also confirm
the repeatability of this technique by analysing the precision achieved in the detrended dif-
ferential white-light curves from each night, which I find share similar noise properties. This
suggests that vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometric monitoring achieves a repeatable
precision at the ∼4% level over multiple epochs. In addition to the variability analysis in
this chapter, I also combine each night of data to carry out a spectral characterisation of
HD 1160 B in the 2.8-4.2 µm range using BT-Settl atmospheric models. These spectra are the
first for this target in the mid-infrared and are therefore highly complementary to previous
studies in the literature. I find that the spectrum of HD 1160 B on each night are consistent at
most wavelengths, but that the companion appears systematically fainter on the second night
at 3.0-3.2 µm. If this difference is astrophysical, this difference could be due to the intrinsic
variability of HD 1160 B. I fit these spectra with atmospheric models, considering each night
separately and both nights together. In a similar way to HR 2562 B in Chapter 2, this process
produces different values for the physical properties of HD 1160 B depending on the night
considered. I find effective temperature Teff estimates ranging from Teff = 2804+152

−74 K on the
first night, consistent with the literature, to a much cooler Teff = 2310+93

−82 K on the second
night. The luminosity estimates inferred for HD 1160 B in this chapter are lower than those
in the literature, but the radius estimates are mostly consistent. Overall, I conclude that the
spectrum of HD 1160 B on the second night of our observations is not consistent with results
from the literature. The differences in the results obtained for each spectrum highlight the
impact that variability can have on atmospheric model fitting for substellar companions. I
estimate the mass of HD 1160 B to be 16-81 MJup, comfortably above the deuterium burning
limit, but allowing the possibility that it is a low mass star above the hydrogen burning limit.
In this chapter I also present R = 50,000 high-resolution optical spectroscopy of HD 1160 B’s
host star, HD 1160 A, obtained with the Potsdam Echelle Polarimetric and Spectroscopic
Instrument (PEPSI) simultaneously to the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 observations. HD 1160 A
was previously classified as an A0V star using observations obtained with photographic
plates. By comparing my new spectrum of HD 1160 A to atmospheric models, I re-evaluate
its spectral type to A1 IV-V and characterise its physical properties. I find a Teff of 9200+ 200

− 100 K,
log(g) of 3.5+ 0.5

− 0.3, and vsini of 96+ 6
− 4 km s−1, the first vsini estimate obtained for this target.

Considering this vsini alongside the known near edge-on inclination angle of the HD 1160
system, I show that HD 1160 A rotates slower than the typical A-type star.

Finally, in Chapter 5 I inject artificial companions with both non-varying and varying signals
to real data obtained with the LBT dgvAPP360 and ALES. By doing this, I am able to assess
the extent to which residual telluric and instrumental systematics contaminate and limit the
precision of the differential light curves obtained with the technique of vAPP-enabled ground-
based differential spectrophotometry developed in Chapter 3. I also produce a simulated data
set and introduce a range of systematics arising from atmospheric turbulence, such as non-
common path aberrations (NCPAs) described by a series of polynomials known as Zernike
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modes. Using these simulations, I am able to investigate how different aberrations impact
the relative aperture photometry of a star and substellar companion over the course of a time
series when different size apertures are used to measure the flux of each object. Artificial
companion injection is an ideal way to assess the extent to which unknown systematics
limit the precision achieved with this technique, while the simulated data allows me to
measure the strength of some of the systematics that are expected, such as those caused
by Zernike modes. First, I process the data containing the injected companions and extract
photometry for each companion to explore how well their known variability signals can be
recovered in their differential light curves, and hence the level to which their light curves
are contaminated by systematics. I find that varying companions can be distinguished from
non-varying companions, but that variability amplitudes and periods cannot accurately be
recovered when observations cover only a small number of periods. By considering how the
root mean square values of the differential light curves vary with binning, I find that there
are still residual systematics in the data but that the data does not reach a noise floor, thus
the precision can be improved further with increased bin sizes. This is consistent with the
result found in Chapter 3. The simulated data in this chapter was produced using the Python
package HCIPy to reflect the LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 instrumental setup, and includes a
simulated star-planet system with similar properties to the HD 1160 system. First, I tested
the impact of NCPAs on the star and companion photometry by adding them to the simulated
data using 100 Zernikemodes. I find that when I scale the wavefront error of these aberrations
with a realistic power law, high-order aberrations do not have a significant impact on the
fluxes of the star and companion, but that low-order modes can cause a significant reduction
in the average measured flux of the companion over the observing sequence. However, I find
that the variation in flux over the observing sequence for a given mode is <1%, suggesting
that companion variability measurements may be minimally affected by these aberrations.
I then simulated realistic residual wavefront errors, photon noise, and thermal background
noise, and found that thermal background noise is the dominant source of scatter in raw
companion photometry. In a simulated detrended differential light curve, the scatter on the
datapoints closely matches those of the non-varying injected artificial companions when
binned to the same bin size, suggesting that these same noise sources are the dominant
effects in the real data. As the effects of both photon noise and background noise decrease
with increasing bin size, this is consistent with the RMS trends that I measured for the
injected companions. I highlight that predictive control and focal-plane wavefront sensing
techniques will help to further reduce systematics in data of this type, enabling a greater
precision to be achieved with vAPP-enabled differential spectrophotometry.

Combined, these chapters investigate the feasibility of using adaptive optics, state of the art
high-contrast imaging techniques, and integral field spectrographs to create light curves of
exoplanets directly. In the future, this will enable the mapping of their storms and features,
and searches for their exomoons. I show that with the new techniques that I have devel-
oped we can reach 4% precision levels, repeatable on separate nights, and I highlight that
improvements in wavefront sensing and systematics detrending could provide even greater
precision, which will ultimately bring the features of distant worlds into sharper view.





Nederlandse samenvatting

De planeten van ons eigen zonnestelsel bezitten wolkenstructuren en weersystemen met
een grote verscheidenheid aan vormen, afmetingen, levensduren en helderheden. Hier op
aarde ervaren wij kleine, kortstondige stormen, maar ook orkanen die meerdere dagen kun-
nen duren. Jupiter is beroemd om zijn iconische ‘Grote Rode Vlek’, een gigantische storm
die al eeuwenlang woedt, en om zijn duidelijke latitudinale wolkenbanden (figuur A). Als
een planeet om zijn as draait, draaien deze kenmerken in en uit het zicht en veroorzaken
daardoor veranderingen in de totale helderheid van de planeet, gezien vanuit de verte. De
motivatie voor dit proefschrift was om te zoeken naar soortgelijke helderheidsveranderingen
bij exoplaneten - planeten buiten ons eigen zonnestelsel - en zo inzicht te krijgen in hun
weer, atmosferische structuur en visuele verschijning. De eigenschappen van deze variaties,
zoals hun amplitude, periodiciteit en vorm, bieden een unieke mogelijkheid om waardevolle
informatie te verkrijgen over de fysische processen die de atmosfeer van exoplaneten bepa-
len. Wolken en weer zijn niet de enige bronnen van helderheidsvariabiliteit in substellaire
begeleiders; dergelijke veranderingen kunnen ook het gevolg zijn van het noorderlicht, ver-
gelijkbaar met de aurora borealis en de aurora australis op aarde, of magnetische vlekken
als het object een hogere massa heeft. Een andere mogelijke bron van variabiliteit bij ex-
oplaneten zouden satellieten in een baan om de exoplaneet kunnen zijn, zoals exomanen
of dubbelplaneten. Dergelijke satellieten zouden periodieke dalingen in de helderheid van
een exoplaneet veroorzaken als zijn baan toevallig op één lijn ligt met de gezichtslijn van de
waarnemer. Tot nu toe zijn nog geen exomanen rond een exoplaneet met zekerheid ontdekt,
hoewel er wel verschillende kandidaten zijn geïdentificeerd.

Waarnemingen met ruimtetelescopen zoals de Hubble Space Telescope (HST) hebben helder-
heidsvariabiliteit ontdekt in de lichtkrommen van verschillende substellaire begeleiders, wat
overeenkomt met zowel grond- als ruimtestudies van geïsoleerde bruine dwergen en objec-
ten met een planeet massa. Er is een breed scala aan variabiliteitsamplitudes waargenomen,
van de alomtegenwoordige variabiliteit van ≥0,2% in onderzoeken naar L- en T-dwergen
tot de piek-tot-dal variaties van 38% in de lichtkromme van VHS1256-1257b, de meest
variabele begeleider met planeetmassa die tot nu toe is waargenomen. De periodiciteit van
deze variabiliteit is meestal kort, van ∼1 uur tot ≥20 uur, en weerspiegelt in het algemeen
de rotatieperiode van het substellaire object. Reeds is in de lichtkrommen van verscheidene
substellaire objecten een evolutie van de variabiliteit waargenomen, veroorzaakt door een
evolutie van de atmosferische kenmerken die de variabiliteit veroorzaken. Een dergelijke
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Figuur A: Een beeld van Jupiter genomen door NASA’s Cassini ruimtevaartuig. Grote stormen en atmosferische
turbulentie zijn te zien op de grensvlakken tussen de latitudinale wolkenbanden van Jupiter. De donkere vlek is
een schaduw van Io, een van Jupiters Galileïsche manen, die zelf iets rechts van zijn schaduw te zien is. Bron:
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.
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evolutie is waargenomen op verschillende tijdschalen, waaronder zowel een snelle evolutie
van de ene nacht op de andere als een lange termijn trend over maanden of jaren.

Hoewel de variabiliteit van een groot aantal substellaire objecten met succes is gemeten met
ruimtetelescopen, is het een grote uitdaging om nauwkeurige fotometrische metingen te
verrichten voor de populatie van exoplaneten die dicht bij elkaar staan, een hoog contrast
hebben en direct in beeld worden gebracht. De grotere spiegeldiameters en contrastrijke
beeldvormingssystemen van grondtelescopen stellen ons in staat deze begeleiders te detec-
teren, maar elk intrinsiek variabiliteitssignaal in hun lichtkrommen wordt overweldigd door
niet-fysische variabiliteit die wordt veroorzaakt door turbulentie in de aardatmosfeer en in-
strumentele systematiek. Deze verontreinigende variabiliteit kan worden verwijderd door de
lichtkromme van de begeleider te delen door die van een gelijktijdige fotometrische referen-
tie; een afzonderlijke bron die ook verontreinigd is door deze systematiek maar verder niet
veranderlijk is, en die gelijktijdig met de begeleider wordt waargenomen. In studies naar de
variabiliteit van sterren of geïsoleerde substellaire objecten worden hiervoor vaak bekende
niet-variabele veldsterren gebruikt. De beeldvelden van contrastrijke beeldvormingssyste-
men op de grond zijn echter meestal smal, zodat veldsterren zelden beschikbaar zijn om
als fotometrische referentie te worden gebruikt. Bovendien maken deze systemen meestal
gebruik van een coronograaf in het brandpuntsvlak om de geobserveerde ster te blokkeren.
Dit is een kritische stap die nodig is om het contrast te bereiken dat nodig is om zwakke
begeleiders waar te nemen, maar dit betekent ook dat de ster van de exoplaneet niet als
fotometrische referentie kan worden gebruikt.

In dit proefschrift is één van mijn hoofddoelen het verkennen van nieuwe benaderingen voor
het meten van de variabiliteit van direct in beeld gebrachte exoplaneten met telescopen op
de grond. De vector Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraaf is een uniek type coronagraaf
dat het licht van de geobserveerde ster niet blokkeert, maar de detectie van contrastrijke
begeleiders mogelijk maakt door de fase ervan te wijzigen (figuur B). Het licht van de
ster blijft dus behouden en kan worden gebruikt als gelijktijdige fotometrische referentie,
waardoor metingen aan de variabiliteit van exoplaneten mogelijk zijn.

In dit hoofdstuk 2, presenteer ik waarnemingen van bruine dwerg HR 2562 B met de 180°
grating-vAPP (gvAPP) coronagraaf en het Magellan Adaptive Optics (MagAO) systeem op
de 6,5-m Magellan Clay telescoop in Las Campanas Observatory, Chili. Dit zijn de eerste
gerapporteerde waarnemingen van een substellaire begeleider met een vAPP-coronagraaf.
Ik verwerk de gegevens met drie verschillende nabewerkingstechnieken om te testen welke
benadering de begeleider met de hoogste signaal-ruisverhouding (S/N) terugvindt. Één
daarvan is Flipped Differential Imaging (FDI), een nieuw algoritme dat ik heb ontwikkeld
om te profiteren van de symmetrie van de twee complementaire PSF’s van de vAPP. Hoewel
ik HR 2562 B niet kan terugvinden in ons met FDI verwerkte beeld, kan ik wel concluderen
dat instrumenteel verstrooid licht en een door de wind veroorzaakte halo, de symmetrie
van de vAPP aantasten en daardoor de effectiviteit van het algoritme verminderen, en dus
dat FDI nog steeds effectief kan blijken voor toekomstige datasets die onder meer optimale
atmosferische omstandigheden zijn verkregen. De begeleider wordt gedetecteerd in de beel-
den die zijn geproduceerd door toepassing van klassieke Angular Differential Imaging (ADI)
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Figuur B: Voorbeelden van waarnemingen van sterren met een gvAPP (linkerpaneel) coronagraaf en een dgvAPP360
coronagraaf (rechterpaneel). De gvAPP produceert drie beelden van de geobserveerde ster; twee daarvan hebben 180
graden ‘donkere gaten’ waardoor contrastrijke exoplaneten kunnen worden gedetecteerd. De dgvAPP360 produceert
daarentegen een donker gat van 360 graden rond een onverzadigd beeld van de geobserveerde ster in het midden.
Bron: Universiteit Leiden; University of Arizona (linkerpaneel), Sutlieff et al. (2023); Chapter 3 (rechterpaneel).
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en Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algoritmen. Hoewel HR 2562 B niet met voldoende
S/N is gedetecteerd om een variabiliteitsanalyse uit te voeren, heb ik toch in een smalle
golflengteband rondom 3,94 µm fotometrie van deze zwakke begeleider verkregen, die een
aanvulling vormt op eerdere studies op andere golflengten. Ik combineer mijn aanvullende
smalle golflengteband 3,94 µm fotometrie van HR 2562 B met literatuurgegevens verkregen
met het Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch (SPHERE) instrument en
de Gemini Planet Imager (GPI), en vergelijk zijn spectrum met atmosferische modellen om
waarden voor zijn fysische eigenschappen af te leiden. Ik ontdek dat de resultaten van deze
vergelijkingen sterk afhankelijk zijn van de beschouwde golfbanden, wat leidt tot een breed
scala van toegestane waarden voor de fysische eigenschappen van HR 2562 B, waaronder
effectieve temperaturen van 1200≤Teff(K)≤1700 en oppervlakte gravitatieveldsterkte van
4,0≤log(g)(dex)≤5,0. Hoewel ik daarom de fysische parameters van de begeleider niet
significant verder kan beperken, geven deze consistente metingen extra gewicht aan die in
de literatuur en benadrukken ze de degeneratie die ontstaat bij het vergelijken van atmosfe-
rische modellen met data van bruine dwergatmosferen. Verder benadruk ik dat toekomstige
waarnemingen tussen 2,4-3,2 µm effectiever zullen zijn in het onderscheiden van koelere
bruine dwergen vanwege het begin van absorptiebanden in dit gebied. Door ook het spectrum
van HR 2562 B te vergelijken met standaardspectra, concludeer ik dat hij een spectraaltype
heeft rond de L/T-overgang en een massa van 29±15 MJup.

In dit hoofdstuk 3 presenteer ik een nieuwe nieuwe methode om de lichtkrommen van con-
trastrijke begeleiders te meten door gebruik te maken van een combinatie van differentiële
spectrofotometrische controle en een vAPP-coronagraaf. Hierbij levert de vAPP-coronagraaf
een beeld van de ster voor gebruik als gelijktijdige fotometrische referentie om systematiek
uit de lichtkromme van een begeleider te elimineren. De vAPP wordt gecombineerd met
een Integral Field Spectograph (IFS) om het licht van het doelwit in afzonderlijke spectra
te dispergeren. Deze spectra kunnen dan opnieuw worden gecombineerd tot een enkel ’wit-
licht’ datapunt. Dit heeft het voordeel dat golflengte-afhankelijke flat field fouten worden
uitgevlakt en dat golflengtegebieden met instrumentele absorptie of sterk wisselende at-
mosferische absorptie kunnen worden uitgesloten, wat betekent dat systematische effecten
aanzienlijk kunnen worden verminderd, waardoor de uiteindelijke witlichtkromme stabieler
en nauwkeuriger wordt. Hierdoor kan ik zoeken naar variabiliteit door wolken en andere
kenmerken in de atmosferen van exoplaneten en bruine dwergen. Ik test deze aanpak aan
de hand van 2,8-4,2 µm waarnemingen van de substellaire begeleider HD 1160 B, verkregen
met de 360° vAPP (dgvAPP360) en de Arizona Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (ALES)
IFS op de Large Binocular Telescope in Arizona. Ik ontwikkel een nieuwe dataeductiepijplijn
om deze data te verwerken en er diafragma fotometrie uit te halen, die een differentiële
witlichtkromme voor de begeleider oplevert. Vervolgens gebruik ik een lineaire regressieme-
thode om de lichtkromme aan te passen en resterende systematische fouten te corrigeren. Ik
vind een aanzienlijke sinusvormige variabiliteit van 8, 8% in de lichtkromme van HD 1160 B,
met een periode van ∼3,24 uur. Afzonderlijke golflengtebanden van 3,59-3,99 µm laten
verder aanwijzingen zien voor toenemende variabiliteit met de golflengte. Na grondig on-
derzoek en het uitsluiten van systematische ruis bronnen, schrijf ik deze variabiliteit toe aan
heterogene kenmerken in de atmosfeer van HD 1160 B, die in en uit beeld roteren naarmate
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hij draait. Als de periode van deze variabiliteit de rotatieperiode van HD 1160 B weerspiegelt,
wijzen fysische beperkingen erop dat de rotatieperiode dicht bij de theoretisch maximale
rotatieperiode ligt. De nauwkeurigheid van de differentiële witlichtcurve van HD 1160 B
is de grootste die tot nu toe is gemeten me in een lichtkromme voor direct waargenomen
objecten vanaf het aardoppervlak met een separatie van minder dan een boogseconde van
de ster, en met een nauwkeurigheid van 3, 7% per tijdsinterval van 18 minuten. Ik vind nog
geen aanwijzingen voor een systematische ruisondergrens, wat erop wijst dat aanvullende
waarnemingen de precisie nog zouden kunnen verbeteren. Deze nieuwe techniek is daarom
veelbelovend voor toekomstig werk om stormen in kaart te brengen of verduisteringen door
exomanen rond reuzenexoplaneten te vinden. In dit hoofdstuk gebruik ik ook waarnemin-
gen van NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) om te bevestigen dat de ster
HD 1160 A niet varieert met een precisie van 0,03%.

In dit hoofdstuk 4 presenteer ik verdere waarnemingen van HD 1160 B met de LBT dg-
vAPP360 en ALES. Ik gebruik de in het vorige hoofdstuk beschreven differentiële spectro-
fotometrie om de variabiliteit van deze begeleider te bevestigen tijdens een tweede waar-
nemingsnacht. Hoewel ik de variabiliteit van ∼3,2 uur van de eerste nacht terugvind, zie
ik geen periodieke variabiliteit in de tweede nacht. Dit kan erop wijzen dat de variabiliteit,
en daarmee de atmosfeer, van HD 1160 B een snelle evolutie in de tijd doormaakt, en be-
nadrukt de complexiteit van de interpretatie van lichtkrommen van substellaire objecten
met een hoog contrast. Ik bevestig ook de herhaalbaarheid van deze techniek door de nauw-
keurigheid van de voor trends gecorrigeerde differentiële witlichtkrommen van elke nacht
te analyseren. Dit suggereert dat differentiële spectrofotometrie met behulp van vAPP een
herhaalbare precisie bereikt op het niveau van ∼4% over meerdere tijdperken. In aanvul-
ling op de variabiliteitsanalyse in dit hoofdstuk, combineer ik ook elke nacht gegevens om
een spectrale karakterisering van HD 1160 B in de 2,8-4,2 µm golflengteband uit te voeren
met behulp van BT-Settl atmosferische modellen. Deze spectra zijn de eerste voor dit object
in het midden-infrarood en vormen daarom een grote aanvulling op eerdere studies in de
literatuur. Ik stel vast dat het spectrum van HD 1160 B op elke nacht consistent is op de
meeste golflengten, maar dat de begeleider systematisch zwakker lijkt op de tweede nacht
in het golflengtegebied van 3,0-3,2 µm. Als dit verschil astrofysisch is, zou het te wijten
kunnen zijn aan de intrinsieke variabiliteit van HD 1160 B. Ik heb deze spectra vergeleken
met atmosferische modellen, waarbij elke nacht afzonderlijk en beide nachten samen zijn
beschouwd. Net als bij HR 2562 B in hoofdstuk 2 levert dit proces verschillende waarden
op voor de fysische eigenschappen van HD 1160 B, afhankelijk van de beschouwde nacht.
Ik vind schattingen van de effectieve temperatuur Teff variërend van Teff = 2804+152

−74 K in de
eerste nacht, in overeenstemming met de literatuur, tot een veel koelere Teff = 2310+93

−82 K in
de tweede nacht. De helderheidsschattingen voor HD 1160 B in dit hoofdstuk zijn lager dan
die in de literatuur, maar de radiusschattingen komen grotendeels overeen. In het algemeen
concludeer ik dat het spectrum van HD 1160 B op de tweede nacht van onze waarnemingen
niet consistent is met resultaten uit de literatuur. De verschillen in de resultaten voor elk
spectrum maken duidelijk welke invloed variabiliteit kan hebben op het vergelijken van
atmosferische modellen met observaties van substellaire objecten. Ik schat de massa van
HD 1160 B op 16-81 MJup, ruim boven de deuteriumgrens, maar met de mogelijkheid dat het
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een ster is met een lage massa boven de waterstofgrens. In dit hoofdstuk presenteer ik ook
R = 50.000 optische spectroscopie met hoge resolutie van de gastheerster van HD 1160 B,
HD 1160 A, verkregen met het Potsdam Echelle Polarimetric and Spectroscopic Instrument
(PEPSI) tegelijktijdig met de LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360-waarnemingen. HD 1160 A was eerder
geclassificeerd als een A0V-ster op basis van waarnemingen met fotografische platen. Door
mijn nieuwe spectrum van HD 1160 A te vergelijken met atmosferische modellen, weerleg ik
het spectraaltype naar A1 IV-V en karakteriseer ik zijn fysische eigenschappen. Ik vind een
Teff van 9200+ 200

− 100 K, log(g) van 3,5+ 0,5
− 0,3, en vsini van 96+ 6

− 4 km s−1, de eerste vsini schatting
voor dit doelwit. Gezien deze vsini en de bekende inclinatiehoek van het HD 1160-systeem,
laat ik zien dat HD 1160 A langzamer roteert dan de typische A-type ster.

Ten slotte, in hoofdstuk 5 injecteer ik kunstmatige begeleiders met zowel niet-variërende als
variërende signalen in echte gegevens verkregen met de LBT dgvAPP360 en ALES. Hierdoor
kan ik beoordelen in hoeverre aardatmosferische absorptie en instrumentele systematiek de
precisie van de differentiële lichtkrommen verkregen met de techniek van vAPP-gebaseerde
differentiële spectrofotometrie vanaf het aardoppervlak, zoals eerder beschreven in hoofd-
stuk 3, beïnvloedt en beperkt. Ik produceer ook een gesimuleerde dataset en introduceer een
reeks aan systematische effecten zoals atmosferische turbulentie, non-common path aber-
rations (NCPA’s) beschreven door een reeks van polynomen die bekend staan als Zernike
modes. Met deze simulaties kan ik onderzoeken hoe verschillende aberraties de relatieve
diafragmafotometrie van een ster en een substellaire begeleider in de loop van een tijdreeks
beïnvloeden wanneer diafragma’s van verschillende grootte worden gebruikt om de flux
van elk object te meten. Kunstmatige injectie van een begeleider is een ideale manier om
te beoordelen in hoeverre onbekende systematiek de precisie die met deze techniek wordt
bereikt beperkt, terwijl de gesimuleerde gegevens mij in staat stellen de sterkte van sommige
verwachte systematiek te meten, zoals die veroorzaakt door Zernike-modes. Eerst verwerk
ik de gegevens met de geïnjecteerde begeleiders en voer voor elke begeleider fotometrie uit
om na te gaan hoe goed hun bekende variabiliteitssignalen kunnen worden teruggevonden
in hun differentiële lichtkrommen, en dus in hoeverre hun lichtkrommen zijn beïnvloed
door systematiek. Ik vind dat variërende begeleiders kunnen worden onderscheiden van
niet-variërende begeleiders, maar dat variabiliteitsamplitudes en -perioden niet nauwkeurig
kunnen worden teruggevonden wanneer de waarnemingen slechts een klein aantal peri-
oden bestrijken. Door na te gaan hoe de kwadratische gemiddelden van de differentiële
lichtkrommen variëren met het opdelen in verschillende tijdsintervallen, vind ik dat er nog
steeds systematiek in de gegevens zit, maar dat de gegevens geen ruisvloer bereiken, zo-
dat de precisie verder kan worden verbeterd door de data in grotere tijdsintervallen op te
delen. Dit komt overeen met het resultaat dat ik eerder had gevonden in hoofdstuk 3. De
gesimuleerde gegevens in dit hoofdstuk zijn geproduceerd met het Python pakket HCIPy
om de LBT/ALES+dgvAPP360 instrumentele opstelling weer te geven, en omvatten een
gesimuleerd ster-planet systeem met vergelijkbare eigenschappen als het HD 1160 systeem.
Eerst heb ik het effect van NCPA’s op de fotometrie van de ster en de begeleider getest door
ze aan de gesimuleerde gegevens toe te voegen met behulp van 100 Zernike-modi. Als ik
de golffrontfout van deze aberraties schaal met een realistische machtswet, blijkt dat aber-
raties van hoge orde geen significante invloed hebben op de gemeten helderheid van de
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ster en de begeleider, maar dat modi van lage orde een significante vermindering van de
gemiddelde helderheid van de begeleider over de waarnemingsreeks kunnen veroorzaken. Ik
vind echter dat de helderheidsvariatie over de waarnemingsreeks voor een bepaalde modus
<1% is, wat suggereert dat de metingen van de variabiliteit van de begeleider minimaal
worden beïnvloed door deze aberraties. Vervolgens heb ik realistische residuele golffront-
fouten, fotonruis en thermische achtergrondruis gesimuleerd en vastgesteld dat thermische
achtergrondruis de belangrijkste bron van verstrooiing is in de fotometrie van de ruwe data
van de begeleider. In een gesimuleerde gecorrigeerde differentiële lichtkromme komt de
verstrooiing van de datapunten nauw overeen met die van de niet-variërende geïnjecteerde
kunstmatige metgezellen wanneer ze in dezelfde bin size worden ingedeeld, wat suggereert
dat dezelfde ruisbronnen de dominante effecten zijn in de echte gegevens. Aangezien de
effecten van zowel fotonruis als achtergrondruis afnemen met toenemende opgedeelde tijds-
interval grootte, komt dit overeen met de trends van het kwadratisch gemiddelde die ik
heb gemeten voor de geïnjecteerde begeleiders. Ik benadruk dat voorspellende controle en
focal-plane wavefront sensing technieken zullen helpen om systematiek in dit soort gegevens
verder te verminderen, waardoor een grotere precisie kan worden bereikt met vAPP-enabled
differentiële spectrofotometrie.

Samen onderzoeken deze hoofdstukken de haalbaarheid van het gebruik van adaptieve
optiek, geavanceerde contrastrijke beeldvormingstechnieken en integrale veldspectrografen
om rechtstreeks lichtkrommen van exoplaneten te maken. In de toekomst zal dit het in kaart
brengen van hun stormen en kenmerken en het zoeken naar hun exomanen mogelijk maken.
Ik laat zien dat we met de nieuwe technieken die ik heb ontwikkeld een nauwkeurigheid
van 4% kunnen bereiken, herhaalbaar op afzonderlijke nachten, en ik benadruk dat verbe-
teringen in wavefrontdetectie en systematische detrending een nog grotere nauwkeurigheid
kunnen opleveren, die uiteindelijk de kenmerken van verre werelden scherper in beeld zullen
brengen.

Translated by DeepL and Lennart van Sluijs
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